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Preface
Discerning readers, be there any, will find all sorts of
themes and motifs binding together these stories and ordering them precisely as they are. Let me know when you
do.
These stories have all been read by my dearest wife,
Nita, who approves. Any objections or lawsuits should be
directed straight to her.
My children—Matthew, Anne, Elizabeth—were offered a look at these. All were “too busy” (as were grandchildren—Whitney, Eric, Seth, and Samantha—along with
Liam and William, great-grandchildren, who are infants,
as if that were an excuse!). They, therefore, have no business objecting to personal references and private details.
I tried many times to interest my nieces and nephews
(ha!), who dearly include me in weekly zoomings, though
they have halted even the pretense of attending to my
counsel.
Other friends simply ignored altogether my pleas for
help (and money): Sherman Alexie, Mark Auburn (of
course), Sandy Auburn (a surprise there), Bill and Lindy
Backus (sneered at me), Shawn, Gary and Tyler Bacon,
Sue and Don Bialotosky, Cindy and Chuck Blair (laughed
in my face), Megan and Les Brill (after all I’d done for
them), Karla Boos and Joell Gall (see if I write any more
plays for them!), Gerald Bruns (who said they were beyond his reach), John Bruns (who said they were beneath
him), Lynnette Burnett (who said they were all X-rated
and not to send any more), Leo and Dorothy Braudy (who

said they’d get to them—that was in 1988), Gina Barreca
(who got me confused with another of her admirers, now
deceased), Murray Beja (who really does count), Keith
Carabine (who also does), David Cherin (who exerted his
considerable influence trying to block publication), Patricia Cherin (who, worst of all, offered editorial suggestions), Barb and Jeff DeCourt (who admired every one,
even after reading them), Tami Dixon and Jeffrey Carpenter (who make the world come alive), Percival Everett
(who wrote many of these stories and said I might as well
claim them as he had a million others), Nancy Glazener
(who is no better than she should be but that’s the best),
Sidney Goldfarb (love you, Sidney), Pamela Lynn Jones
(whose great heart matches her great wit), Kay Bea Jones
(who keeps the home fires burning), Barbara and Lee
Krauth (who pretend to admire other writers more but I
can see they don’t mean it), Julian and Robin Markels
(who taught me how to think and live and love), Tom Marshall (the best baritone on earth—just ask him), Mallory
McKenzie and dear Dylan, John Nuckols (whose heart
soars and generosity never ends), Marilyn Pesci and Chuck
Dizzard (whose counsel, support, and kindness keep me
going—if unsteadily), Rob Polhemus (whose advice is always worth ignoring), Robin Romans and Mylu Llado
(who shun me regularly), Gina Schwartz (friend of my
heart for forty years—though she’s not that old), Merry
Speece and Nathaniel (from whom I have hidden these stories—they have elevated taste), Nancy and Greg Todd
(brilliant and kind people—even if they are related), Matthew Stadler, Diane and Randy Sundberg, dear Julian

Wolfreys, Melissa Yepa and her great children, Karl
Zender (a fellow expatriate from technology and dear
buddy)
I am deeply indebted to soft-hearted Joseph Dane,
though I cannot now remember why.
I send much love to dearest Joel Conarroe, who surely
deserves so much more and better than these tales.
To Gerhard Joseph and George Levine, geezer buddies who would know how central they are to me—if they
would only listen.
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Release the Peddler
I’d give all the wealth that years have piled,
The slow result of life’s decay,
To be once more a little child
For one bright summer day.
—Lewis Carroll
Here’s the truth: we can pick any place and time to be and
light right there. I don’t mean some fantasy voyage either but a
material displacement. We can, say, find a spot where we will be
young, healthy, and ignorant of all that lies around us in the
world, of all that lies ahead. Blissful, if you don’t look too close,
which we don’t—couldn’t if we tried, not if we’re young enough.
Let’s say we’re fourteen-years-old. Just this very morning
starting high school, getting off the bus, a little nervous but finding it easy enough to tramp along with the crowd of kids, keeping
our mouth shut. It’s right now 7:49 a.m., Tuesday September 4,
temperature 71 degrees—going to be a hot one.
It’s 1951, like you knew, hoped it wasn’t. But wait. It’s not
what most might regard as an exciting era, 1951 isn’t. I grant you
that. Still, the era, the year, has its appeals. We’re far enough
away from the nightmare war to allow us pretty much to ignore
the world situation, even Korea, unless we’ve got brothers or
dads fighting there. It happens that we don’t, and thus we fail to
register that the 1,000,000th American soldier (overall, dating
back to Lexington, Mass) died in combat just last month. Our
minds are elsewhere, not roaming far from the local scene, if
we’re fourteen years old, which we are.
You remember it well and it was not before your time: a
great year, take it all around. Think of Perry Como and Milton
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Berle, Martin and Lewis and “I Love Lucy.” The Catcher in the
Rye, the execution of the Rosenbergs, and the firing of MacArthur. “On Top of Old Smokey” and the Roller Derby. DiMaggio
retires and Willie Mays is rookie of the year. Drive-in movies and
“The Thing.” Cigarettes $0.19 per pack. The college basketball
scandal and minimum wage of $0.75. The biflex bra costs $1.00
and is worth it. The first nuclear power plant is built. Johnny Ray
sings “Cry.” Ike decides to run. Amateur Hours are much loved:
Horace Heidt and Arthur Godfrey and Ted Mack. The Death of a
Salesman opens. Best of all, Ralph Kiner, from just down the
river in smoke-clogged Pittsburgh, is NL home-run king, fortytwo big ones.
You caught that about “down the river,” right? So, this is the
best news of all, even better than it being 1951: East Liverpool,
Ohio, rim of the state, bordering both Pennsylvania and West Virginia, proclaiming itself (on signs at all the major borders) “The
Pottery Capital of the World.” Allow for a little self-promotion
here: some of the potteries are located across the river, in Chester
or Newell (both in West Virginia) or down-river in Wellsville or
Toronto. Also true that most people in East Liverpool work not
in potteries but in steel mills, all in nearby towns: Midland,
Steubenville, Weirton. We’re still what we say we are. Why not?
Given that this is East Liverpool, we’ve hit at just the best
time, a period edging up on affluence. The town is nearly bustling
now, the only quasi-boom time East Liverpool is ever to know.
With the mills rolling, working people find themselves with a few
coins in their pockets and no way of knowing how soon they will
disappear. The citizenry responds nervously, not by amassing
goods but by “going downtown”: an embarrassed pacing, circling
a vacant center. Those who once had been happy at home find
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reason to roam over this lumpy town: houses covering the pretty
hills, the steep shale scarfing cliffs cascading down to the river.
We’re close to the river ourselves as we make our way into
the old Central Building, a spectacular Ohio Gothic structure that
looks more like an outsized courthouse than a school: turrets and
gables and secret passageways, or so they say. We don’t notice
the river much, certainly not now. The smell is there, but we’re
used to it, would say it was cool and pleasant, were we asked,
which we won’t be. Besides, we’re soon inside, where what hits
us is a different odor, the smell of old wood: strong, moving, and
complex. Oil on top of years of dirt, discarded skin flakes, and
the perfumed dust janitors sprinkle on puke to worsen the smell.
Isn’t like we ignore all the other bodies, bodies as open to pleasure as they ever will be. But where’s the pleasure? All around us
nervous giggles are trying to pass for ease. Is anyone having fun?
First period, called “Homeroom,” passes in a blur of confusing announcements about clubs, excused (or not) absences, hall
monitors, bus passes, and grading policies. Holy hell! Who can
remember? Then we’re off down the steps to second period,
Latin. It seems as if we’ve been there before, just yesterday. The
teacher especially exists for us with a remarkable solidity. We
remember her so vividly, we’re ready to kiss her gray, deep-indeath face as she croaks out the roll:
Luanne
Sandra
Lester
Patsy
Marshall
Oliver
Mary Lou
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Jo Ann
Rudy
Sondra
Jacqueline
Erla
Yvonne
Gus
Deanna
Cecil
Lynnette
Edna
Norman
Ruth Ann
Not a single Jason, Tiffany, Joshua, Missy, Courtney, Brendan, Brandon, Trent, Jessica, Kyle, Brittany, Kimberly, Jordan,
Kelly, Brett, Justin.
Might as well enjoy it, being fourteen. It’s no picnic, but no
worse than where we were before all this. But it’s not useful to
entertain such time-reversing thoughts right now, so we turn our
attention to Latin verbs and to heavy-lidded Miss Adelaine
Hawke.
Miss Hawke, really and truly named Adelaine, is explaining
the daily quizzes, the rigors ahead, and her plan to seat the class
according to each student’s performance. It’ll be like the BCS
football rankings: “Student #1 will sit in desk #1, until displaced;
student #2 will sit in desk #2, until displaced; student #3 ...” She
goes up to #10 before “and so on,” like a comedy act with horrible
material. Crazy old bat.
The girl sitting right in front of us is pretty, very pretty. She’s
wearing bobby sox and penny loafers, a full skirt, and a version
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of what are called peasant blouses. We’re lots taller than she (or
the person for whom the desk was designed). By leaning forward,
we can look down the front of her blouse, the loose elastic clinging to nothing, and see her sparkler white bra, heartbreakingly
simple. She makes your throat constrict.
But we can think of no way to get her attention, so turn to
flipping through the book and listening intently to Miss Hawke
explain, with enthusiasm and a lucid futility, what a frozen language amounts to, not dead but relatively uncorrupted, available
to us, she says, “as a specimen in amber might be, a sharp image
of antiquity seen through a glass dimmed only by our faulty eyesight, made defective by limited imaginations and incomplete
learning.” What astounding eloquence, thrown away on the coaldust-scented air. Her appreciation of Latin’s formal properties
and grammatical complexity is a matter so subtle and richly aestheticized it makes us glad we’re here, dazzled, as one might be
at hearing Maria Callas sing at a cock fight. Miss Hawke loves
this language in a way some might love Mozart or Raphael.
“Even the irregular verbs have symmetry, if not exactly a
straightforward logic.” How did this mad, elegant mind get imprisoned in East Liverpool? She may as well have been lecturing
the flowers. Every kid, is quiet and respectful, doesn’t even shuffle in these granite-hard seats, solidly attached by an insanely
elaborate curving metal lattice to an iron-maiden desk.
Could a teacher stand here in 1951 for the whole period, a
slow tick-tocking forty-two minutes, going “google gum gim!”
and command the same well-mannered attention? What a strange
world, and not one we want to abandon, however, just find a way
to make our own. There is something like genuine dignity in all
this student obedience; polite consideration comes natural to us.
We find Miss Hawke loony, sure, but we would never hurt her
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feelings. Maybe it’s that. Maybe it’s just that we don’t know our
asses from our elbows.
But one thing we know about for sure is sex. It’s not Latin
that commands our attention but bodies and what we might be
doing with and for them. We know a lot about that. True, much
of what we know (all) is speculative, still to be fully realized and
enacted. But the fact that sexual activity is all before us, beckoning and as yet untarnished by anything so vulgar as practice,
makes it all the more central and powerful, also, in ways hard to
explain, real. Sex is realized for us in ways completely unavailable to later periods, which vulgarized it by making it as common
as shoe-tying. We have it figured out, sex. That’s our story and
we’re sticking with it. It’s not in the least persuasive to us, but
it’s what we’ve got; so it works, has to.
Likely all eras have pretty murky mating codes, hidden rules
on what is expected, daring, unthinkable. Our codes are perhaps
as clear and unmistakable as any ever, which would be a comfort,
were they a little less tight. In fact, we don’t regard them as “mating codes” at all, simply “what you do on a date.” And what you
do is what everybody does, seems to us, without variation. There
are no “hot” girls, much less “tramps.” No boys are more or less
successful than any others. Seems unlikely, but so it is. We all
follow the script: handholding and a peck on first date; Frenchkissing on second; more French-kissing on third and subsequent
dates, and on until the end of time. Oh sure, there’s a little squirming, running fingers through hair, sounds of pleasure (“oh,” “ah”).
But the advancing, such as it is, stops at Date #2.
You’d think we’d hate it, but we don’t. It’s what is and it
provides us all with a sort of ease, along with pleasures hard to
define but worth returning for again and again. These joys repay
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even our startling return to 1951, though there’s more fun to
come, even in the prurient department.
There are clothes, for instance. Boys, all of us, wear jeans
and tee-shirts, white bucks, all do. This apparel waves toward
motorcycle gangs and violent rebellion; and, as uniforms go, is a
salty one. Girls have much more leeway, but their dress commonly invades erotic territory more brazenly. The tops, for instance, are almost slutty: tight sweaters, loose blouses. True,
skirts seem designed by chastity-promotion companies: anklelength heavy wool with no give to it, knees invisible.
The conversation, though, is often bawdy. I think about how
that can be, decide that the self-assured girls rely on the prudish
ethos of the times and their own vastly superior sophistication to
protect them from anyone equating loose talk with loose behavior, open discourse with opening thighs. That is one theory I have,
not the only one.
Another is that they are as starved for advanced activity as
are the boys and are reaching toward what little they can get, releasing libidinous energies by way of burning talk. Sex in the
head, D. H. Lawrence’s bitter description of modern eros, had
been established as the only arousing practice in town. Sex in the
head being better than no sex at all—maybe. For us, it isn’t so
much frustrating as wild fun. “Fun” seems an insipid term, but
we can think of no better word for one of the best things we experience back here in dear old 1951 East Liverpool, Ohio, home
of the Potters and many fetching people.
Added to the arousing verbal fun is some skillful flirting,
practiced well by nearly all the girls and poorly by all the boys.
In a single between-class walk in the hall, several eye-twinkles,
many hair-flips, just as many hands on the shoulders, some breast
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brush-againsts, and maybe even a pat or two close to butts are
routine. Whorehouses are less brazen.
But maybe the “fun” you and I are experiencing is a little
heartless, insensitive. What about these women—“girls” we call
them and they call themselves—and their blatant flirting. Are
they teasing or, more likely, practicing a kind of half-sarcastic
charity? All the girls in school seem glued together by the same
easy understanding. They’re in on something close to a shared
ironic apprehension: inside an absurd drama, they do what they
can for as long as they can. In this play, those with all the power
are so ill equipped to exercise or even recognize it that those dealt
the poorest cards can easily win the early rounds. Boys have highspeed motor launches and girls rickety paddle-boats, but it’s the
boys sputtering along. Girls know the rules, the course, the tricks
of the game. Boys gun their engines.
But it won’t last long, and the girls don’t fool themselves
about what looms ahead. All their élan seems shadowed by melancholy, some reserve or unwillingness to trust very far this temporary mobility. Before long, they’ll be caged. No number of
proms, phone calls to girlfriends making fun of boys, no quantity
of superior insight and ability will alter the one future facing
them. They can signal to one another, wave across the empty
spaces to others walking parallel ditches. Awareness gains them
nothing, and they waste no energy wishing it were otherwise.
There are no prizes to be won, and though they feign interest in
catching the best boys, it’s a mock battle, much like a party game,
where everyone ends up in the same closet, lights out, forced to
plant the same dull kiss on the lips of males who vary as little as
their haircuts or dreams. No point in competing, and they don’t.
I haven’t mentioned same sex attractions, you’ll be noting.
It’s rampant, of course, seldom enacted too directly, never
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openly, but sending out so many sparks, so many. Drive-in movie
grovelings are not nearly so achingly tingle-producing as gymclass locker rooms—undressing, showering—looking about us,
almost touching.
Back to girls and competitions—girls managing not to knife
at one another—not ever. Not even across class lines. You’d
think their more flexible dress clothes would allow for rivalries
in such things as sweaters (cashmere v. cotton). But it’s the boys
who hurt others and are so deeply hurt by class distinctions,
marked mostly by geography. We live, you and me, in a poor part
of town, but not the poorest. We’ve never visited the poorest,
which are high up and low down: across the railroad tracks, then
the street, and then up into the thick trees, dirt roads, and dirt
poor. Funny how these poor people, we poor people, maintain
sharp and unmistakable distinctions. The hill folk are not in the
town’s worst area for human beings, the one most calculated to
produce suffering. The very bottom is in a Bottom, Marshall’s
Bottom it’s called, a pit that floods about every fourth spring,
bringing mud where dust had reigned. But the hill neighborhoods
are genuine third world: no windows fit their frames, no doors
latch, no lawns are free of something rusting. A couple of the
black families live up here, along with whites who have given up
being racist and seem to get along well with neighbors. But we
have no real idea about any of this, almost as little as we have of
the rich.
Funny how the old river towns manage small sections, all up
over the first ridge, as snotty and exclusive as anything in the nation. Wheeling has such sections, Steubenville, even Mingo Junction: the lawns are big and open, trees everywhere, houses on outsized lots. There’s a drawback, of course: screen them how you
will, they still belly up to heavy-industry cancer pits.
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One arena for obliterating or at least forgetting temporarily
class distinctions is found in sports, not sports generally but football, only football. That’s not especially good news for you and
me, as we are cowards, downright chicken-shits.
For us, football amounts to pain leading to a desire to avoid
the pain, in any way possible, not disregarding ways leading to
humiliation, leading to secret tears, leading to deeper shame, and
finally back again to pain. We cannot bring ourselves actually to
do what you would call “play the game.” That’s not possible
when we are so single-heartedly devoted to protecting ourselves,
creating ever-new possibilities for letting time go by without being injured in it. No artist ever made such calls on imaginative
ingenuity. Of course, it is (a term we try to keep buried) shameless, being willing, as we are, to find no cowardice, no ruse beneath us.
We often strike bargains with rival-team kids opposite: get
the game over, don’t get stepped on, don’t cry. Most, we find,
had aims similar to ours. “Let’s go easy on one another,” we’ll
hiss. Sometimes they pretend to ignore us or tell us to kiss their
tough asses—and then act out this dual fakery: grunt, shove, and
lie atop one another, safely out of range of the cleats that chewed
up fingers, the forearms that shivered necks, the wrenching tackles, the humiliating open field. Thespians all, fooling coaches and
parents alike.
In 1951 East Liverpool, one thing is foundational: real boys
play football and batten on the pain. Real boys! That’s us! Sure.
But not all is humiliation and suffering, not much is. We get
the sense football is just a way for adults to fake caring. Maybe
they don’t give a shit. How could they? Other kids sure don’t, so
what the hell makes the difference?
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What does make a difference, now that we’re here, is noticing, not letting things slide by, taking them for granted. East Liverpool, 1951: that’s the reality we have. It’s all we have. Let’s not
have it disappear without recording in the fullest way we can
what it is. Hell, we go through life with blinders on, scarcely noticing the world around us.
That’s one reason we speak, try to put into words what we’re
seeing, exactly and in detail, so the words will bring into being
that very world, make the world for us and make us in the world.
The creative imagination coordinates the two. It doesn’t show us;
it determines us. Even if we aren’t ever fully coordinated with
ourselves or with the world, the dream of full presence can only
be approached by an effort of art. Trying to make prose poems in
our head keeps us alive, protects us from accepting blindness as
our rightful state. We push at the world until it pushes back.
We can be, even in this unlikely place and time, inside the
wild heart of life, finding what Stephen Daedalus found in the
muck of Dublin.
And we too will find such life in the commonest of words
and happenings, right here and every day. In such things as, let’s
say, aimless Sunday drives, backyard carnivals, and games, the
games of children.
What could be finer than going out into the countryside, exploring some back roads? True, most actual teenagers in this actual time will try to avoid just that. Driving to get nowhere, for
no reason? What could be worse? But we have some sense, purchased at a great price, that life, if we are to have any, is not measured in destinations reached or even planned. The most vivid life
would unfold in a world with no destinations, one long Sunday
drive.
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The county is webbed with thousands of tiny roads, many
unsigned or with absurd markers like “10.” Most are paved, but
you never can predict how long the pavement might hold out. It’s
hilly country, heavily wooded, presenting the illusion of limitless
uncharted territories. Around every corner there are more trees,
often a woods, sometimes a creek or a bog, meadows; now and
then a trailer, abandoned mattress, or a house. We ignore the latter and fall into the dream of being outside of familiarity altogether. Locked in a mystery, the car weaves round, never allowing anything steady. Landscapes are on the move, melting one
into another. Just as we draw close to failure, to an ending, the
car veers off, past new woods, fields, worlds. We aren’t silent:
“I see something you don’t see, and it’s in the shape of a big
blubbery butt.”
“Dale!” Mom says, laughing.
“Like Mrs. Nickle’s butt,” Dad says.
“It is Mrs. Nickels’ butt, right Dale? I saw her back there
leaning over a fence, butt unfurled. That it?”
“Too late. We passed it.”
Someone in a helicopter would see us meandering through
just a few square miles. Someone with a watch would clock us at
just a few hours. But there is no helicopter and no watch. We sing,
play games, are silent, and loll. During such rides, we get a
glimpse of full presence, losing that cursed double consciousness,
the sense that we are watching ourselves, scoring our every move,
much like a judge at a diving competition. Now, it’s as if we have
no self. Happiness is all around us, in and through us. It is part of
us; we are part of it.
You remember the feeling, of course, if not in purposeless
drives then in amateur festivities kids organized in fields and
backyards. Ours is an annual carnival, more important to the
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neighborhood as a rite of spring than any religious rituals, egg
hunts, or new pastel coats. It attracts the attention of everyone our
age and younger, especially younger. Perhaps we’re carrying on
too long, the two of us, with an activity that speaks loudest to the
nine-year-olds. But it is roaring fun, and your unchecked enthusiasm allows me to pitch in unembarrassed. I’d never met anyone
so devoted to good times and to easy friendship as you. Who else
could give me permission to do what I so want to do?
Now the carnival is a trifle amateurish, a severe critic might
say. Luckily, we have no severe critics around and wouldn’t have
noticed if we had. We’ve developed a tradition, a set of tried and
true acts, attractions, food booths, games, and surprises. One surprise we always have is “MOVIE TIME,” which features some
of your home movies and three store-bought comedies (Three
Stooges, a cartoon gala, and a loser called “Fisherman’s Luck”).
Our family has a projector, yours a screen, and we set it up in
your garage. Most of our featured live acts also take place there,
behind a curtain (sheet), in front of some benches you and I made
years before from scrap lumber, covered with old roofing shingles (brown). They have stood up well, if unevenly, over the
years, these benches, rarely collapsing.
Reenlisting our old acts turns out to be tougher than we’d
imagined. Billy Thompson, for instance, gives me a cold “no,”
despite my chumming him up. For years, Billy has displayed his
somewhat disgustingly double-jointed elbows to the crowd
(maybe eight kids) who pay a penny each for the spectacle. “No,”
he tells me, despite my joking so well. But then he says yes to
you, naturally, as you don’t pull out all the homo-social stops or
suggest that Billy is your dearest friend. You just ask him to do it
as a favor. Nobody can refuse you.
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Well, yes they can. My own sister, my own Joanie, says she
absolutely won’t humiliate herself another year with her poetry
reading, even if we keep the sheet drawn and her identity a mystery. And Mildred Todd from up the street says she isn’t taking
baton anymore and really doesn’t think she can twirl. We still
have the tapping Bailey twins, magnificent even on the dirt floor,
and Glenn Hall’s magic act, the one talent that really is a talent,
not to overlook Cub Scout Troop #Seven’s gymnastics show, climaxing in a pyramid made a little risky by the advancing bulk of
some of those accustomed to take top positions. We also have
returning the song stylings of Glenda Diggs, shadow pictures by
your sister, and the trained cats of Nadine Simms, a show worth
seeing some years, though the cats have not always cooperated
fully or at all.
And there’s more. We have outside in the field next to your
house a fishing pond with prizes, a basketball hoop for those
wanting to win a stuffed animal (one is all we have), a hop-scotch
competition, face-painting, and food stands, dependent on the local mothers, who always come through. In a good year, we clear
almost four dollars. Not a bad day’s work.
Afterwards, we have to concede that our take is lower than
usual. We allow many free admissions, even free cookies, but we
always do that, so that doesn’t explain our slumping income. I
suggest that we are saturating the market; you think we are depending too much on attractions, that the future is in games, and
that we should invest our profit from this year in prizes. I agree.
Once our stuffed animal had been won, we could offer little incentive for shooting the basketball or hopping scotch. I suggest
we build a dunking pool next time. You agree, liking every idea
for the simple reason that you can make ideas work, build things,
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think things through, endure setbacks, and get help. In a sane
world, you would be President.
Yes, the carnival has been a financial disappointment, were
one set up to be disappointed, which left us out. We agree that the
enthusiasm level has never been higher and that the quality of the
acts has been astounding.
That evening, to celebrate, we eat, sit on the back porch, finish three games of Parcheesi, visit two sets of neighbor kids, put
pennies on the railroad track, play volleyball over at the school
playground, manage our ping pong contests in your basement, go
outside for an activity I’ll describe in a minute, listen to the radio
(tales well calculated to keep you in suspense), talk some more,
have snacks, get ready for bed. Each activity seems to take two
hours. There’s a common feeling that the world contracts as we
grow older, that there is no room for what was once there in abundance. Maybe that’s not an illusion.
Funny thing about this 1951 and our enjoyments, largest in
small things: gossip, brushing arms, phone calls, Release the Peddler, gym class, studying Latin, watching our parents’ silence,
listening to the radio, eating bad food, going to movies, playing
with the horse weeds down by the river, thinking of girls, riding
the bus, talking to just about anybody, hearing the Saturday afternoon opera (courtesy of Texaco), fishing in the river for catfish, flirting, board games, being surprised by the unaffected decency of all these kids, wearing clothes that seem like costumes,
playing pinball, drinking milkshakes, dancing at sock hops, seeing girls in their sweaters and funny pointed bras, chewing
SenSen, eating Mallo Cups, hearing Hit Parade ballads. They
tried to tell us we’re too young.
We dropped a heavy-handed clue two paragraphs back, referring mysteriously to something we’d “describe later.” Couple
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that with the obscure reference in the paragraph just completed to
“Release the Peddler.” Here we go.
We wend our way outside on this balmy evening to join a
community game of “Release the Peddler,” a game played under
a streetlight, with a chalked out rectangle (the jail), one jailer, the
rest of the players (escaped cons) set on arranging jailbreaks for
those nabbed by the law. We have about two square miles in
which to hide and sneak: the jailer, by common consent, cannot
be a “base sucker,” standing by the box, but has to make forays
out and thus risk having his prisoners released by jailbreakers.
Often, of course, the jailer herself hides, waiting for unwary runners trying to reach the rectangle before being spotted: “One,
Two, Three, I see Ronald.” If that’s yelled out before the kid gets
to the line, he lands in jail as a prisoner, hoping for a slick marauder to release him. If the kid gets there unspotted by the jailer,
everyone can scatter. Any number can play, and it’s one of those
games that has no ending. If everyone gets caught, the first becomes the jailer and it all starts over. But it’s hard to know when
everybody is caught, as people join and leave the game unofficially, crawling from their houses under cars and toward the jail
or, just as likely, leaving without telling anyone.
It is a version of infinity, like so many kids games, and it
brings tears to our eyes to think of it. Being inside this game
means being released from time. The game goes on and on, over
the hill and into the river, up on the West Virginia side, through
more states and into the Atlantic, then back around, winding and
rewinding like the string on a yo-yo, a perpetual motion world
run by the hopeful hearts of children.
It might look like ignorance or, more sloppily, innocence. It
does look like that to adults who have lost the profundity of Release the Peddler, locked in a jail not marked in chalk, where time
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slogs on, there are no buddies engineering jailbreaks, and bedtime
is welcomed.
It isn’t that kids know better. It’s not what they figure out or
even understand; it’s what they assume, which builds on their being. They don’t know better; they are better.
Or so it seems to us, as we wobble here between fourteen
and eighty-four, hoping to find a weight that will topple us backwards.
Still, as Dr. Seuss says, “Don’t cry because it’s over. Smile
because you’ve been there.” And we’ve sure been there. Are
there.
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Still Clinging to Your Shirt
The hand that held my wrist
Was battered on one knuckle;
At every step you missed.
My right ear scraped a buckle.
You beat time on my head
With a palm caked hard by dirt,
Then waltzed me off to bed
Still clinging to your shirt.
—Theodore Roethke, “My Papa’s Waltz”
“Your daddy drinks sometimes, I know, but he’s a happy
drinker.”
My mother said that when I was six. Often. I remembered
her saying that, remembered clearly, even when I wasn’t six any
longer. She’d say it after Daddy had pulled me out from beneath
my bed, my hiding-spot that concealed very little, certainly not
me. I’d burrow there twice on these nights, first when my daddy
cannon-balled through the front door, waking neighbors, dogs,
and cries inside my head. The second time was afterwards,
seemed like hours afterwards, when Daddy was through with me.
“Your daddy drinks sometimes, that’s true, and I can’t pretend it’s not, not to you. Lord knows, I’ve tried to talk reason to
him; but he is what he is. We have to take the rough with the
smooth, Tommy, accept people for what they are, make the best
of it and realize that nobody’s perfect. Your daddy’s not perfect,
but neither’s me nor you. He’s a good man, at bottom, and he
loves us more than anything. Remember that.”
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She’d say that, pretty much verbatim, up until I was
twelve—and after even. She’d say that after those times with
Daddy.
The bed-underneath offered a defective sanctuary—but it
was better than nothing, I told myself, knowing that it wasn’t better at all, that it was, precisely, nothing.
By the time I was twelve or so, I didn’t argue with Mother
anymore, talked to her even less than I listened. I’d tried in the
intervening years a few times.
“He’s not a happy drunk, Mom; he’s a mean sonofabitch.”
That’d earned me a slap from Mother. I realized it was not
such a great idea to double the number of big people coming
down on me, so I had tried a softer approach, one I figured was
brilliant.
“Mom, we’re not doing Dad any favors by pretending he’s
fine. He’s not fine, and he needs help. I think AA is a start. Maybe
even force him to go there. Or trick him. It’d just be for his own
good. We’d be showing how much we love him.”
Surely she’d fall for that.
Nope: “AA! You think your father’s a … ? I’m ashamed of
you, Tommy. Your very own father! How could you? Who told
you such a thing? Was it those Patterson people?”
The Pattersons, next-door-neighbors whose calm sanity
threatened my mother’s illusions, hadn’t said anything. They
took pains to be attentive to me, over-paying for my mediocre
lawn-mowing, offering me Cokes and sandwiches in the summer.
Once they took me to the theater to see “Tom Sawyer,” my first
live play, and they would have done a lot more had my mother
not put an end to it. My dad didn’t object to the Pattersons, but
then, he probably didn’t know they existed.
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Anyhow, the AA suggestion didn’t work, not at first. I decided to give it a second try.
“Mom, Dad is violent—now, wait a minute—but it’s not his
fault. Blaming Dad for the way he is, is like blaming a person
with tuberculosis for coughing.” (I’d read that, and it seemed to
me a very shrewd tactic to repeat it.) “Part of his sickness is that
he can’t recognize that he’s sick. Not his fault. He just can’t.
Now, wait a minute, Mom. I’m not saying anything against Dad.
I love him and he’s my father, like you say, and your husband
and all. But it’s because we love him, we have to—wait a minute
and I’ll think of the word—intercept.”
The word I wanted was “intercede,” but it really didn’t matter.
“I know those Pattersons have been poisoning your mind
again. You’re going to be saying your father, your own father, is
nothing but a drunk. Oh, Tommy, this hurts me so bad. You don’t
know how you hurt me.”
“Mom! This is about Dad. I want to help him. You want to
help him. That’s ‘cause we love him so. But we have to act—you
realize that, because he needs it.”
“There is nothing wrong with him, and we are not sending
him to AA. What a disgraceful thing to suggest! We are not sending him to AA.”
I remember I felt so lost then—started crying and yelling:
“How about to a mental institution?”
She stood there, mouth flapping but saying nothing.
“How about to prison?”
“Oh my God, Tommy. How can you say such a thing? Are
you crazy?”
“No, but he is. You’re right, he’s not a drunk. That’d be unfair to drunks. He’s a psychopath, a mean bastard psychopath!”
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I didn’t even know I knew that word. Maybe I didn’t, but I
knew Dad.
So I cooled down and decided to go for broke. I had heard
the phrase, “beard the lion in his den.” I didn’t know what “beard
the lion” meant, but what the hell. I figured I could ease into the
subject, initiate some artful chumminess.
“Hey, Dad!”
“Whatdayouwant?”
“How bout them Steelers!”
“They lost. You know that? How bout them? They’re shitty
awful, bunch of pansies.”
“We’ll get ‘em next week.”
“The season ended, idiot. Last game. No playoffs for us. No
nuthin.”
“Well, I’m sorry about that, Dad. I know how much you love
them.”
Hostile stare.
“Anyhow, Dad, I wanted to talk with you about something.
That OK?”
“No. I already told you about making babies—not that you
need to know.”
You’re thinking I should have left right there. I was thinking
I should leave right there. But I didn’t.
“Don’t be mad now, Dad. OK?”
“What?”
“What I want to talk to you about now. Don’t be mad. Try.”
“Whatdya mean, be mad. Who you accusing?”
“I mean, it’s pretty personal and all—not about making babies but personal about you. That OK?”
“Personal about me? You crazy? No.”
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I drew a real deep breath. I had read somewhere that’s what
you do at times like these.
“OK. Here it is, Dad. Alcoholism isn’t a bad thing, not at all.
It’s nothing shameful. It’s an illness, not anybody’s fault. Look
at your hand shake there. Right now. Anyhow, alcoholism can be
treated.”
He was staring at me, silent. Just stared. I couldn’t decipher
the look on his face. It wasn’t the first time I’d seen it, shouldn’t
have puzzled me. Maybe it didn’t. Maybe it was just that I was
now on a roll.
“Yeah, it can be treated. Easy. You know that, Dad. It can
be treated. You yourself can be treated. I’m the one to help.”
More silent stares.
“AA. That’s what I mean. There’s meetings right around the
block, every Tuesday and ...”
The silence ended in a big way.
Years later a shrink told me I was acting out in typical Oedipal fashion, actually finding pleasure in battling my father for
Mom’s affections, really just taunting Dad, whose alcoholism
gave me what I wanted in the way of ammunition. Shrink said to
me I identified with my father, emulated him, envied him his authority, his regal power and authority.
And that sort of thing cost me thousands over the course of
two years.
I visited my father regularly in the hospital, wondering why
I did so, but never failed to make a visit a week, actually more
often than that.
“Oh, it’s you.”
“Hi, Dad. How you feeling?”
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“I’m not dead just yet. That what you mean?”
“How’s the breathing. Easier?”
“Shit, no.”
“Is there anything you need?”
Blank stares.
At night I had recurrent and vivid dreams of my father, actually not my father so much as the bed that had sheltered me
when I was young. Dad was little more than a voice in these
dreams, a song, clear and beautiful. It was the underneath of the
bed that came back to me so sharply, in rich and wonderful detail.
Night after night, it seemed, I revisited that very spot, looking up at the slats, the mattress bottom, the strange and ragged
sides of the rails that let in just enough of the outside. I could look
up and see, see all I ever wanted to.
And hear, of course, my reliable Dad, coming up once again
to look for his boy, so he wouldn’t be alone. Daddy would, this
night, too, be there to look for me.
Look for me and find me, of course. Daddy was never late
and I was never lost.
It was one thing I could count on. That meant everything
back then. And now.
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When God Closes A Door
If God exists, I hope he has a good excuse.
—Woody Allen
Thank God I’m an atheist.
—Salvador Dali
Mr. Johnson, “Ted” to his students, colleagues, family,
looked at his watch, not sorry to see it was within a few tics of
3:20 and the end of school for the day. Don’t get me wrong, now,
and go thinking Ted had landed in the wrong field. He’d be the
first to tell you he had capsized into just the right profession.
“Through no fault of my own,” he joked, “I ended up just
where I should be.”
“If I hear you say that one more time, Ted, I’ll twist off your
bodily extensions with rusty pliers,” said Julie, his wife.
Truth is he did repeat the line often, had grown so fond of it
over the years, he must have supposed it was not only witty, but
true.
“Beware of large statements,” he told his students. He didn’t
say that at home, though, as he knew by instinct that Julie had her
limits for what he called his “words of wise-assedness.”
Students were another matter.
When Ted told friends he had ended up in just the right line
of work, he didn’t mean that he was what you would call a “born
teacher.” In fact, when given the chance, he’d chortle, “There’s
no such thing as a born teacher, any more than there’s a born ironmonger.” He’d hit on iron-monger after trying others less telling,
less effective.
What he meant was that teaching was not a natural talent but
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a skill developed over time, through patience, hard work, and attending conferences.
“OK, pestilential presences, time to put away your books.
Oh, I see you haven’t books out at all. So, put away your pretend
books and listen up.”
He waited for them to give signs of having heard him.
“As you know, tomorrow is a vacation day, allowing you to
gather your resources and rest—as if you needed rest—for the big
Easter weekend in front of you and whatever observances you
and your family traditionally observe, I mean, whatever religious
or otherwise ceremonies you have in your larder.”
He wasn’t too sure what he meant by that, but, before he
could clarify, a boy stood up and started talking, not just any boy,
but Kevin Davis, one of his best pupils, if, at times, troublesome
in the way the best students always are, especially if they are
boys, though girls often ... Anyhow, in this case, Kevin, who felt
very close to Ted, obviously, which is why he was sometimes—
Ted would go so far as to say “obstreperous,” and not just because
he liked the sound of the word.
“Excuse me, Mr. Johnson, sir.”
“Please, Kevin, it’s ‘Ted’ to you—and all your friends here,
my friends, too.”
“Well, dear old friend, I think it sucks that you talk about
Easter and religion, and I think you shouldn’t.”
“Explain yourself, Kevin.” Ted, of course, knew exactly
what Kevin was getting at, but regarded it as important for the
boy to verbalize it. Yes, and he had no idea at all what Kevin was
about to say.
“I think it’s against the law for you to promote religion. You
ought not to urge upon us a set of crippling and venomous lies.”
“ ‘Crippling and venomous ...’ ”
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“I mean Christianity.”
“I see. Well, Kevin, to be fair, fair to me, I didn’t urge or
sponsor or promote or encourage any religion.”
“You just assumed, which is worse. It’s condescending and
stupid. Christianity is a load of shit, and you shouldn’t just assume any of us has been trapped by it—much less, that we all are,
in one way or another, afloat in some kind of mysticism. If you’re
going to bring it up, teach us how to detest it—all religion. This
is supposed to be a school, right? And you, teacher, are supposed
to be—ah—rational and all.”
Of course, Kevin was stretching some limits in suggesting
he, Ted, was stupid, and in saying “shit,” but Ted didn’t observe
such limits, really, wanted his pupils to feel free to express themselves openly. If they couldn’t do that, what’s the point?
“Go on, Kevin.”
“Go on? I just said. You talk about Easter and religion and
observances as if we should all be doing them or at least we all
did do them. You did! Just say you didn’t, just deny it.”
“Go on, Kevin.”
“Shit, man. You said we’d all have religious stuff to do, it
being goddamned Easter and all, like we were all going to spend
the weekend praising God because his son had riz from the dead,
like anybody believes that.”
“Go on, Kevin.”
“With what? OK. It’s not just that this stuff is vacuous but
that it sucks our brains dry, makes us fools. And there’s worse,
of course.”
“Yes?”
“It oppresses everyone inside it and even those outside. It
makes the oppressed, poor people and those without a chance,
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accept what they got right here and now because things’ll be better later, up in the sky. It’s poison, always has been. That’s what
they loaded on slaves. I’d think, Ted, as our dear and loving
friend, you’d try not to make our lives more corrupt, worse than
they are, not that we have it so bad—compared.”
“You don’t have it bad?”
“Screw, Ted, we’re not poor, most of us, and we’re all of us
white except Trisha and Will and able to do more than most of
the world.”
“You mean you’re free—except Trisha and Will.”
“Free? Are you listening to me, Ted? The major thing keeping us from being free is this Christian crap. School, too, and
you.”
Just then the bell rang and students, at once, not waiting for
a signal from their teacher, rose in a body to leave.
“One minute class, please. Does anyone have a response to
Kevin? Anyone at all?” He was trying not to sound desperate—
failing.
He was dead sure there’d be an outpouring of rage, or at least
counter-arguments. No. Not only that, his request that they pause
a second wasn’t taking effect. Students near the door were leaking out of the room and the rest were pantomiming impatience as
only eighth-graders can.
“This is important. Kevin has raised a powerful point.”
No one seemed to care about that.
“Kevin has accused me of impropriety, of breaking the law,
even—of being stupid.”
The room was emptying.
“Kevin, you little bastard, who do you think you are?”
“I am your friend, Ted, eternally—your brother in Christ.”
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Waiting Room Blues
Tommy and I are playing doctor. So far, I’ve kept him waiting two hours.
—Anonymous
I scrambled through the door, pushing ahead of a gurney that
didn’t seem to be empty. Too bad: I was late, only a minute or
two but Jesus, the traffic. I needn’t have worried, of course. Ran
up to “Check In” and was told, “Doctor will be with you shortly.”
Sure.
There weren’t many seats there to begin with, and most of
those turned out to be occupied. I found one next to an old man
who seemed not to be coughing or beset with running sores. But
no sooner had I settled in and stowed my stuff below, then, oh
boy:
“I’m sorry, Miss. My wife is sitting there—just went to the
toilet, right over there, the toilet, I mean. You see where it is?
Women’s—though I wish they still did Ladies, don’t you?”
“Oh,” says I and leaned over to grab my stuff. I wanted out
of there fast, fearing he might be going to tell me more about his
wife, her bathroom mission, his view of women/ladies, or what
he thought about fig newtons.
“Not that I’d object to you being my wife, you know. Not at
all. Whatdya say?”
I looked closer. Now he seemed to be no more than a pleasant and witless old guy, doubtless very lonely—like most of us.
What the hell—“I’m yours.”
“Goody.” Not the rapturous response I deserved, but that
might change.
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Just then, a woman—his wife—appeared. I saw her shoes
first: worn, brown.
“Excuse me. Sorry. Ray should have told you I was sitting
there. Just went over to the Ladies—you know how it is.”
I did? Were they both pervs of some unspeakable sort? Before I could escape, Ray put in: “She’s your replacement, this one
is.”
“Praise Jesus!” said the wife.
Was this going to end—and soon? No.
“Ray, scoot your ass over to the next seat. Just move the
magazines. She can sit where she is. Why the hell are waiting
rooms always so crowded, overflowing with sick assholes? I always say if you ain’t sick when you come, that’ll soon change.”
“That’s true, Connie. True that you always say that.”
“Anyhow, as you now know, I am Connie and this handsome bloke is Ray.”
“Pleased to meet you.” I guess I really was.
“And you are?” she said to me.
“I’m so sorry. My name is Flower.”
“Nice name,” Connie said.
“You kidding?” said Ray, drawing some sort of rebuke from
Connie.
“No, it’s what my parents did to me. As you can guess, they
were children of the sixties, even lived in a commune and said
they loved it—all that pot and free love. Anyhow ...”
“I wish we were back there now,” said Ray, putting on a
fresh face and settling a hand over mine, as if he were apologizing
for all the horrors in the world, from the Vietnam war on up to
now.
Then they turned back to their magazines, and that was that.
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I figured it wouldn’t be “that” for very long, but I’d brought
along a book, Persuasion, and turned to it. Now Persuasion was
a pretty short novel to begin with and I was about two-thirds of
the way through, but I still figured I had enough to last me, allowing for tardy docs and several more waiting room adventures.
I was trying to read about Anne and Mrs. Smith, an invalid
whose life was so circumscribed by pain and want it was astonishing she could be so kind:
Anne found in Mrs. Smith the good sense and agreeable
manners which she had almost ventured to depend on, and
a disposition to converse and be cheerful beyond her expectation.
Suddenly there was bustle next to me, the old couple jumping
up—really jumping—in response to what must have been a
nurse’s summons. Anyhow, I could now spread out a little, a lot,
and deposit a coat next to me so it wouldn’t appear I was the selfish disgrace I knew I must be to occupy——oh, hell with it.
I was settling in, ready to be saddened and moved once again
by the novel, when I heard, could not fail to hear, a cell-phoner:
So, you know what she said to that? Huh? I can’t hear ... I
said, do you know what she said to that? Yeah. Kim. I
didn’t say she was a bitch. Huh? Is that what she said I
said? Really? Huh? Well, she is just a lying bitch, then—
and you can tell her I ... Huh?
Was she a bitch, a liar, both? I wasn’t inclined to ask for details,
but they came at me anyhow, almost as if I had been on the other
end of the cellphone call:
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Huh? You think I care what she thinks? Well, I could tell
you a thing or two, but I’m not the one to sink to her level.
Oh. She said that? No! You think I care? Huh? She did?
You know her husband’s not exactly—you know. I’m not
saying anything, but can you blame him? I mean—-Huh?
OK. I gotta go now, hun. Doctor’s calling. Huh? Yeah, my
instep. Yeah, worse than before. Huh? Thanks. Bye.
But the doctor wasn’t calling anybody. Was there only one doctor
taking on this whole crowd of the desperately ill? Only one? Then
I remembered: several names on the door, one apparently a specialist in instep malfunctions.
Another cell phone conversation started then, before I could
find my place in the novel, but this one was not nearly as loud,
perhaps because someone else seemed to have turned up the television, tuned to a dramatic moment in a soap opera, one with
dialogue not so very different from that favored by the first cellphoner:
Oh, Doctor Macleish, you just have to learn to live
without me. I simply cannot do this to Michael. I cannot.
Wouldn’t be able to live with myself if I were unfaithful.
And don’t say I have been unfaithful anyhow these last several weeks—OK, months. Just don’t say that.
You know I’d never say such a thing, Jen.
Oh, Doctor, it was you who put me back on track. You
know that.
Oh, Jen, I ...
Don’t say it.
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Just then a nurse or something like one appeared at a door
and said, “Jurtel!” looking impatiently round the room and tapping her pen on a clipboard.
“What’d she just say?” A guy across from me whispered
this as if it were an obscenity.
“I think she said ‘Jurtel’—that fit you?”
“It’s my wife waiting.”
“Oh. She go by ‘Jurtel’?”
The guy bent over with laughter, obviously moist laughter—lucky I was out of spray range.
“Clarence Jones! Is he here?”
“Jones or Jurtel?” Said someone.
“Like I said, ‘Clarence Jones.’ ”
Clarence Jones seemed to be very eager to please, so much
so that he spilled his coffee when getting up, some of it apparently
landing on a neighbor, rendering Clarence torn between swabbing at the bespattered and dashing over to the angry nurse.
Just then another cell-phone ring:
I was hoping you’d call. No, I’m not mad. I know
you’re busy. Was expecting it earlier, but ... What? Anyhow, the doctor said another half-inch and I’d never have
to think about walking again. Yes, he did. A half-inch.
What? You’d say I was lucky? Huh? Lucky—that what
you said? Of course I’ll excuse you, since you cannot know
the—what? Yeah, it’s kind of dark green, not what it’s supposed to look like. Muddy green, yeah. Did she? Your
aunt? Well, there’s all kinds of mucous, of course. Green
like I got is—huh? No, not all the time. What? Sleep, don’t
even think about it. Yeah, well, you wouldn’t know, would
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you? Huh? Oh, don’t let me keep you. I know you got so
many important—what? Yeah.
It took a great effort of will to thrust Persuasion between me
and all this. I went so far as to raise the paperback straight up
before my eyes, as if blocking the vision of the cell-phoner would
also block her voice. But it was hopeless to think about the plot.
Instead, I started skipping from one underlined part to the next,
curious as to what had caught my attention (or the instructor’s)
twenty-some years ago, when I was an eager sophomore:
She had been forced into prudence in her youth, she
learned romance as she grew older. The natural sequence
of an unnatural beginning.
Just then someone from across the room called out to a nurse,
“Excuse me, but somehow the channel got switched to Fox
News.”
I had no choice but to check out that report. Fox News!
There it was: “Today President Trump called his critics ‘as delusional as that Pocahontas character’ and went on to say ...”
The nurse did an exaggerated whirl-round, as if something—perhaps an old vaudeville hook—had grabbed her round
the neck. “Fox News, huh? So?” she said loudly.
The man who’d raised the point seemed to see pretty quickly
that the nurse was pissed, tried to back away: “No, that’s fine. I
know you’re busy.”
But the nurse had a store of good lines ready, along with
happy indignation, and wasn’t about to let this opportunity float
by.
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“No, no. What are a few lives to your viewing preferences?
Should I run through all the channels slowly, maybe get your colleagues out here to offer opinions? It’ll be like a ratings system
working right here—-and all for you guys. Take your time.”
The guy blushed and turned away, knowing she had more
but hoping to avoid erecting additional targets. There was little
the nurse could do but crow out, “You’re sure now?” And then,
“Don’t hesitate to ask for anything else—a blanket, a milkshake.”
This created a silence so complete, I turned again to my
novel and almost wished I had not. Was this bitter nihilism really
Jane Austen?
The real circumstances of this pathetic piece of family history were, that the Musgroves had had the ill fortune of a
very troublesome, hopeless son; and the good fortune to
lose him before he reached his twentieth year; that he had
been sent to sea, because he was stupid and unmanageable
on shore; that he had been very little cared for at any time
by his family, though quite as much as he deserved; seldom heard of, and scarcely at all regretted, when the intelligence of his death abroad had worked its way to Uppercross, two years before.
He had, in fact, though his sisters were now doing all
they could for him, by calling him “Poor Richard,” been
nothing better than a thick-headed, unfeeling, unprofitable
Dick Musgrove, who had never done anything to entitle
himself to more than the abbreviation of his name, living or
dead.
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It was more than easy to look up from the book, this grim and
unsparing passage, hoping for another story to take over, which
of course it did by way of an agreeable cell-phoner:
Well, Mom always did like you best. Not that I cared.
What? Of course I cared. You knew that? Well, why didn’t
you try to ... Yeah. I guess you’re right. Yeah. Well,
thanks, Gwen. Sure. I’m over it now. Tuesday? I don’t
think so. Night sweats, yeah. Irritated—of course they are.
That conversation seemed to be going down an alley almost as
dark as that Jane Austen had entered, so I started humming, hoping to drown out the pain, succeeding a little, but not in silencing
the other cell-phonist just a few seats down:
Colonoscopy. Yeah, don’t make me repeat it. They aren’t
so bad, really, Mark. I know you wouldn’t know; I wasn’t
asking. Anyhow, I’m sorry about the check. You’ve always
been good to me—very good. I wish I could change things.
Start over? Even I’m not that stupid. Right, Mark. I know
you will. I almost wish ...
From bad to just as bad. I was about to try a focus on Fox News
when my attention was drawn to a person trying to talk to me—
two people. The man spoke first: “Excuse me, Miss. Do you mind
if we sit here? I mean, are these seats empty?”
The words were commonplace enough, but the tone seemed
wrong, oddly accusatory. My first impulse was to be sarcastic—
“Empty! Hell, no—can’t you see all the people parked there, one
on top of the other? Are you blind, you miserable—?”
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But they were old and probably found grouchiness coming
naturally or something. Anyhow, I figured I could block them
out, sitting as well as standing, and get back to my book, the late
stages. That’d be good: I remembered that things took a huge upswing for Anne at the close, and I could hardly wait for that to
happen, a happy boost being just what I needed—me as much as
Anne. So I slid my butt over a little and nodded toward the empty
area.
“Sure. Help yourselves.”
The man, a very old man, who plopped next to me—more
accurately lowered himself with a lot of difficulty—elbowed my
shoulder—not gently—and said, “What a day we’ve had—I’ve
had. Don’t get me started.”
Before I could respond that I would be delighted never to
turn that ignition key, the woman looked over across at me and
smiled. The apology wrapped in her smile kept me from taking
on the man. Besides, what would be the point of that?
I twisted around away from the man and looked for the section I knew would brighten my spirits and shut out this blowhard.
I managed to signal my privacy pretty well and create a little silence in my head, but what I found there was not so much sunshine as the darkness of a heroine who has moved way beyond
the dreams, the lies:
[Anne is talking to a friend about what we’d now call gender issues and, really out of nowhere, sobs,] “All the privilege I claim for my own sex (it is not an enviable one, you
need not covet it) is that of loving longest, when existence
or when hope is gone.”
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I felt such a jolt. Women’s superiority lies in their love outlasting
hope or life itself. On the next page, Wentworth, Anne’s old and,
she thinks, lost love, says that her words, ones he has overheard,
“pierce my soul.”
I quickly scanned what followed, which was not at all the
promise of eternal bliss I was hoping for, but a dangerous and
unprotected love, existing only within a world demanding “the
tax of quick alarm.”
Shaken badly, I looked up and without meaning to, caught
the eyes of the man beside me.
The guy scowled back, seemed about to say something,
when a nurse appeared and called out for “Marie,” which turned
out to be the old mugwump’s companion, his wife.
Marie struggled up, the man making no move to help or to
follow, managing just an exaggerated sigh or harrumph—it was
hard to tell which.
“I’ll be fine, Ben—you just wait here—if that’s what you’d
like.”
Apparently, that’s what Ben did like, as he made no move,
didn’t even look up. The old woman gathered her stuff up, trying
to hurry: “That’s fine, Ben. You’ve heard it all before!”
Maybe he had. Anyhow, he gave no sign one way or the
other as Marie hobbled after the nurse, who was in a terrific hurry.
I was ready for another cell-phone conversation, a soap
opera, even FOX News, but Ben seemed eager to talk. I figured
he needed comforting, so half-turned to hear what he had to say.
Nothing at all, it seemed. He just stared at me with what
looked a lot like contempt, probably his usual way of greeting the
world.
“Routine checkup?” I said, instinctively scooching back a
little.
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“Yeah,” Ben said. “About the millionth one.”
“I’m so sorry,” I said, utterly misreading his tone.
“Yeah. She bolts down here nearly every damned day. Be
different if she drove, even that. Hell, I’d risk a world of fenderbenders not to be chased here all the time, I’ll tell you that.”
What could I say—and how could I now exit? I kept mum,
trying to end it with a nod.
Nope.
“This has been going on for months now. On and on and on.
I can’t begin to tell you.”
“Well, that’s too bad.”
“Ain’t it, though. You try spending your time, all your time,
carting her back and forth.”
“Must be hard on you.”
Of course he was immune to sarcasm. “You have no idea.”
He was clearly about to tell me what I had no idea about, so
I said, a bit too loudly.
“What’s her complaint?”
“Complaint? What ain’t a complaint?”
“I mean, what illness does she have?”
“She says cancer. I think she bribed the doc to say that just
so she could ...
But I wasn’t listening now, thinking of Anne Eliot and her
just claim about women braced against loss and hopelessness.
Made me wonder if anywhere there was more than emptiness.
Just then the nurse with the clipboard appeared.
“Flower,” she barked—-only it wasn’t really a bark.
I got up, not hurrying, and went her way.
“What a beautiful name,” she said, smiling. “Wish we were
all flowers.”
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I wasn’t sure what to say, so I did: “Then we could get together, get rid of all the weeds.”
“Fucking right!” She said, not softly.
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See Yourself As You Really Are
I lean over the sink, closer to my reflection, and stare at
myself hard. I don't know what I see. I don't even know
what I want to see.
—Nina LaCour
He had to admit there was some sagging there, getting worse
by the day, too. Of course that couldn’t be. Not daily. Even the
ravages of time were less vigorous than that. Still, when he leaned
close he could see—who could not see?—that his jowls had
jowls, his eyes were permanently downcast.
And what was that, right there? He leaned closer, bumping
his head, and still couldn’t quite make it out. A freckle, a piece of
bacon, a cancerous growth? If only he could get closer, had a
magnifier. Wonder if they made magnifying mirrors?
“Ted!”
Good thing he was against the mirror or he’d have smacked
into it so hard, damaged it badly, not to mention his face.
“Hi!”
“Do you have any idea how much time you spend gawking
at yourself?”
“I do not, Tess. Just seeing if everything’s as it should be.”
“Counting your eyes, ears, nose?”
“Ha ha. Looking for trouble spots.”
“Those tell-tale signs that you’re no longer sixteen?”
“No, of course not.”
But that’s what it was, though he wasn’t about to admit that
to Tess—or to himself. He had become accomplished at finding
motives for his narcissism that worked just as well as fear, were
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so convincing that they outshone the shameful ones—pushed
them off center stage, anyhow.
He found wonderful reassurances from online experts, fellows (and women) who knew what they were about. For instance:
“Over time, I learned to approach myself in a way that felt natural, accepting, and kind—and became less self-conscious about
my appearance in the process. I also came to use the mirror to
manage day-to-day stresses and distractions.”
There you go—managing stresses and distractions, of which
we all have plenty, he figured, though, with more thought, he had
to admit that he rather welcomed distractions. So he went looking
for something better—and found it, too: “Learning to tune into
your image will not turn you into a towering narcissist. Quite the
opposite: you’ll learn to stay present with yourself, manage the
intensity of your emotions, and tap into a new inner strength.”
No towering narcissist, he, though he rather liked the image
provided by “towering,” moderate in height (5’6”) as he was.
And, when you thought of it, what was so bad about self-love,
anyhow. Really, when you got past automatic mindless responses, you know. Hey, if it kept us going, allowed Monday to
flop over into Tuesday, was that so bad? Ted had once been told,
back in junior high by a jealous classmate, that he was “something only a mother could love.” He hadn’t taken it seriously then
and found it amusing that he now and then, more often than that,
found it right there in his mind.
His very own mother had seemed to him not all that steady
or reliable in the confidence-steadying department. Oh sure, she
loved him, unquestionably, still did. It was just that she was so
vigilant in monitoring any growth in his “cockiness.” “Don’t be
so conceited,” she’d say; “you got nothing to be conceited about.”
When he chanced to say something slighting about somebody’s
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appearance—a girl’s appearance, usually—Mother’d be certain
to respond, “You think you’re such a prize?”
When he was a kid, others outside of the family did manage
to throw compliments his way. That happened once, anyhow,
when a teacher at Daily Vacation Bible School had said, “He
(Ted) has that sort of complexion money can’t buy.” His mother
was there, didn’t amplify that observation or even seem to concur, but wow! A great complexion, yessir. He hadn’t told anybody about that valid observation, not because he discarded it,
doubted its validity, but because he feared others might be so jealous they’d feel called upon to contradict him. It also crept into his
mind that the gracious teacher could find nothing else positive to
say about his lumpy body and bespectacled moon face.
Anyhow, here he was, no longer moon-faced, though no
longer smooth-complexioned either. He had no pock-marks or
large growths, but he had something worse—the sags.
He finally tore himself away from mirror-gazing but only to
hustle to his computer to see how he might best attend to the
problem of jowls. After all, jowls were almost certainly a danger
that went well beyond concerns about appearance and such superficial worries. Probably they were a first sign of—well, something only a fool or coward would ignore. Therefore—
The good news was that there was plenty of information
there on jowls, not much of it, though—not any of it—of the
“take care of this at once” variety. All he could find came under
the heading of cosmetic issues, and those were beneath him, he
thought, then corrected himself. Of course cosmetic issues were
not nothing: they could lead to low self-esteem, poor job performance (due to low self-esteem), failed marriages (not an issue for
him), and unwillingness to take the lead (as in sports and team
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play—probably not an issue right now, but maybe in time ... You
know, committees, clubs, lodges—maybe he could join some.
But time was not on his side, as the song says, or did the
song say it surely was on his side. He spent some time thinking
of that, which at least drew him away from staring at his not yet
noticeable (yes they were!) jowls. Funny word, jowls—a point
not to be dismissed lightly. If they had a lighter name—say
“fluffs”—their reputation would be better, right? The word, he
knew (by googling it), came from (among other confusing ancient places) Middle English “cholle,” which also meant “wattle,” a word which just went to demonstrate that there were uglier
words even than “jowl.” Imagine saying, “How I love your wattles” or a song, “Waltzing with Wattles.” There were other fascinating origin terms of more recent date—“throat,” “cheeks,”
“stomach,” and “gulp.” He knew he could get lost in such reflections, all the time ignoring those globules, not discolored but still
prominent, hanging in all the wrong places and presenting a
health risk for sure.
Turns out his extensive research—twenty minutes—gave
him what he needed here: a solid reassurance that no health risk
came from having jowls (apart from depression brought on by
such mindful mirror-gazing which he needed for other reasons)
nor were they a sign or symptom of some deeper, hidden growing
thing, as is so often the case—as with that freckle mark on his
cheek. But, speaking sensibly, jowls weren’t tumors or such-like
outcroppings.
But boy were they ugly, drawing attention away from his
attractive landscapes, his beaches of beauty—a phrase he admired, though he couldn’t pretend it really fit. Still ... they remained ugly, those portly dangling things, shaking obtrusively
with every word he uttered, every bite he chewed.
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So he turned to the subject dominating every site he could
find: correcting the problem. Turns out that could be done, all
agreed, by submitting to, contracting for “ablation,” a fulsome
word to cover several ways of getting rid of the annoyance, ranging from surgery to cosmetic. So far, so plain-spoken, but he soon
found himself in deep waters, trying, for instance, to negotiate the
rip-tides of “ablative and non-ablative laser resurfacing.”
Back up! he told himself, retreat and build up your confidence, a head of steam that’ll clear a path to ablative and nonablative (which created echoes in his head of years-ago Latin
grammar, unhelpful echoes, as he hadn’t understood the terms
back then either). He decided to retreat to “Causes” and found
there what he most enjoyed, a long list. Sure that list was preceded by a lot of dull and blunt stuff such as, “It’s just what happens to many people as they age, tissue loses elasticity, things
sag.” Hell with that. He hustled straight to the list:
history of sunburn
chronic alcohol use
smoking
severe dehydration
stress
not enough antioxidants, healthful fats, and other essential
nutrients
habits of expression that overuse cheek, mouth, and jaw
muscles such as frowning
chewing gum
skin allergies due to cosmetics
poor skin hygiene
lack of exercise
cleaning the skin too aggressively
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physical trauma
family history of jowls
rapid weight loss
This was more like it. The thing was to concentrate on causes that
had no possible connection to him or his saggy cheek and neck.
He could eliminate “history of sunburn” (which sounded like at
least two months of scorching every season), not enough healthful fats (whatever they were), chewing gum (he’d stopped in his
late twenties), cleansing skin too aggressively (which sounded
like a form of masochism—which he could honor but had never
practiced), and rapid weight loss. That left a few, but none worth
investigating.
Now, what can I do? Back to cures:
Surgical—Cutting
Surgical—laser (temperature controlled RF)
Cosmetic
He was considering lasering, but then saw it cost $5000—and that
was “per treatment,” so hell with that. The obvious choice——
cosmetic. Sure.
He went back to the mirror. Still thinking of cosmetics,
happy with his decisions and eager to jump into the world of
sticky goos and reliable powders. They’d provide artful disguises, effective and cheap—cheaper than those other possibilities, which could also go wrong and cause—well, who knew? If
cosmetics went wrong, hell, just wash your damned face and
neck.
So—“Hey, Tess!”
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“I’m right here behind you, which you’d notice were you not
so absorbed in—anyhow, what is it?”
“Do you have any cosmetics might make these jowls less
noticeable—noticeable to me? I’ll understand if you don’t ...”
“Sure I do, Ted. Leave it to me.”
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Every Move You Make
Every move you make
And every vow you break
Every smile you fake, every claim you stake
I'll be watchin' you.
—The Police
People often believed they were safer in the light,
thinking monsters only came out at night. But safety—
like light – is a façade.
—C.J. Roberts
Darkness approaches from outside. I feel no light inside
me strong enough to resist it.
—Christopher Pike
“Lou, I think I’ll take a walk.”
“Good, Terri, you need to clear your head, see what I’m
driving at.”
“Oh hell with you—I see what you’re driving at. That’s just
it—why I need to get out of here.”
“Whoa there! Find a different starting point, honey, try to
see it from my point of view, our point of view. Think of us, not
just you. If we’re happy, then you’re happy, and that’s all, you
know—all I’m saying.”
“What you’re saying is that only your happiness matters,
Lou, and that I should fold everything into your needs or what
you suppose are your needs, what you choose to tell me.”
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“You know my needs better than I do?”
“Oh Jesus climbing a tree, I’m not saying that. I don’t give
a flying fuck about your needs—not unless they are more inclusive, less—you know—a tidal wave that sweeps me away.”
“What? I don’t know what you’re saying.”
“Neither do I. I’m going for a walk.”
“How about I accompany you. Just for safety. It’s so dark
out.”
“No.”
“I’ll just walk along—mute and faithful, like a bulky dog.”
“No.”
“Hell with you then. Go walk.”
“I don’t need your commands. I’m out of here.”
“I’m not OK with that.”
“Like that matters. See you later.”
“How long?”
“As long as it takes.”
“For what?”
“I’ll find out—see you, maybe.”
And she was out the door.
Terri was one of those who solved problems by way of conversations she could manage best—that is, when she had hold of
both ropes, pulling in both directions. She wasn’t accustomed to
busting out of the house like this, though she often went to the
bedroom, not her bedroom, but theirs—the one she shared, and
often wished she didn’t, with Lou. Maybe start right there, she
told herself, not aloud, exactly, just as a prompt, a way of returning to familiar territory, one where she could breathe easy, talk
freely, engage in useful dialogue. She wasn’t sure if she didn’t
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sometimes speak aloud, not that it mattered, as she always assured herself that there was nobody close, nobody within miles,
as it were. It was a measure of her present emotional state that
she knew she must isolate herself, not in her room but in the darkness.
It sure was dark. Anyhow—
The thing was to begin the walk and the spirited talk. She
needed the distance this time, the distance and the risk. Time to
start talking.
“I need to get away, must do so.”
“Or what?”
“Don’t threaten me. I know your ways. I need to be able to
work this out without your help—if you call it help.”
“I do.”
“Well, you can call it what you will, but I am doing what I
must. Whatdya say to that, huh?”
Silence for a long time. Collecting words and thoughts,
wanting to get to the point where she can state things clearly.
What things? What an annoying question. What things? That’s
what the walk is for.
[How in hell did I get in these woods? Makes it doubly-dark.
Even better, I suppose—this double-darkness. The path is clear,
must be that park that’s so close to the river. It’ll lead me somewhere—or not.]
“So, what is it you want, Lou, tell me straight. Stop with the
vague stuff.”
“I want a baby. I want to move to Columbus. I want you to
want these things.”
“OK. Let’s take them one at a time. Here we go—No to
baby. No to Columbus.”
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“Why no baby? You changed your mind? Why? You always
said you wanted a baby. Now you don’t? You could’ve told me.”
“I didn’t say I never wanted a baby. Just not now.”
“And why is now so impossible?”
“Because I don’t want to be tied down—tied to you. That
clear enough? It’s not the baby part; it’s the you part.”
[No. That’s too definite—too final. Why is that bad? If it
comes to that, just make it final. Isn’t that what you want? Just
end it? Why postpone that? Stop it.]
“Moving right along, why not Ohio State?
“Because, Lou, I can’t just move into a department because
I want to. Even if I did. I can’t just say, ‘Here I come—spread out
the welcome matts, give me a big salary, a light load.’ That’s not
how it works.”
“But you have those books and articles. How could they not
take you?”
“Jesus, Lou, how can I explain it. How about this: they don’t
have an opening. English departments especially can’t operate
the way you suppose. First an opening has to be there, almost
always because somebody dies or moves away. Then the Dean or
somebody has to authorize the open position—advertising it, interviewing, committees, meetings, on and on.”
“But you are good, have credentials, Just tell them—“
“Oh shut up, Lou, just shut up.
[She suddenly caught herself, saw what she was doing, almost laughed. Here she was so absorbed in her conversation—
going quite well, too—that she had started yammering out loud.
For goodness sake!]
“Where was I?”
“You were going on about Ohio State and why you didn’t
want them to hire you.”
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“Do you listen to anything I say, idiot? I just told you it
doesn’t work that way.”
[How dark it was—and what had happened to the clear path
and the pleasant foliage. Now there were just branches and the
dark. Perhaps she needed to stop talking and figure out where she
was or at least how to get to the light.]
“I always loved Ohio State—and not just the football.”
[That’s not what Lou would say. He had no interest in football, as he often pointed out, so automatically it was irritating—
as were all his attempts to elevate himself, imagine he was interesting. She might as well point that out.]
“But you never liked football, Lou.”
[She realized that she was waiting for an answer, not supplying one. She also realized it was now even darker. She felt
surrounded, alone. Seemed as if she might have good reason to
feel that way. How reckless she had been. But all she needed now
was to gain control of the conversation again. The path would
take care of itself.]
‘So, Lou, about the baby.”
A voice—not hers, or Lou’s, either—
“Sorry. There won’t be time for that.”
And there wasn’t. The darkness suddenly went away, replaced by light, blinding light, and blinding pain. But they didn’t
last long.
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Better Late….
The world dies over and over again, but the skeleton
always gets up and walks.
—Henry Miller
Fran got it from Lucy who got it from Terry who got it from
Ahmed who got it from Ray who got it from the Internet. Fran
then told Billie who told Pete who told Allie who told her brother
who told his wife who told the kids. The kids found it exciting
and so had Pete, who didn’t, however, believe a word of it—and
therefore told his co-worker Martin not to worry about anything
at all, nothing.
“It’s horseshit!” Peter had said to Allie’s brother and then
repeated to Martin.
Martin was cautious at first, went to the horse’s mouth, that
is, Peter, told him he knew it was ridiculous but—Peter seemed
in a terrible hurry: “Well, you think what you like, but you’ll be
in a pretty fix if you’re wrong.”
“If you’re right,” Martin said, “it seems like there’s only one
fix – and that’s none at all. Aren’t you Little Miss Sunshine.”
“You’re so cynical, Martin.”
“And you think this is a time for solemnity. I admire that in
you, Peter, but how likely is ...”
“Anyhow, if this is right, I don’t have time to stand here
talking. Just thought I’d give you the news.” The news was what
he had discovered on the television, plain as day. Peter was now
convinced.
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“Thanks, Peter. Time’s about to become an empty idea anyhow, right? How much of it do we have, ‘it’ being my out-of-theloop, now archaic notion of time.”
“You don’t believe me. Call somebody. Turn on the television.”
So he called a friend and told him not to worry but to turn
on his television and catch the latest idiocy, what they were saying about time. Fran, usually reliable, had said time was running
out of the hourglass, like in that old soap, “The Days of Our
Lives,” which Martin remembered fondly.
So Martin called Fran directly, who said she didn’t have
time to talk about time, that there was no point anyhow, and that
he should turn on the television.
“Turn on the television? That’s what Pete said. Why in hell
should I turn on the television? My soaps don’t start for fifteen
minutes.”
“Very funny. Hope you’re still here then. Call Ray.”
And he did: “So, Ray, Fran tells me ...”
“Jesus, I thought you were Mother. Get off the fucking line,
Martin.”
“First tell me what all this is about.”
“No time.”
“According to Fran, there’s not much point thinking about
time.”
Click.
Channel Seven: Talking Heads blithering about “Homosapiens” and statistics. What he caught, before switching, was, “After all, 99 percent of all species that have ever been on earth have
gone extinct, so it just stands to reason ...”
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“It does not stand to reason!” Martin said, out loud. But he
did find his mind turning to important things he may have neglected: library books that would soon be overdue, laundry to
pick up, his lawn. He went and looked out—needed mowing—
but it was there, the lawn. So who cares about the various extinct
birds that aren’t around to shit on his grass?
He decided that was a good way to look at it—good but apparently not sufficient, as he found himself again picking up the
phone, which wasn’t working, not the landline. But the cell phone
was another matter, and he dialed the first number on his list,
connecting him to his ex, his embittered and vicious ex:
“WHAT?” It wasn’t unusual for her to scream, with a snarling undertone, but this was a personal best.
“Sorry to bother you, Anna.”
“Great timing! The one good thing about this is that it’ll get
you, you miserable prick.”
“Well said, but can you tell me what ‘it’ is? Seems to have
something to do with time.”
“It has to do with no time at all, none, none at all, not any,
minus time, time turning in on itself.”
“What could that mean?”
“How could you miss this?” Her tone suddenly was softer,
as if curiosity or concern had taken over. Couldn’t be concern.
“That’s a mystery. I suspect you won’t tell me what’s going
on, so maybe advise me on what to do? I’d appreciate it.”
“Of course. Glad to. Martin, I think you’d be well advised—
I’m shooting you straight here—to call your broker and sell anything volatile, anything that might not be able to sustain a hit.
Knowing you, I think that’s not only sound but also loving advice. It’s entirely within your range of values and competence.”
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“Yeah, but why should I do that? You won’t tell me, of
course.”
“I’m not a cruel person, Martin, not vindictive. I think you
should consult Don Yeomans, who’s at NASA, and who, as it
happens, agrees with Stephen King. If you aren’t close to Yeomans, though I’m sure you are, you could give Steve a buzz.”
“I’ll call Lyons—my broker, you remember—and do as you
say. Of course I have no idea what the hell I’m doing, but that’s
nothing new, right?”
Silence.
“OK, Anna, see you.”
“That you won’t.”
Well, there’s family for you! Made Martin wonder why the
idea of family got such positive press. Provides stability? No.
Values? No. Comfort? Ha. The security of an iron maiden: kept
you tormented even when divorced.
He felt liberated for a second and then remembered his family included a daughter, with whom he’d not been in touch in a
little—a long—while:
“Debbie!”
“Oh, Dad.”
“You have a cold?”
“A cold? No. Oh my dear, dear dad.”
What was this?
“Just thinking of you.”
“I was thinking of you, too—and that nursery rhyme you
used to sing to us, ‘When the wind blows’ I loved that.”
“Well, I called to see what you were up to these days.”
“Huh?”
“You doing OK? Want to have dinner some time?”
“I love you, Dad.”
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“Yeah. Me, too.”
“Remember, Dad, just remember. I promise you I will.
Goodbye, my always dearest dad.”
And the line was dead. Nothing more to do there today, so
he did call his broker, got him at home.
“Hi, Will, sell everything that’s volatile. Sorry, this is Martin.”
“Get off the line, you idiot. This is no time for jokes.”
“Doesn’t seem to be the time for time, Will. Wish I knew
what I’d just said. Anyhow, would you ...”
Click.
Decided to call work. They’d know. Dial tone—and then
dead. Altogether. Have to remember to recharge it. Took out his
Things-To-Remember pad and saw “Change Dental Appointment,” which he couldn’t do because the phone needed recharged
and—what the hell.
Back to the television, which gave him snow. Odd.
Martin decided to go straight to the heart of things, out his
front door and into the street, where there were a few people, not
many, but a whole lot more than usual for a Tuesday afternoon.
The first person he ran into was a kid, somewhere between six
and sixteen years old. Martin was never good with ages or with
kids.
“Hey kid, you live next door?”
“Next door to what?”
“To me. I live there in the white house.”
“Yeah.”
“Yeah what?”
“I live next door.”
“What’s going on?”
“You shitting me?”
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“No but I’ll kick you in the shin if you don’t tell me.”
Wrong approach. The kid sneered, told him to eat something, and went running toward the house next door, where, apparently, he did indeed live. Martin considered following him,
but decided it’d be much better to try another plan.
What plan? Suddenly, the populated street was deserted. Not
knowing his neighbors, Martin decided to try his car—better than
roaming an empty street.
After going back into the house for a beer, so he’d have
something to do while driving, Martin slipped in and was surprised when the engine sprang to life. Had he expected it to be
dead, all the juice in the world having gone the way of time?
Up the street and around the bend it was no longer deserted.
Martin slowed then stopped, as even the lawns were filled with
people. Then he remembered: there was a church here, some offbrand Christian bunkum.
“Silly fools!” he yelled into his closed window. What were
they doing? He rolled down his window and asked just that.
“We’re here for the rasher, oh yes!” said a googly-eyed man.
“Bacon?” asked Martin.
Googles just pointed to a huge sign attached to a pole apparently too heavy for him, since in bringing it into Martin’s view,
it smacked hard against the hood of his car and probably dented
it. He could read it, though: “1 Thessalonians 4:17.”
Sensing it would be foolhardy to emerge from his car, Martin scanned the crowd for other signs: “The Tribulation Is Upon
Us,” “Cotton and Increase Were Right,” “We Are the Dead in
Christ.” What in hell? Martin did decipher the Cotton and Increase reference: the loony Puritan Mathers. But what were they
right about? Thessalonians 4? The Tribulation? Maybe this is a
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tax protest, taxes being the heaviest tribulation since the Inquisition! Martin shouted this, working to ward off a cascading sense
of fear.
But the worries didn’t last long. Probably some savage
group, centuries ago, had predicted horrors to come down and
these folks needed a day off to celebrate being the dead in Christ,
as if that were a cheerer-upper.
Backtracking from the slavering true believers, Martin eased
his car into a driveway, hooked backwards, and then down a side
street to a friend’s house. Martin had asked himself which of his
friends was most reliable? He caught himself before he got to the
part where he had to acknowledge that he had few friends, none
of them reliable. At least Cameron was close by, Cameron and
his attractive wife Julie and their three kids whose names were a
jumble of Jens, Janes, Jasons, Joes, and Jeremiahs. The last was
actually the name of one of them, but he didn’t know which one,
and what did it matter anyhow?
“Go away!”
Whispered from the other side of the keyhole.
“Cam? Julie? What’s going on? Let me in.”
“I’ll shoot your head off if you don’t go away.”
“Listen,” Martin said, struck with an inspiration, “I come
bearing news from Thessalonians 4.”
“I mean it. Ten more seconds and you’re a dead man—
slightly prematurely.”
“OK, I’ll leave. Just give me the ten-second version of what
it is.”
“Christ, imbecile, the end of everything, everything.”
“Oh.”
“Now go away.”
“What do you mean, everything—end?”
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“An asteroid, huge beyond measure, maybe a minute away,
not much more, hitting Montreal.”
“I see. Thanks.”
So that’s the end of Montreal, which was charming but too
French for his tastes. Most important, it was way more than six
miles away, hell, more than six hundred miles. So he was safe
and sound, and Humpty Dumpty was still on the wall.
That was a reassuring thought. Martin told himself as much:
“There’s a reassuring thought.” In any case, it was his last.
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Sagging
“Nobody wants to see your underwear!”
“I do.”
It all started with a faculty meeting. They didn’t have many
here at Monroe School, which was fine with the faculty, for sure,
but not so much the principal. He wanted to be noted, do notable
things. Of course, he wanted them to be fine things, not just necessary but reverberant.
One thing he knew for sure: he should be responsive to parental concerns, in a measured way, of course. He had been well
trained in sorting out genuine issues from ridiculous views held
by nasty cranks, people who hated kids and the schools they attended, as well as everything else about this modern world of today.
Trouble was he hadn’t heard many pressing parental concerns, concerns of any sort. Wasn’t like these elders were flocking to him with congratulations, either; they were silent, almost
to a man—and woman. So why have a meeting at all? For one
thing, there had been no meetings in several months, and that
simply wasn’t right. True, he had sent out notices to the faculty
to come to him with their concerns. But not many had done so—
none.
So all he really had were the notes—actually one note—
from those in the community upset—really upset—about boys
sagging. “Put a stop to it—it’s indesent” the note (anonymous)
had said. (The spelling error he chalked up to righteous fury.)
He had thought long and hard about this issue, which he then
researched, that is, googled it. Whooie. Did he ever get a lot of
material there, some of it—all of it—pretty repetitive, but boiling
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down to raucous if understandable outrage over the way young
boys were outdoing one another in being pruriently offensive. He
did note that the practice had started in the 90s, which was a long
time ago for a still-going trend to start, but that wasn’t his fault.
There were also images—photos and drawings, of saggers,
many extreme. Why? He didn’t understand the fad at all—decided he didn’t want to.
More important, surely, were news items, quite recent, about
schools cracking down on the public display of things best kept
private. Also, some enlightened townships and even states were
taking decisive action—using the long arm of the law to tug up
those lazy britches. The last metaphor was his own, but he decided not to use it at the present meeting.
So, there they were, his faculty, more or less on time. He
decided to move right in for the kill, having no other items on the
agenda.
At the last second, though, he decided otherwise,
“How you all doing? I wanted us to get together, since it’s
been a bit, just to see how things were, how you were all getting
on.”
He couldn’t detect any response at all, much less interest.
Eye contact, even, seemed to be missing. Lousy bastards.
“OK. That’s good. Well, then, here’s something I need your
advice on. I’ve received a number of notes from concerned parents about the indecent practice of sagging—you know, boys
wearing their pants alarmingly low, displaying for all to see what
nobody ever should look upon.”
He stopped there to give them time to absorb this, show what
they thought. They didn’t appear to think anything at all. So—
“I think we’re agreed that (a) this is a major issue and (b)
that we should act decisively. Right?”
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He heard what may have been a snort, but nobody responded
with words.
“Here’s my proposal. I think it is best to be direct, no-nonsense. We issue a written statement to each boy—and girl, too, I
guess, not to appear discriminatory—saying in no uncertain
terms the following: ‘Anyone sagging clothes to such an extent
as to allow an inch or more of underwear to be visible shall, for a
first offense, receive a warning; for a second offense, indefinite
suspension.’”
The silence had a different quality now, and it didn’t last
long.
Not everyone, it appeared, supported the statement in its present form.
“Does this include bra straps?”
“Do you really want such harsh penalties?”
“Do you want us to set up as experts on what counts as underwear?”
“Who really cares?”
These were no more than rude noises, but one objection did
capture his attention:
“I worry about specifying an inch exactly. You going to go
around with a ruler, sidling up to kids and measuring, feeling
them up in the process?”
That was a rude way to put it, but it made sense. He had to
admit that. But he was a quick thinker and he thought very
quickly now.
“You’re absolutely right. I am amending the resolution to
say, ‘Anyone sagging clothes to such an extent as to allow underwear, any underwear of any type or quantity, to be visible shall
...’ The penalties will remain the same.”
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He didn’t wait to hear objections, even had there been any,
simply dismissed the meeting and retired to his office to type the
sharper resolution, get it set to distribute tomorrow to all teachers
with clear instructions, “READ TO CLASS.” He thought a bit
and then added, “DO NOT ALLOW DISCUSSION.”
When the students heard the announcement, each in their
“introduction to the day” class (used to be called “homeroom,” I
think), their reaction was, uniformly, more cool than that of the
faculty. Several of the teachers read the new regulation and the
“NO DISCUSSION” add-on with some ferocity, several disobeying and adding their own comments:
—“as if we have nothing else to think about.”
—“as if anyone cared about your clothes—or absence of
same. Oops. I didn’t say that about no clothes—please.”
—“so just cover yourselves, wait until you’re older and have
something to display.”
—“I’ll just add that I intend to enforce this and will welcome
spies, those who keep their discoveries to themselves. You understand.”
—“If you hide your underwear, I’ll hide mine.”
—“Look, kids—just play along. It’ll all blow over and you
can go back to doing whatever the hell you want in that department.”
It was the very next day that the collective tweets, calls,
posts resulted in a mass meeting of virtually the whole student
body. They met in the assembly auditorium, occupied (deliberately, it is said) without official permission.
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The Student Council President, Lily Gallagher, got up in
front, but only to ask someone else to “lead the damned discussion—we don’t want anything official here, right? I mean, we’re
not playing by any of their rules—I hope—especially as regards
their fear of booby blankets, nut huts, funderwear and so forth.
We all agree it’s fear, right?”
That view met with some rumbling, clearly settled nothing.
Anyhow, the issue now was to have somebody to handle the talk,
not an easy assignment, what with there being about three-hundred kids there.
Somehow, no problem. Two kids just stood up and walked
to the front. They got there, said nothing, looked expectant.
Hands shot up—as if they were in class being obedient. Still,
it was a way to keep things rolling without too much confusion.
“Tom?”
“I think the lousy bastards really are afraid, afraid of their
own pedophile cravings, so they blame us. When they say, ‘We
don’t want to see your underwear,’ they’re really telling us how
much they long for our bodies. They aren’t offended by sagging;
they’re turned on, wish we’d sag it all off.”
“Julie?”
“It’s also racist as hell. They don’t want their 90% white
school associated with some inner-city tag, something—gasp—
black.”
“Tami?”
“I was reading about the origins of sagging and protests
against it. Lots of lies out there about it being a signal inviting
gay males, that sort of thing. Pretty clear that it did come up in
prison but not as an invitation to sex but a consequence of the
authorities taking away any belts—that way they wouldn’t have
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to worry so much about careless practices such as hanging yourself.”
“Bill?”
“What about women? Is this just a boy thing—flashing my
tightie-whities, I mean?”
This brought on a flood of noise, then quiet, then hands.
“OK—someone talk.”
Someone did.
“Thanks, Bill. Sagging is a way for boys to pretend to be
challenging authority, but just let a girl expose a bra strap. Fucking sexist garbage is what it is.”
Quiet for a minute, then the same voice resumed:
“Or, maybe they hate sagging because it also threatens to
blur sex binaries. I mean, it’s supposed to be a boy/girl division,
right? Girls attract with panties but not boys.”
Without invitation, another voice:
“The idea that underwear is special, somehow both indecent
and arousing, is a vile construction—we all agree—of a patriarchal, racist, homophobic culture. It makes no real sense but has
great power. Think of this, buddies, underwear doesn’t exist in
space but in time. Very few, I’ll bet, are turned on by underwear
models in a catalogue. It’s the glimpsing, the sliding in and out
of focus—either on the way off or on. Glimpsing your underwear,
I have invaded you and am now in territory you wish you could
protect. I have won.”
Nobody said anything then for what seemed like a long time.
Then—
“So what are we going to do?”
Everyone agreed that that was the question, but few had
workable ideas. Several seemed to favor something like “BareAssed Wednesday,” but most worried that would backfire, give
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the admin what they wanted for claims that the students were all
degenerate runaways needing harnessing.
A suggestion that seemed to gather short-term favor involved painting butt cracks at the back-bottom of long tee-shirts,
but even the proposers soon realized that not everyone could afford to ruin a tee-shirt.
They talked more about it a while—listening to one another
in ways the adults would have found peculiar—and finally came
up with the simplest of all plans, one that involved—well, you’ll
see.
Next day, all the kids showed up as usual, nobody sagging
or wearing witty attachments, carrying signs. The idea was to acquiesce—or appear to do so.
The only sniggle in the ordinary was a delegation visiting
the principal, politely requesting a very short all-school assembly
meeting at the end of seventh period, before afternoon dismissal.
So pleased by their affable manner was our principal that he
readily agreed and hustled to rearrange the schedule and notify
all faculty that their periods would be cut by three minutes so as
to collect a full twenty-one minutes for this student-led—er—
meeting.
So much confusion resulted from this dumb-assed reshuffle
that it was almost as if no classes had met at all. But they somehow made it through the day and slouched into the assembly hall
with a full twenty-one minutes ahead of them.
Thing was that the only ones in attendance were faculty and
staff. With no agenda and no resources to call upon, they just sat
there. The principal, deciding he should inject some authority into
this farce, moved to the front. He signaled everyone to be quiet
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and was about to speak, though he had no idea what he would
say.
Just then, though, here came the students, all of them, it appeared. They were not nude. That was the first thing the principal
noticed—whew! But then he saw:
They all, every damned one of them, had somehow retired
somewhere—bathrooms he suspected, though he realized he was
focussing on an issue which didn’t count for anything just to
avoid the main point.
The kids—probably each and every one—had somehow put
their underwear on outside their regular clothes and were parading bras, panties, somethings that looked like garter belts or Parisian indecencies, corsets, chemises, teddies, bustles, boxers,
tighty-whities, jock straps, cod pieces, hipsters, loincloths, long
johns, and a variety of other horrors.
The kids said nothing, just came in in a file and marched
around the room, circling a faculty who did nothing but stare and
a principal who wished he had gone into a different line of work.
All was silent for what seemed like an hour, maybe five
minutes. The kids didn’t rush, gave the viewers plenty of time to
stare and understand. Only they didn’t seem to understand, not
immediately.
It was the principal who got it first, noted the mockery, the
assault on proper authority, his authority. He had been standing
below the stage but now climbed up on it and strode to his usual
spot behind the podium.
It was time to reassert order, propriety, decency. After all,
what would others think—parents, the school board, the police?
But just as he was about to speak words that would bring calm
and reinstitute what had to be, he was struck with the oddest sensation. What did it matter anyhow? Who really cared? If the kids
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wanted to titillate one another, so what? Wasn’t that what schools
were for—give them a chance to couple in any manner they could
work out, while the adults pretended to govern, to be of consequence.
Adults just didn’t matter. It was a kids’ world—and it should
be.
The principal suddenly wasn’t uneasy any longer, wasn’t
worried about what he should say or do. He realized he had been
liberated, freed to listen and to see. The kids parade didn’t arouse
him, make him angry, activate some need to control the scene.
It made him laugh. Loudly—publicly—infectiously.
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JURY DUTY
The jury system puts a ban upon intelligence and honesty, and a premium upon ignorance, stupidity and
perjury.
—Mark Twain
We operate under a jury system in this country, and as
much as we complain about it, we have to admit that
we know of no better system, except possibly flipping
a coin.
—Dave Barry
“Mr. Sorenson, do you have prior acquaintance with either
of the disputing parties?”
Anything to get out of this! “You know, I think I may have,
in the sense that I have bought from their trucks.”
“You are sure of that?”
“Well, I think so. I’m pretty sure.”
“Where were they parked at the time you made your purchases?”
Damn! Hadn’t anticipated that one. “Outside USC, you
know, on Hoover, there, you know, where the little turn-in is,
Hoover and Jefferson, about half-way down …”
“Neither of these trucks sells anywhere near USC, hasn’t the
unofficial license granted by custom to do so. Was it somewhere
else?”
“Venice Beach?”
“Try again. Or, better, just say you haven’t any prior acquaintance.”
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“I guess I was wrong. You know, these guys look a lot alike,
these food truck guys.”
He realized how racist that sounded, was, and hustled to correct himself—“I mean the trucks, not”— when the attorney interrupted his correcting: “Well, since you have no prior acquaintance and, my guess is, are not in the catering business yourself or
have parents or children so employed, it’s safe to assume there’s
no reason you cannot render an impartial verdict. Am I right?”
“No.”
“Pardon me? There is some reason you cannot be fair? Tell
us, please.”
“I think catering food is unsanitary and shouldn’t be allowed.”
“So?”
“This is not the case for me. Give me a nice murder case—
blackmail, arson, burglary, treason, even a backyard dispute
about mowing responsibilities. But not an argument over catering-truck territories.”
“Ah, Mr. Sorenson, we appear to be fresh out of treason
cases at the moment, so I think you’ll find this riveting dispute to
your liking. If not, I certainly don’t care.”
The other attorney—he didn’t know if he was prosecuting
or defending—was no better, asked him if his opinions on catering trucks and the general health of Los Angeles County had any
particular focus or was just a “general and ignorant crotchet.” So
offended was he by the “ignorant crotchet” tag that he found himself without an effective rejoinder, with no rejoinder at all.
Thus it was that he found himself one of the twelve good
men and true, ten of them women, empaneled to hear without
prejudice the case of Acme Catering vs. Manuel Churchill III.
(He figured he’d get some good party jokes out of Manuel’s
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name. Imagine! M. Churchill III. Related to Winston, grew up at
Blenheim Palace.)
The trial started with a recess, if you can believe it. Like
starting an exercise program with a nap. Good line. The woman
next to him didn’t think so.
“They simply have legal issues to discuss—out of the hearing of the jury, naturally.”
“Is that so? Really? Wow. I’d never uncovered that all by
myself, Tessie!”
She sniffed and turned away.
Finally, they were all called back into the main room,
“chambers,” the attendant, some sort of “officer of the court,”
called it.
“Now, we get going,” he said to the guy next to him (on his
left), who smiled.
But get going they didn’t. Instead, they were treated to a fascinating lecture on the history and practices of catering trucks,
dating back to the eighth century. They learned about their routes,
routines, ways of settling disputes, and who earned what kinds of
insignia and territorial claims—very important. He stopped listening after a short time, a very short time.
Finally, a pause.
“So, we look at the contracts, listen to testimony, see who
violated what clause, render a verdict, get the hell out of here.
Right?”
The good-looking woman on his right stared at him, then
hissed: “We’re not supposed to discuss the case.”
“Not supposed to discuss? Then what’s the point of having
a jury? I apologize for that, but wasn’t what I said right about the
contracts?”
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“No.”
“How come? Seems like …”
“They told us. They occupy routes by historical precedent,
established practice—no written documents. It’s what’s known
in law as …”
He stopped listening again. He was good at that.
The first three days of the Trial of the Century, determining
the future of these ptomaine trolleys and the health of inner city
Los Angeles, went by quickly. Ha. Whenever the proceedings
seemed to be approaching “interesting,” there would be an objection resulting in a recess—or a lunch hour that was more like
three.
All this vacant group time would have been agreeable
enough had any of his fellow jurors been agreeable, but how was
he to find ways to pass the time without knifing someone when
he was surrounded by morons, and (worst of all) the three upright
citizens (Lou, Joshua, and Mariana), bent on following all rules,
explaining them at length and devoted to finding the answers and
rendering a fair verdict.
A fair verdict? What would that be? Who could decipher all
this, stay awake to hear it? What could it possibly matter?
He did catch this: one of the contestants for the territory was
terrifically, spectacularly ugly, had a face like his own mother’s
butt, though he allowed that apt comparison to formulate itself
but once. The same ugly caterer was also irascible, which might
have been a point in his favor, had his venomous outbursts been
in any way witty or even decipherable. Alas, he was possessed of
a mumbly-bumbly dialect, Eastern European was Sorenson’s
guess. That provided a compelling reason to decide against him.
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On top of that, he was dressed very poorly, not so much inexpensively as tastelessly.
The other guy was small, which Sorenson didn’t like. Still,
he was polite, not repulsive looking, and spoke English, pretty
much.
Open and shut.
He didn’t need but thirty seconds to reach certitude, but the
trial not only lasted six days (arching over the weekend) but was
followed by lengthy instructions from the condescending judge:
try to spend time with the strong and weak points of each side,
giving them full and impartial attention, ask any questions you
would like—just send them out with the bailiff—do not be
swayed by merely personal reactions to either the plaintiff or the
defendant or to random individual associations evoked by anything they have said. Stick to the facts of the case and the law.
The first order of business for the jury was to elect a Chair.
Sorenson tried to appear as if his election would be a surprise,
knowing it was obvious that he, the best educated (the only educated), best dressed, and only levelheaded person present would
be the obvious, the only choice.
They elected Mariana by a vote of 11-1.
That did it. He now didn’t care how long they deliberated,
how rancorous it became. It just didn’t matter. Now was time for
revenge.
Mariana actually got up to take the seat at the front of the
rectangular table, as if she had been coronated. Why not round?
More democratic. But this wasn’t a democracy, now was it? It
was an autocracy controlled by this chubby cow Mariana. She’d
rue the day.
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“I think we should begin with a straw vote, not binding, just
to see where we stand. We all agree on that?”
“That’s a terrible idea.”
“Oh? Tell us your views, Mr. Sorenson, please. By the way,
may I call you by your first name—which is?”
“I prefer last names, more dignified and respectful. But
maybe we should have a straw poll on that?”
“That’s very witty, Mr. Sorenson. Please tell us your objections to a non-binding straw vote?”
“Well, you’ll find that straw votes have a way of becoming
final votes. People imagine they are free and loose, but once they
vote, no matter how provisionally, they become irrationally attached to that preference, haphazard as it may be. So, let’s not
have a straw vote, please. It’s a bad idea, as those of us accustomed to leadership positions know.”
“Thank you, Mr. Sorenson. Let’s have a vote on having a
straw vote.”
11-1 in favor of the straw vote, which, when taken, revealed
that they all voted for the polite, good-looking guy. Unanimous.
But not for long.
“I want to change my vote to Mr. DiAntonio, Acme Catering.”
Guess who said that?
And guess who sabotaged every single vote—except the one
allowing them to adjourn for lunch.
“We gonna have to come back tomorrow, unless Mr. Bunghole here stops stalling things. Tell us, Sorenson, who you really
think is right here. I’m ready to agree with you just to get the hell
out.”
“I’m not.”
“Yes, you are. Anyhow, Sorenson where do you stand?”
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“You know, I think the claims are so evenly balanced I find
myself switching in my mind. Every time I side with DiAntonio,
my mind provides excellent support for Churchill, unanswerable
reasons to side with him. But, then, when I change to …”
“Yeah, we know. So, Sorenson, what will it take to get you
to choose one or the other and stick there.”
“Persuasive arguments. That’s all. I’m a reasonable man.”
“OK. Here’s a persuasive argument. If you don’t settle on
one or the other, I’ll kick you in the balls, right here, very hard.
You’ll never smile again. How’s that for a persuasive argument?”
“I see. I’m solidly for M. Churchill III.”
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The Bishop and Me
If one were forced to select a single word to exemplify
the Bishop’s peculiar charm, it might well be “No.”
—Brad Leithauser
There’s been a lot of talk lately about the sacrament of confession, most of it brought on by this new and remarkable iPhone
ap called “Secrets.” Now don’t get me wrong: I applaud this technological advance and cannot easily convey my delight and support for the bold and unequivocal support for “Secrets” by my
superiors. They are usually so slow to move, but not now, not at
all.
I hope to heaven it leads to big numbers in the booth—costs
less than $15, and I’d be willing to shower them all over my congregation, pay for them with church resources (the building fund
is always lootable) if it boosted confession attendance, especially
among the young, who have just about dropped out altogether.
You have no idea how tiring it is to hear the same old folks droning on about “forgetting to pray” or “neglecting their rosary duties” or—I swear—neglecting personal hygiene. I get the feeling
they make things up so they can visit, be less alone, which would
be touching were it not so annoying.
Why have the young disappeared? I think it’s because their
lives are so tame they cannot meet expectations they imagine we
have, regard sin as something entirely beyond their reach. Maybe
the new ap and others like it will get them thinking about transgressions in more vivid ways, open up more accessible venues,
thus restoring commotion to the confessional. (I made that up.)
But all is not perfect, obstacles remain, imbecilities abound.
I need to temper myself here, as the chafing of ignorance galls
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me sore. I’m a patient man, tolerant by temperament and trade;
but c’mon!—just think about it: every moron, even the non-Catholic variety, supposes he knows exactly to the letter what is involved in the sacrament of confession, knows how it works, why
it is sanctified, what rules obtain, and why we do it in the first
place. Take this test: just ask the average bozo on the street how
confession works, and the last thing you’ll get back is, “Gee, I
have no idea, not being a priest.”
In more detail, what you’ll hear is inaccurate blather, splattered forth in a knowing tone—such things as:
—confession is meant to allow for the official forgiveness
of sins by way of specific expiations;
—confession allows the priest to give you advice;
—confession allows the priest to assign penance;
—confession allows the priest to categorize offenses—venal
and mortal and those not worth mentioning;
—confession is conducted in secret, and the information obtained thereby is strictly confidential.
Not true, any of it.
My very own Bishop, who ought to know, told me directly
that confession has no fixed status in church practice, none. It
came into being in the twelfth century or thereabouts, not as a
requirement, he assured me, but as an optional practice for use
when the need arose, if it ever did. When used—he had no objection to its use—confession is to be designed and employed entirely at the discretion of individual priests. He had been insistent
on only one point: nobody, absolutely nobody, should get the idea
that by confessing he is off the hook and protected from the righteous scorn which must attach itself to heinous acts or from the
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shame which God intended to follow directly on particularly disgusting deeds or desires. How can the scorn and shame be assured
except through something very like publicity? But what’s the
word of the Bishop compared to the opinions of a layman, who
has spent not ten thoughtful minutes in his sin-soaked life?
I expect to be told that I shouldn’t use the male pronoun exclusively. I’ll hear that from the same cretins who know all about
confession. Well, here’s what it is: I use male pronouns exclusively because it’s males I am talking about. You won’t find
women guilty of this worst of all sins, pretending to know things
that they don’t and lecturing you on them.
While we’re on this, I agree entirely with those who say
women should take their rightful place in the priesthood, proudly
and fully. So does the Bishop, let me know in confidence that the
Pope’s just waiting for the right time—you know he’s got a sharp
PR sense—to kick that baby into the official agenda and ram in
through the convocation, right past those reactionary Italian cardinals—and don’t mention those Poles!
Women would do a lot to enliven things, bring the church
into the twenty-first century, as I told Bishop. “Into the fifteenth
century,” he quipped. Bishop is a real cut-up. I happen to know
he has an eye for the ladies, a sharp aesthetic sense necessary for
one involved in the living human community. This is what most
people don’t understand about the relationships which develop
now and then between us and altar boys. Hey, it’s merely a question of answering the call of beauty, a universal phenomenon, that
and the natural pedagogical needs of youth. But trying to explain
that to your average layman is like telling a funny joke to a feminist.
I choose the example of altar boys because the subject has
arisen in several retreats I’ve attended recently, where priests
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from different diocese have discussed frankly the misunderstandings they’ve run into. Fr. John McClellan and Fr. Dominic Robustelli found the police so obtuse that even Bishop could offer
no effective protection from impertinent questioning. Things got
to such a point that the Bishop was forced to transfer both fine
priests/victims away from parish duties and into teaching—civics
and human sexuality, supplemented by some gym classes and
services as wrestling coach over at Our Lady of the Springs Middle School.
Anyhow, here’s the truth about the confessional world. I
speak of the practices of priests who haven’t been brainwashed
by the right-wing European crowd, whose procedures have so little truly Roman foundation that I’d call them down-right Protestants, were that not a little unfair to Protestants. Really when you
get to know Protestants, you come to see that some of them have
what I’d say was a pretty good line on sin, arrived at accidentally
and not through centuries of rigorous thought, but pretty good all
the same.
Confession is intended to sort through all the mean and low,
but forgettable, things we all have done, discarding the pointless
(sending them to the “Out Box”), separating the genuinely disgusting from the useful, finding ways to promote the latter and
publicize the former. I’ve explained all this earlier. With the
Lord’s help and the sanction of my particular confidante, Bishop,
this essay is offered as my humble (if invaluable) contribution to
a greater understanding of Our Holy Catholic Church and its sacraments.
First off, though, let me clear up some ridiculous misunderstandings spread throughout the internet, like hot jelly on toast.
It’s not that I am a foe of modern technology, understand, but all
you have to do is google “Guided to Confessions” and up spring
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a parade of over-zealous and confusing lists of “sins,” enough to
scare off even the most devout from visiting our little and vital
booth. Just for instance, “The National Catholic Register”
stretches all the Commandments way past snapping. Here are just
a few examples. I don’t want to try your patience, as they say.
The first Commandment, having no other Gods and so forth,
is clearly meant to keep us from going out and bowing down to
Baal and other improbable things, the “Register” says really covers “other gods in your life,” such as people, money, and “the
drive for security at all costs.” Whooie.
Honor thy father and mother (a shaky idea in the first place)
includes the injunction to “care for aged and infirm relatives.”
For my part, aged and infirm second cousins can very well take
care of themselves.
Thou shalt not kill means, somehow, being “angry or resentful,” which is simply ridiculous.
Get this: the adultery injunction asks if one has “been careful
to dress modestly.” I leave it to any woman born after 1915 to
respond to that one.
Desiring one’s neighbor’s wife includes “flirting, being superficial.” “Being superficial?” Are these bozos telling me that
the only way I can escape the damned Sixth Grade is to look
deeply in my neighbor’s wife’s eyes, speak deep thoughts with
every appearance of sincerity?
Finally, and the top of the charts: Thou Shalt not Steal now
spreads out not only into “wasting time at work, school, and
home” but trying to haggle with “creditors, insurance companies,
and big corporations.” Sure. Could you maybe be more right
wing?
Good thing nobody (not in my parish) reads this stuff, as
there wouldn’t be hours enough in the day … Bad enough I have
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a few independent Bible readers (a practice I, with the Bishop’s
sanction, discourage). Sam and Hetta Billingsley and Saul and
Mary Porter are, all four of them, hooked on Leviticus and are,
consequently, bringing up laughable prohibitions: eating fat,
marrying one’s deceased wife’s sister, wearing polyester. Just out
of curiosity, I looked at Leviticus, and it’s all there, every absurd
“transgression.” We need a Council to demand dumping that
book altogether. Makes me long for the days when people lined
up to confess to practicing gluttony or usury.
So, now to realities, what people are actually doing.
—Mary Alice Martin is guilty of allowing Robert Jones to
play with her breasts out in back of the Vons—doubtless encouraged him. Mary Alice Martin was advised not to tell her husband
and try to avoid a repeat, maybe carry mace to use freely if Robert’s advances are unwelcome.
—Robert Jones is guilty of fondling the breasts of Mary Alice Martin and also those of Jessica Martin at several different
locales. Yes, Jessica Martin is Mary Alice’s sister. Robert Jones
was advised to stop playing with fire.
—Billy Tenaford, age fourteen, confesses each week to masturbating up to fifteen times per day. He was treated with kindness, told that God fully understands. Despite this, Billy Tenaford
returns each week with the same report, not even varying the
number. He was told priests have bonafide sins to hear about.
Next week, there by Jesus he was again, talking about pounding
his pud. He was reassigned to the counsel of Fr. Dominic Robustelli.
—Simon Thurston confessed to having doubts about the
makeup of the Holy Trinity. He was advised to get a life.
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—Paula Johnson confessed to having murderous thoughts
and impulses. This was uncommonly interesting, so she was (artfully) urged to identify the target of her homicidal urges. At first
she refused point blank, but when told God would be angry unless
she fingered the longed-for victim, she caved in and said it was
her mother. She went on to speak, Paula did, of Mother in terms
that did not make homicide seem entirely unwarranted. Still,
there must be limits, so she was given a heavy penance of required mumblings and told to try and change the direction of her
thoughts. I think she has left the Church. Bill over at First Presbyterian told me she’d become a Methodist. Ha! Like they’ll be
able to handle her.
—The entire eleventh grade at St. Aloysius confessed to
cheating on the SAT exams. They were admonished for violating
the Honor Code, which forbids good Catholics from ratting on
one another.
—Gladys Doyle confessed to draining her swimming pool
and neglecting to tell the neighbor children, who consequently
were injured, some seriously, when diving onto the concrete
some eight feet beneath. When asked whether she had intended
these consequences, she said she really didn’t know. She was
asked whether she could tell the difference between a priest and
a psychoanalyst. Could she tell the difference between a sin and
a wholly involuntary release of unconscious impulses? Between
her ass and her elbow? When she stopped blubbing, she was told
to regard it as an accident and forget it.
—Michael O’Brien confessed to setting his sister’s dolly,
her bed, and her foot (the sister’s) on fire. No action taken.
—Missy O’Brien confessed to telling on her brother, Michael. She was chastised severely and given thirty Hail Mary’s.
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—Fr. John Simon McConaghy—yes, priests confess to
other priests—said he had experienced lustful thoughts for the
following: the organist, the choir director, the large lady who
kneels carelessly in the front row at early mass, the altar boy who
goes by “Timmy,” the postman, and his confessor. He was told,
“Hell, we’re all human.”
Which about does it. You take my point.
If not, five Hail Marys and a dozen Our Fathers.
Please return and bring some friends with you. They don’t
have to be Catholics.
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Casing the Joint
Happiness is an inside job.
—William Arthur Ward
It seemed like a good idea at the time, this house tour thing.
I know what you’re thinking: what’s wrong with this guy, gawking at rich people’s possessions, looking through windows and
dreaming, as if he were ever going to get to the other side? Capitalism on display, and I’m here with those who imagine that
someday they’ll reach a little farther, stretch out their arms more
painfully and then …
I realize I’m trying to bluster so loud that you’ll think I’m
somehow more acute than the average idiot, more alert. I’m being
sarcastic so you’ll imagine I’m entirely different from these
mouth-breathing victims of wealth-worship, enjoying themselves
on these pathetic tours.
I’m not enjoying myself, you see.
I’m trying to fool you, yes I am—and somebody else, I
guess. I’m on this yokel tour, which actually is not free, because—I wish I knew, only I don’t wish that. One thing I can
cling to: I do not want to know why I’d be such an idiot. Even I
won’t do something this absurd just to get ammunition for ridicule. Wonder how much I’d pay for whatever it is this experience
is giving me—how much not knowing will cost.
Anyhow—now to the action, which you’ll find far more interesting than my previous musings.
Once I let myself see what was about me, I realized that the
other tourists seemed less like proletariat dupes than nice people
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interested in architecture, gardens, art, and one another. Even the
guide was low-key, seemed eager to fade into the surroundings,
offer information only when asked and opinions never.
I also realized that, friendly as the group seemed to be, I had
almost nothing—make that nothing—to say to them, apart from,
“Watch the step!” Or “Yeah, it’s real nice.” So, why was I there?
I needed some answer, something that would pass as an answer.
I was casing the joint! That’s it.
Somehow the idea didn’t shock me, folded right into my
mind as if I’d harbored it all along. The true reason—a very good
one!—I was on this tour was to provide cover for my secret and
wily plans, my brilliant criminal activity. Yes!
Right away, my mood changed—like Wordsworth, “my
heart leaped up!” I didn’t lose a minute in getting to it, the scheming. I wasn’t bothered, much, by having to invent what it was I
was getting to. That was part of the fun, part of the overall pleasure.
I knew I couldn’t just start asking questions about locks, security cameras, usual bedtimes. But how hard could it be to gain
entrance, though, all houses being pretty much the same? Forget
getting in for now, just find a place worth getting into.
Turns out the very next house gave me just what I needed,
or so it seemed. Naturally, it was big—like all of them. Beyond
that, it had lots of objects on view, probably worth a pretty
penny—paintings and big pots, heavy drapery things. Huge piano, though I rejected that right off the top as a little hard to maneuver. Probably jewelry, though. That was a given. Easy to find
that sort of thing. Best of all, the ceilings were high, plenty of
shadows, places to hide in case someone wandered in while I was
busy.
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Windows were smaller than some of the other places: that
was probably very good, as there would be fewer chances of being spotted. And it’d be easier to break in through them; it just
figured. Wasn’t like I could just walk in through the front door: I
knew that much, inexperienced as I may be in other areas.
Didn’t want to be obvious about the scrutiny, so I pretended
to be an eager part of the tour, even asking some good questions.
“Has the current family lived here long?” “Are these paintings
original?” “Are there any other ways of getting in and out—you
know, doors?” I wasn’t interested in the answers, of course; it
was all a canny part of the disguise.
As soon as I got home afterwards, I went on-line, naturally,
but I knew better than to google “How To Pull Off a Successful
Burglary” and went for “Best Burglar-Proofing” instead. Turns
out that was just perfect, even uncannily educational, as the opening line offered so much encouragement:
You can make your home burglar resistant but not burglar
proof. The best you can do is make it clear that it would be
easier to rob someone else.
Talk about morale-boosting! I knew there was more, surely a list.
I was right:
1. Decent deadbolts are a must. Learn a little about how
locks work, enough to repin them yourself. Note to self: find out
what repinning means. Then rekey your own locks. Note to self:
what?
2. Put security film on windows near the door; the film will
hold the broken pieces together pretty well. Note to self: find out
how to dissolve or neutralize film.
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3. Padlock your gates. Note to self: get padlock cutters.
4. Keep your property well lit. Note to self: duh!
5. Most commercial alarm systems are rip-offs. Just get a
sign that says “This property is protected by somebody or other.”
It’ll work just as well.
6. Be nice to everyone in the neighborhood. In our old neighborhood, our house would be the only one that didn't get broken
into because we were the only ones that were polite to the neighborhood teenagers. Note to self: teenagers seem to be your major
competitor.
So there you were, the complete picture. It did occur to me
that I might think about special clothing, though that was kind of
a problem. I didn’t want to put on a costume that too loudly
screamed, “Here I come, a dangerous burglar!” On the other
hand, I did need a good disguise, something that wouldn’t draw
attention—dark clothing but no hoods or dark glasses.
It took me only two weeks to complete the necessary preparations: buying all I needed (no cutting corners there) and practicing the not-so-easy climbing in windows and even making getaways with speed but not too much—speed without ostentation
was what I was after and, I told myself, achieved after, well, no
practice at all. How hard could it be?
My first thought was a daylight heist, as nobody looks for
burglars at noon. It didn’t take but a second, though, to realize
that avoiding the obvious was not my only aim and that there
were very good reasons successful burglars practiced their art under cover of darkness.
So I picked Thursday night—11 p.m. It did not occur to me
that this was pretty early, but who can think of everything? This
was my maiden voyage, after all. Maybe earlier would catch ‘em
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off-guard, make it as easy as—“taking candy from a baby” came
to mind, but I did all I could to banish the notion that I was taking
advantage of good folks. No, my victims—not the best word, either—were rich, corrupt, despicable.
First, the approach. I was thinking of finding a crowded
business area, a parking lot, and then walking: security cameras,
you know. It didn’t take long to discover that this luxury estate
area did not sprout pizza shops and 7-11s, that is, easy parking.
By the time I found a place to park—not ideal, since it was still
residential, but maybe a cut below luxury—it was after midnight.
That was fine—probably better. The residents in my target area
would have been long ago asleep.
Walking over toward the prey, neither too fast nor too slow,
I did wonder why I had not bothered to learn who these inhabitants were. In a way it didn’t matter, but I wanted to go after bad
guys, sort of like John Dillinger or Pretty Boy Floyd, maybe donate my haul to a thrift store or Habitat for Humanity. What if
this house belonged to a family? Kids? Of course, they’d be rich
shits, but still … It wasn’t their fault, and … No, it wasn’t a family. I repeated that a few times and it took hold.
Finally, I rounded a corner and there it was, just as I remembered—set way back from the street, which was startlingly welllit. What if someone came up to me, demanded to know what the
hell I was doing? To avoid looking suspicious, I was walking in
the middle of the streets, not so much streets as intertwining culde-sacs. I hadn’t run into anybody, true enough, but that could
happen any moment and I should have a cover story handy.
Lost cat—looking for. That’s what came to me, just as I approached the gate protecting the house I was about to plunder.
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It was pretty high, the gate, and the walls didn’t look like
they’d be easy to scale. Still that’s what I’d been practicing for—
should have been—so I decided to give it a go.
Looking for a hand-hold so I could boost myself, I accidentally grabbed the handle, and you know what? It just opened,
wasn’t even locked. Fine by me. These rich people were also dead
stupid or arrogant. Both.
I strolled casually up the driveway, humming an old song
(“If You Knew Susie”), looking around carefully for cops or—it
suddenly struck me—guard dogs. Maybe the unlocked gate was
just a lure. Damn. But no animals appeared, and I reached the
front door, speeding up my sauntering a bit.
Maybe these oafs didn’t lock anything? Just for fun, I tried
the front door. Open Sesame!
Nothing to do now except steal the stuff that’d bring in the
most jack. Of course I didn’t know what that’d be, but I figured
it wasn’t here in the foyer, so I crept carefully through a kind of
hallway, pocketing my flashlight, useless in this brightly lit place.
I turned a corner and came upon the huge room I’d seen before: all the art and mosaics and such right there. Also right there
was a guy sitting in a big chair.
“Come right in. Sit down over here.”
He was pointing to a nice overstuffed armchair right in front
of him.
I didn’t have any lines at hand for this situation, so I came
out with the lamest thing: “Thanks, but I can’t stay long.”
He just looked at me.
“Can I get you anything?” It was me that said that. I don’t
know what I meant.
“I’m good,” he said; “just sit. Please.”
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I sat. As I got closer, I noticed he had something on his lap,
looked like a very old musket or something. Was he going to
shoot me with that, riddle me with those mini cannon balls?
I’d run out of chit-chat, so I just looked at him, at what was
on his lap, trying not to make it too obvious.
Finally: “So you’re here to clean out the place, right?”
“Yeah,” I said, trying to grin in a winning way.
“Why?”
I wasn’t prepared to be examined, not on my motives. Anything would be better than that, so I said, “I don’t mind if you call
the police. That’s the thing to do—for you, I mean.”
“You think so?”
“Unless you want to lock me in a dungeon, use an iron
maiden.”
I thought that was very funny. He didn’t.
“I have no interest in the police. I’m interested in you,” he
said. “Are you in desperate straits, going to be ruined or dead
unless this heist saves you?”
That had never occurred to me, needing money, so I said as
much.
“I’m fine in that regard. I mean, not as fine as you obviously
are, but I’m not worrying that the mob will feed me to the fishes
if I don’t pony up. No, it’s not—”
He looked at me as if he were amused: “You have no idea
why you’re doing this, right?”
I hopped a few inches off my seat. “Oh, I wouldn’t say that.
I’m not being forced, I mean, or that sort of thing. I can say that
much.”
He just looked at me, staring. I had to do better.
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“I think I’m doing this as a gesture against capitalism and
inequality of—you know, wealth, hoping to use it, the burglary,
as a protest.”
“No, you’re not,” he said.
I don’t know what came over me then, but I almost started
to cry. It took all I could muster to disguise that, which I didn’t
do too well—disguise it.
He picked up the ball: “You’re doing it just to have something to do, some way to imagine that your life can be unpredictable and even exciting, that you are not just floating off to oblivion—no purpose, no nothing.”
I looked at him more closely.
“I know,” I said, “that is, I know you’re right. This idiotic
venture is so purposeless, but no more than everything else I do.
It seemed—I don’t know, so absurd that I’d have to do it without
all the usual protections. That sounds so stupid.”
“Yeah. You haven’t apologized, you know,” he said.
“Well, if that’s what you want, I could try. Not sure I’ve ever
apologized to anyone, except back in high school which I spent
stepping on girls’ toes at dances. You have something specific in
mind?”
He was smiling now, probably running out of plans himself,
left with nothing to do but use that musket.
“Are you going to shoot me?” I asked.
“Shoot you?” he said.
“That’d be something to do.”
“A bit conclusive, don’t you think?” He said that with an
even bigger smile. “Besides, what would I shoot you with. You
armed?”
“Armed? Me? Nah, I meant that musket there in your lap.”
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He looked startled for a second. “Musket,” he said loudly,
then laughed.
“Yeah. Don’t it shoot?”
“It’s a walking-stick, ornamental, really. Maybe from where
you are it looks like—here. See?”
He got up and handed it to me. Sure enough, a stick, ornamented.
Neither of us said anything for a minute, then he did:
“These pauses are what I hate. They say too much. I know
you’re doing this idiotic burglary precisely because it makes no
sense, fits in with nothing in your life, nothing in you. You know
how I know that?”
“Yeah, I do.”
“Wanta team up, pursue a life of crime—or pole-dancing—
or scuba instructing?”
“Sure,” I said.
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While Strolling Through the Park
While strolling through the park one day,
In the merry, merry month of May,
I was taken by surprise
By a pair of roguish eyes.
It was like one of those choruses in old musical comedies—
hoping to lift your spirits and allow you to ignore for ninety seconds how miserable you actually are: “Todd, you need to get out
exercising. Make a world of difference in your state of mind.
Now, your body’s just fine, I’m sure, but I can tell you’re kind of
down, and …”
My body wasn’t fine, but I was willing to buy that part of
the flummery. Exercise?
It was Sophia—not a girlfriend—who finally pushed me into
it: “I’m not talking about gyms or spas, Todd, no expensive
equipment—in fact, no equipment at all. Just stroll. No need to
jog or power walk or buy a stop watch. Just mosey along. You
got Brainard Park there almost next door. Just toddle on over
when it suits you.”
Sophia was irresistible. I really liked the casual nature of all
this, the idea of strolling and toddling—and the absence of schedules. I could mosey, like she said, “when it suited me.”
Trouble was, as soon as I more or less adjusted to the idea,
with all its easy padding, I realized that when it suited me was
never at all, which made me feel guilty, which made me then
schedule these damned strolls, which quickly turned into timed
walks, with distance goals (the park had tenth-mile markers).
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I might as well have joined a gym. But this was cheaper—
free. And I didn’t have to undress before others. Silly, I know,
but ever since the fourth grade ...
I wondered if I was feeling better. I’ve been doing all this
for six days now, six days in a row, and figured the benefits
should have kicked in. Of course I didn’t expect to lose weight
this quickly and had not checked that—only twice—so as to
avoid disappointment.
I happened to see Sophia this morning at the coffee shop—
just placed my order for the latte, had just swallowed back adding
“and one of those raspberry danishes” when she appeared. I found
us a corner table.
No use beating about the bush: “Sophia, when can I expect
to start seeing the results of this strolling? I don’t mean poundage,
you know, just overall feeling, temperament, that sort of thing?”
“You have those results now.”
“Huh?”
“You already feel so much better. You been doing this a
week, right?”
“Yes,” I lied—six days counted for something.
“Before, you had your miseries, your self-loathing so
masked you wouldn’t have recognized any need to feel better,
were spending all your energy hiding from yourself how miserable you were. Now—a galaxy of difference. Congratulations!”
“OK,” I said, willing for Sophia to tell me about me. I sure
as hell didn’t know.
I knew enough not to order a second latte.
“Please help me! Please!”
The voice was low but unmistakeable—a woman’s voice, it
seemed. Right up there on my right, the hillside and the thick
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bushes. Of course I ducked right into the brush, thinking only of
how my stroll times would be off if I counted this and my distance
off if I didn’t—and what was I going to do about that?
I did escape that way of thinking real quickly: shame has its
uses. But the bush was thick and I couldn’t see much—no
woman, for sure.
“Where are you? I’m coming to help—but ...”
“Please help me.”
Jesus! I had to fight back irritation. Hadn’t I just said I was
coming? What sort of idiot keeps repeating ... Someone badly
hurt, of course.
I clambered up the rise and into deeper thickets. Then I saw
her.
She was in not what you’d call a clearing but a slightly less
densely bushed spot, lying there and pleading. My first thought
was she was delirious, dying. Not that I’d know.
I did stumble towards her, though, a little too quickly, as I
twice sort of fell, all the time trying to reassure her, idiotically:
“I’m coming. Almost there. Shit! Sorry—not you. I just tripped
almost. Damn these vines are like … Are you OK? Guess not.
Almost there.”
Then I was—there.
She didn’t seem to be delirious, nor, best as I could tell, dying. She looked at me oddly, seemed like a fierce look, then one
that was so helpless. I was so taken with her eyes I didn’t right
away see that her clothes were ripped, real badly. For some reason I focussed on her sneakers—which seemed fine—and
jeans—muddy but not bloody—and at first failed to notice that
her blouse was half-off or something, torn open.
“Please help me. I can’t move.”
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Idiot me—instead of asking where she hurt or fixing up
something with which to carry her—was preoccupied with her
blouse, her bra and all.
I hoped I wasn’t staring, moved my eyes away, up to the sky.
I then took off my sweatshirt fast as I could and handed it her
way. Since she didn’t seem to understand, I said, “For your top,
you know. A covering.”
I actually turned all the way around then, acknowledging her
modesty or some such stupid thing. I gave her time to get covered
and then another six seconds: one-thousand one, one-thousandtwo ... I couldn’t tell if she was dressing or not, but figured I
should at least turn around to see if she’d lost consciousness.
When I did, I saw her eyes looking at me with kind of a
twinkle.
“My name’s Todd. Todd, like rhymes with nod.” I was going to say, “rhymes with God”—so glad I caught myself.
“Hello, Todd.”
“How can I help you?”
“Don’t you want to know my name?”
“No.”
She laughed then, pretty heartily, which made me feel so
much better. She not only was conscious but probably wasn’t
even dying.
“I’m sorry. Of course. Your name is—-?”
“The masked avenger.”
I thought of something witty to say—“Forget your mask?”
—but I’m never witty. All the same, I said it.
She laughed again. “No, it’s Gail.”
“Hi, Gail. Do you want me to call 911.”
She just stared at me.
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“Or I can concoct a kind of stretcher like you see in movies,
drag you to safety without even causing a bump.”
“You can do that?”
“I can try.”
“Which means no.”
“Well, yeah—you see right through me.”
“Like you were hoping to see through me—or through my
clothes?”
“What? God no, Gail. I hope you didn’t think ...”
“I’m sorry, Todd. It’s just that we get locked into a certain
mindset, especially when we are doing our wolf-trap outings.”
“I see.”
“No, you don’t Todd. It’s what we do, and for a good reason.”
“I’m sure it’s a good reason. We? What is it you do?”
Just then four or five other women appeared, all dressed in
dark outfits, though not masked, not now anyhow. They all
seemed to be smiling.
I could think of nothing to say, so I did: “Hi, I’m Todd. Are
you all friends with Gail here, part of her wolf-pack? Anyhow,
she seems better. I think.”
The women were just staring. I was so preoccupied with
them and what they might be going to do, I didn’t notice that Gail
had stood up, somehow buttoned her blouse, and was trying to
return my sweatshirt.
When I did focus on Gail, I blurted out, “Oh no. Keep it. I
have others.”
Several of the other women laughed. Not Gail.
I just stood there, trying to imagine where in hell I was and
why.
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Finally, rescue: “I’m Marsha. And you, Todd, are—well,
you rhyme with lots of good things. Imagine worrying about
Gail’s bra strap rather than ...”
“I didn’t mean to stare.”
“Somehow we believe you, Todd. Anyhow, here’s what’s
going on. Gail was a trap, lying there helpless—ha ha—with us
under cover.”
“Ready to attack?” I asked.
“Well, yes.”
“That makes sense,” I said.
“Really,” one or all of them said.
“You’re just doing to men what they so often ...”
It was Gail spoke now: “A couple of us have been dateraped, Todd—but it’s really not just a matter of personal vengeance. We figure men are not going to change, not in several millennia, so we can at least protest. Even if all it does is make us
feel less victimized, and even if it doesn’t change much, it’s
something.”
“Yeah, I see,” I said. “Can I help? I could be a decoy.”
I had no idea what I meant. They apparently didn’t either as
there was no response.
Finally, one said, “No, Todd. I don’t think so.”
“I understand,” I said.
I’m not sure I understood much and don’t know if I hadn’t
been prompted to make the offer—whatever it was—just to avoid
exercising. But I did see enough about things to turn around and
slide back down the hill.
I figured today’s stroll could do without being timed and
measured. Now, there’s an advance!
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The Critic
Unless a reviewer has the courage to give you unmixed
praise, I say, ignore the bastard.
—John Steinbeck
Critics should find meaningful work.
—John Grisham
“Now to welcome our speaker. Welcome!”
No laughter at all.
“Moving right along, class: to all of you—all of us—we—
authors, just a word. It is important to recognize, as I keep saying,
that a literate culture like our own depends not simply on authors
but on a gallery of interlinked workers and concerns: publishers,
agents, libraries, booksellers, readers, reviewers, and many more.
Despite appearances, these different—ah—nodes in our—ah—
system really are jointly sustaining. Friends to the end—not without their differences, but, like families, coordinated by—and this
is not too strong a word—love.
Our guest today, class, is, as you know, the justly famous
book reviewer, Samuel Snell, whose renown is so wide it demands the sort of cliche Snell himself would ridicule: he needs
no introduction.”
If you can believe it, this was not the most ridiculous intro
ever thrown at me. But it ranked right up there.
“Hello, class. Let me make one correction to the eloquent
introduction offered to you just now by Professor [what in hell
was his name]—your professor. I am not a reviewer. I am a critic,
a different and, listen to me now, a much higher calling. It is not
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my job to link arms with publishers, writers, and book-sellers.
Were it up to me—well, I’ll let that pass for now.
It is often said of me that I have never given a positive analysis of a book you might be thinking of buying. I must admit that,
even if I knew what anybody meant by ‘positive analysis,’ I
wouldn’t give a damn. Not my job to adapt to a lousy capitalist
system. I regard myself, not without warrant, as …”
And so on for sixteen minutes. They had asked me for thirty,
but nobody ever lost a popularity contest by shortening a talk.
Question time. At first there appeared to be none, but then a
young woman half-way back: “Mr. Snell, I do hear what you are
saying: your conception of your reviewing is to offer strict analyses, not sell books.”
I couldn’t keep myself from interrupting:
“Sorry, my dear; I thought I had made it clear that I am not
reviewing, don’t do reviews. I ...”
“Whatever. I just can’t help wondering if whatever it is you
think you’re doing isn’t a little sterile.”
“What?”
“Delusional, maybe? Do you suppose you get work as a re—
as a critic because anyone wants to read analyses? Put it another
way: why do you get hired if you’re not fitting into the capitalist
system? Do you not accept money for your wares?”
Damned bitch! But he was stumped for a second. He was
never silenced for long, so some words came—bad ones, as it
turned out:
“That’s not my concern. I can control my own writing, set
my own standards. If people want to read my essays, fine. If not,
that’s fine, too.”
“And it doesn’t occur to you that without readers you’d
starve? You are tied to your readers and the vile industry by a
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strong cord, a monkey on a string. You just want to pretend it’s
not there, that you are floating free. Horse—shit!”
He looked at her hard, trying to bore a hole in her. Didn’t
work.
“Well, if there are no more questions.” There seemed to be
many more questions, but he pretended not to see the waving
hands and beat it the hell out of there, making sure first to grab
his check from Professor whatever.
Heading back to his flat, he decided that the young protomarxist or just arrogant kid was not worth thinking about, so he
kept thinking about her. Upon arriving, he grabbed a beer and
then another, but could not get the words to go away: a monkey
on a string.
What he needed was work, so he turned to the latest package
from the NYTBR, where he had become a much-valued, permanent fixture. Nobody had said that to him, but they didn’t need to
do so. He was, true enough, working in an area the NYTBR editors were too unschooled to recognize, but it could be worse—
could be TIME. He’d done a thing for TIME once and vowed
never to go down that alley again. They had—get this!—asked
him to revise, not just once but several times. The pay was good,
though—not that it made any difference when they were idiots,
didn’t know a critic when they read one. Monkey on a string,
huh?
Opening the package, he recognized the author as a muchpublished, much-read, much-respected cultural mainstay, a celebrated novelist. Good!
He lifted the book, admired the front cover, then turned to
the last page of text, finding there just what he needed in the final
paragraph:
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“ ‘You go on,’ he gasped. ‘Tell them I gave it my all, but I
just cannot ...’ ”
Oh for God’s sake.
Slid his computer onto his lap, he did, and started right in:
“The latest assembly line product from [check spelling of
author’s name] will not dismay his loyal readers, even were they
capable of any response beyond slavering. But this book, perhaps
a novel, will wash over the discerning as a—how shall I put this?
William Blake famously said that the tygers of wrath are wiser
than the horses of instruction. How true—for Blake and other
genuine artists. For [insert name], however, tygers are tediously
benign and the pedagogical horses are plowing in the wrong field.
You’d get more instruction from—well, another best-seller. Any
other. This novel—Iet’s go ahead call it that—does have a seductive cover, if you are the sort willing to be seduced by ...”
There was high-toned criticism for you. Yes! Monkey on a
string, my four-figure paycheck!
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Time Well Spent
Real seriousness in regard to writing is one of two absolute necessities. The other, unfortunately, is talent.
—Ernest Hemingway
I was sorry to hear my name mentioned as one of the
great authors, because they have a sad habit of dying
off. Chaucer is dead, so is Milton, so is Shakespeare,
and I am not feeling very well myself.
—Mark Twain
“Now we’re settled in, Richard, what should we do?”
“We should plan, Loli, we should plan.”
“I’m in—so long as you stop with this Loli—it’s disgusting.”
“Oh, yeah—you said. Completely accidental.”
“It isn’t. Lolita is bad enough, but loli is that Japanese porn,
illegal porn, I’m sure.”
“Is it?”
“Yes, and I’ll turn you in to the authorities if you don’t call
me Loretta.”
“Fine. And I do get the Monty Python joke. So, what plans
suit us?”
“How about a jointly-authored short story. We can submit it
for prizes—win ‘em all!”
“You have a subject in mind?”
“The subject’s the least important part.”
“Maybe so, but ...”
“ ‘Plot is the least significant part of a tale’—who said that?”
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“You did.”
“Anthony Trollope did. Illiterate!”
“So, Loretta, without a subject or a plot ...”
“Nothing to encumber us.”
“Should we just start with a random sentence?”
“Yes, Richard. I’ll generate it right now.”
“Well?”
“Mother died today, or maybe ...”
“Ha ha.”
“OK—Here it is, really: ‘Hi, Lou!’”
“Wow—that leaves things open. My turn?”
“Yes.”
“How about we undress, undress and then—whatever you
like.”
“Why, Lou! This is so sudden. And it is your mother’s bedroom, after all.”
“Jesus, Loretta, my mother?”
“Not your very own mother, but a fictional projection—use
parts of Momma if you like or just invent a new one.”
“OK. Here it is: ‘You’re right, Judith, and there’s mother at
the door.”
“Hello, Momma, want to join in?”
“Damn, Loretta. Let’s start over and leave out Momma.”
“Daddy instead?”
“How about an adventure story—lost in the woods.”
“OK—I’ll start.”
“You said you were bringing the compass, you double-dyed
son of a bitch!”
“You were the one said to cast off extra weight, sleek down
so we could go fast.”
“Did not.”
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“Hell you didn’t. I got it recorded.”
“That’s not working, Richard. Start again. I’ll go.”
“Isn’t that the same tree we passed four hours ago?”
“Don’t say that, Alicia. Try not to panic now, but—oh no—
I think I saw this before—Are we going in circles?”
“Oh my God! What’ll we do?”
“I don’t know.”
“Me, either.”
“Maybe not lost—that doesn’t give us any place to go.
Maybe give them a real goal—you know, achievable and interesting?”
“Winning a contest?”
“Yes—what kind of a contest?”
“Something exciting—like ...”
“I got it—a bowling tournament?”
“Yeah—that’d be a contest—but do you know anything
about bowling?”
“No. A beauty contest? A spelling bee? A relay race?”
“Let’s switch ground here—a comedy, say.”
“Great idea—domestic comedy, maybe?”
“OK. Let’s do a same-sex couple—avoid the clichés.”
“I think we’d stumble into new clichés—even worse.”
“I got it—a comedy set in an orphanage!”
“Really?”
“It’d be a challenge.”
“A sex comedy?”
“Not that much of a challenge.”
“OK, you start.”
“Lucien awoke on that dark November morning to find his
breakfast had been stolen.”
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My turn? “Then he glanced down again, and, whatdya know,
saw (not without panic) that he had just overlooked it. There it
was after all, on the familiar silver tray.”
That’s good—and then: “Hurrying to get out of bed, he got
his leg braces somehow tangled in the outdated crutches and took
a nasty spill—doing something, something bad, to his arm and,
even worse, his neck.”
You present a challenge: Luckily, suddenly right there, as if
he somehow knew, was his loyal friend and guardian, Marcel,
who quickly took Lucien in his arms, making the pain go away
and quieting the boy’s sobs.”
So to you—“The fact that Marcel was a practiced pedophile
seemed hardly to matter at this point. Where else was the boy to
turn?”
“A comedy? This your idea of a comedy?”
“Heart-warming, let’s try that.”
“Yes—and don’t set this in a cancer ward or on death row.”
“How about old people getting a new lease on life.”
“They think all is lost and then find, right out of the blue, a
beautiful ray of light coming in to their lives.”
“Entering their hearts.”
“Making them glow.”
“OK—want to do that?”
“Jesus, no!”
“OK.”
“Do you love me even if I’m not skilled at this?”
“Yeah, I do. We can play board games.”
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Don’t Try to Help
First the tide rushes in
Plants a kiss on the shore
Then rolls out to sea
And the sea is very still once more
So I rush to your side
Like the oncoming tide
—“Ebb Tide”
—If you are unable to reach shore, draw attention to
yourself; face the shore, wave your arms, and yell for
help.
—If you see someone in trouble, get help from a
lifeguard. If a lifeguard is not available, have someone
call 9-1-1. Throw the rip current victim something that
floats and yell instructions on how to escape.
—Remember, many people drown while trying to
save someone else from a rip current.
—United States Lifesaving Association
“You know, they’re not really rip tides,” he explained. One
look was all she needed to fix him: a courteous and pleasant explainer, glad to be of help, no need to thank him.
“That right?” I tried to pack into my voice an indifference
just short of contempt.
It didn’t work, of course: “Yes. They’re rip currents, nothing
to do with tides at all. You see ...”
Why had I allowed this bozo to get within five-hundred
yards? True, the beach was crowded as hell, but still, I could have
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buried myself in the sand, found a cave. Maybe if I hummed real
loud, he’d go away.
As you would, I looked around for an escape, found none,
of course—but then I spotted him, the last guy I wanted to see, so
I spun back around, right into the tidal pedagogue, who had now
moved on to a related topic.
“You know where the most dangerous beach is, for rip currents, I mean?”
“Tell me.” I was maybe ten-percent serious.
“Well, I really don’t know—not exactly.”
A miracle, if he stopped there. But he wouldn’t. I knew
there was a “but” coming. “But I do know this. Here in sunny
California—though it’s not sunny up north here where we are, I
know —are the very worst, rip tides. And right here we’re at—”
“Don’t tell me. The very worst of all.” I tried smiling. After
all, this guy was better than the alternative—probably.
“Is it? Ocean Beach is the worst of all? Holy damn!”
Imagine that. I almost laughed: “Hell, I don’t know. Could
be, for all I know. Gotta be up here, though. LA is too mellow for
anything like that.”
“You think so?” he said. “I thought it was San Francisco that
was mellow. You see, I’m not from California. Want to guess
where I’m from?”
He looked so winsome, probably a rehearsed look but pretty
good.
“Paris?”
“Huh? Oh, you’re joking. No, I’m from Podunk, honest and
true, yessir. I’m from Podunk, Vermont, a pathetic spot that’s
proud of its name, if you can believe that. I usually don’t just tell
people that, though. I’m sorry.”
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“Sorry? Why do you hide it?”
“Oh, I don’t know.”
He paused for a long time, and then, softly: “People think
it’s a pick-up line.”
“Does it work?”
“Huh? Oh no, never. Sorry.”
I didn’t find many response-lines coming, so I chose the
worst possible:
“Well, maybe you just haven’t found the right one to use it
on.”
What had I done? One think to buck him up, another to invite him in. I needn’t have worried. He just looked sad:
“Nah, I don’t think that’s it.”
What could I do, jump his bones right there? For one thing,
there was no room to sprawl or even wiggle. For another, he
seemed to need a shrink more than a partner, so, lacking any other
resources, I looked back over my shoulder again, this time meeting the eyes of the other one. I thought fast—fast for me, anyhow—winked at him, then turned and ran for the water.
It wasn’t that I knew how to find a rip current—they were
notoriously hard to detect and few would go looking for them—
but I knew pretty quickly now I was in one.
Anyhow, this current seemed to be perfect. I was a good
swimmer, had been in a rip current once before, knew exactly
what to do. I was hoping he didn’t.
Lucky in both areas. There he was, a few feet behind—I had
to try and stall against the rush of water to let him catch up, which
he finally did, apparently not realizing—yet—what was happening.
“Hey, Miss Sunshine, you’re going pretty fast.” He tried to
cover his panic with layers of cool. Ha!
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“I move fast,” I said, not at all unfriendly.
“Yeah, I know.”
“I didn’t get your name.”
“Call me Carl.”
“Really? Last time you said it was Tim.”
“Did I?”
“Who knows? You use a different name every time you
rape someone?”
“Hey, now, that was consensual or I don’t know what consensual means.” He was super-stupid, too. No surprise.
“You don’t know?”
“Sure I do—someone begging for it, like you were. Hey,
we’re moving awfully fast here. I ain’t as good a swimmer as I
am in bed.”
Immoral and idiotic, left himself so open: “Nothing to worry
about. You’re lousy in bed, too.”
“Ha ha. I can’t seem to get turned around. Can you help
me?” He was no longer relying on cool.
“I’ll give you good advice,” I said: “fight against the current.
Just swim back to shore. Don’t follow me, as it’s dangerous what
I’ll do. I’m going sideways—you know, the way women do. You
just turn around and swim back. It’ll be tough—but you can do
it.”
Of course he couldn’t.
After finding release from the current, swimming resolutely
to the side, I took my time paddling back to the beach. Surprised
to find myself not even winded. I was good at this. Maybe I
should hire myself out.
I walked slowly back to where his blanket used to be—and
still was.
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There was a commotion over to my left, drawing a growing
crowd, but I ignored it, occupied myself with drying my toes.
Then I saw some familiar-looking toes, not mine, adjacent.
“Hey, Podunk.”
“Hi!”
“Wanta get a drink?”
“OK.”
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. . . Or Treat
‘Tis now the very witching time of night
When churchyards yawn and hell itself breathes out
Contagion to this world
—“Hamlet”
There is nothing funny about Halloween. This sarcastic
festival reflects, rather, an infernal demand for revenge
by children on the adult world. There is nothing more
unhealthy than this childish sorcery.
—Jean Baudrillard
It didn’t look right, somehow, the image staring back at her
from the mirror. It never did look right, but this time some new
“oh my god” was added.
The costume, by itself, was terrific. It’s just when it was
draped on her that it became wrong, deeply wrong. How, exactly?
Putting on the mask helped, maybe, but only because it was
harder to see through the tiny eye-holes set so close together, designed to line up with the face of a seven-year-old, probably, and
not a teen. Only thirteen and recently, but still ...
She took the mask off and tried again, looking. Maybe it was
just a matter of getting used to it. She tried flitting her head from
side to side, keeping her eyes courageously on the mirror. Then
she backed up, kept looking, full length. Then she saw it. The
problem. One problem, anyhow. The witch’s skirt-thing was a
little short, indecently short. When she spun, even a little, her ass
came into view.
Maybe she should forget the whole thing. Mother had hinted
that she was a bit too senior to join the kids trick-or-treating,
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which Mother called “Halloweening,” as if there were such a
word. Mother had let her know what she thought in a way unusually tactful, given that it was Mother: “Holy Christ, Lillian, don’t
you think it’s a little—well—beneath you, kind of— ridiculous?”
She wasn’t altogether sure why she wanted to costume up
and go out, and she knew, even without Mother’s assault, that it
was indeed a little ridiculous, a lot. Still, she told herself, we do
a lot of things without understanding why. At least, I do. I go to
school for no reason; I wear clothes that look like shit; I eat food
I hate; I hang out with girls who don’t like me. Why should this
be any different?
As for the indecent exposure, she could fix that. It would be
dark outside so she could just affix her jacket, the black one, to
the bottom of the skirt, covering anything that shouldn’t be peeking out. Safety pins would do just fine.
She no sooner was out the door than:
“Hey, Lily, you want to go with us, join up?”
It was Mallory from across the street, two years younger and
thus out of range of friendship. Only she wasn’t. She was actually
one of Lily’s two friends, the other being Mallory’s slightly
younger brother, Marcus.
Problem was that the first house they happened on—the one
adjacent to that of Mallory and Marcus—contained one Jennifer,
a classmate of Lily’s and not exactly a friend. It wasn’t that she
disliked Lily, may have actually been fond of her had they been
trapped in the woods together, just the two, for several months
and given a chance to escape the automatic registers of popularity
controlling them all. As it was, though, Jennifer had no choice:
“Well, aren’t you cute, Marcus! Hi, Mallory! What a precious fairy you are. And your witch friend, that your mom?”
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Lily knew she’d say something like that, knew well beforehand she’d say exactly that. But being forewarned did nothing to
arm her with a response.
“Hi, Jennifer. It’s me, Lily.”
“Lily? Lily? Oh My God! It’s not you, Lily! What’s wrong
with your skirt? What’s wrong with your mask?”
Of course, what she was saying was “What’s wrong with
you, you hopeless, ugly, pathetic loser?”
It was time to split from Mallory and Marcus, both of whom
seemed to understand. They put up a good show of being sorry to
part, kind kids that they were. Wait a couple of years, Lily
thought, and that’ll go away. Nothing worked less well and had a
shorter time-span than kindness.
For reasons she understood all too well, Lily rejected the
idea of returning home, admitting humiliation. Maybe walk a
mile or two away from the neighborhood, maybe walk away,
never stop walking. That was a plan.
Not more than twenty minutes later and still neither transformed nor lost, Lily found herself on the “Odd Street,” not that
its official name was anything of the sort. When she had been
little, when she had been happy, this was the very place she and
her friends would speak of with shudders, lurk about at a distance,
dare one another to invade.
How had she happened to come here? Not by design, not
conscious design.
Why had it once seemed so frightening? Had they just
needed to concoct some place that was out of bounds, some place
their parents would hate, some place where they could assert their
own will and being? It struck Lily that she needed this place and
right now. Not coming here for the last year or two had been so
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wrong, had signaled her defeat. How had she let them win? How
could she now get back to where the fight was still raging, still
open?
That was why she had come out on this night, she suddenly
realized, to be at this point and to advance.
It was a very old house, small and darker even than the very
dark night. Lily knew that, even in a street where no kids came
for candy, this house would be marked as unvisited. It was not
Lily’s home, not yet.
“Hello, my dear. I am so glad to see you.”
“Hello, Mrs. Winters. I know it’s been a very long time.”
“You’ve been so busy, dear. I understand that.”
“I am so sorry, Mrs. Winters. So very sorry.”
“Oh my goodness, don’t be. You were doing just what you
should.”
“Oh, thank you. May I … ?”
“Of course, my dear. You can take off the mask now and
unpin your skirt coverings and dance, spin, soar. You are home.”
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Family Porn—But Not That Kind
Pornography is anything you see, read or hear that’s
designed to cause sexual arousal. It includes many
types of media — magazines, books, movies, music,
the Internet and more.
Seductive faces and scantily clad bodies lurk around
every corner — in display windows, in the movies,
sometimes even in high school hallways.
When God created us, He gave us a desire for love
and intimacy that we could satisfy only in a relationship with Him and, to some degree, through a special
relationship with one woman.
—Focus on the Family
It was maybe two weeks into the quarantine when it hit Tom
that he could be accomplishing something useful, even profitable.
He’d never been able to do that before—turn his time to good (or
any) use or profit. All the more reason to do so now. He wasn’t
jaded by success or overwhelmed by failure.
“There’s nothing like a blank slate!” he said to Connie, his
wife. “Nothing!”
“You got a follow-up to that, Tom, or is that your entry into
Insight of the Day?”
“I mean, just because you have no experience in something,
no track record perhaps I should say, doesn’t mean you cannot
succeed.”
“Like symphonic composition, you mean, shoe-making?”
“Like porn.”
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“You want to make some movies, sell ‘em by mail? Use the
kids?”
“I was thinking something more artful—and private. Writing porn, you know—me doing it.”
“The writing?”
“Yeah.”
“Go to it.”
Next thing he knew, he had 4,000 words—wow. True, it was
all in the way of build-up, but he figured that was important—not
only important, artful. He had heard someone say once (he had
said it himself back in college when he had seen a film that—
never mind) that the trouble with most porn was that it went right
away to what should better be postponed, held in abeyance, you
know, not to tease but to increase anticipation.
He asked Connie to read what he had so far, knowing she’d
be a good sport about it.
She read it very slowly, he thought, so much so he wondered
if she was nodding off.
“Just give me a minute.”
He did.
“Well, Tom,” she finally said, “there’s a lot here.”
“Is it good?”
“It’s certainly not objectionable—two people working in an
office, getting to know one another—is that what they’re doing?”
“Yes—building up, you know.”
“Ah. Building up to—?”
“You know, the porn part.”
“Ah, I thought maybe they were building up to the annual
Christmas party, which would then lead them to improved work
relations and then to the excitement of an office pool and then ...”
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“And what?”
“Well, physical action of some sort, Tom. Right now we
have almost twenty pages of dialogue.”
Tom had to admit the justice of that objection: it was one
thing to heighten the anticipation; it was another to bore the socks
off the reader. But then, socks weren’t what anyone was eager to
see come off, right? Good line! Maybe he could use it now that
things were about to pick up. No—what he needed wasn’t jokes.
Jokes and porn, he figured, were not fast friends: you didn’t want
anybody thinking it was funny or they’d maybe lose interest. After all, when you really thought about it, about bodies—male genitalia, for instance—wasn’t it all pretty silly?
No, it wasn’t. Stop it!
So, he vowed again to steel himself to the task at hand—
avoiding the clichés presented by that verb. The task at hand was
clear enough: sex and plenty of it, though quantity likely wasn’t
as important as quality, now that he thought of it. Quality sex.
OK—describe that, lure the reader into the very pith and marrow
of it. Wonder what “pith and marrow” were? Probably not sexual,
so forget that.
The thing now was to stop considering it and do it—have
them, the two talkers, find a spot—any spot from an outhouse to
a hotel lobby—take off one another’s clothes—slowly? In a
rush?—and just do what God intended, though it was probably
best not to mention God.
So, one step at a time: the couple he was depicting—though
he realized he hadn’t really depicted them, apart from their
words—were right now at the same water cooler that had drawn
them earlier, much earlier. So, their talk had to lead somewhere
and now—like to a bed. But they were in an office, so where’s a
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bed? Easy enough—invent a rest area management has installed
(no need to give details of the installation) for overworked employees—a cot or something. It may seem far-fetched, but nobody’ll think about that. Just do it.
So, he tried:
“Marsha, you know that rest area management installed for tired employees?”
“I heard about it, Ron, but I haven’t been there.”
“You know where it is, though?”
“No, do you?”
“No, but we could ask.”
“OK, Ron.”
Somehow that didn’t seem to be working, not what you’d
call hot. Connie was right: he needed to describe these talkers,
these non-stop talkers, it appeared. As it was, he sometimes forgot in the dialogue he was pouring out just who was speaking.
And if the author didn’t know, bad luck to the reader, right?
So, maybe retreat and describe—or, better, have another
voice telling us? “Marsha was a middle-aged woman of medium
height, with short brown hair and good taste in clothing.” That
sort of thing? Somehow didn’t seem the thing.
“Did you see this, Tammy?”
“What?”
“Dad’s computer.”
“Video poker? That’s exciting.”
“You won’t believe it. Porn sites.”
“Oh hell! I don’t want to know.”
“Not pictures—just stories.”
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“Hope they’re not inter-generational stories.”
“God! What made you think of that? No, they’re straight-on,
straight adult.”
“Pretend you didn’t find them, Josh. Put it out of your head.”
“Yeah—but wait. There’s more, on his word file. Holy
Hell!”
“Drawings?”
“A story. Let me see. Oh, shit, Tammy. You know what this
is? It’s gotta be.”
“What?”
“Oh, shit.”
“Tell me, shithead!”
“It’s a story Dad has written—is writing—something.”
“Erase it.”
“Don’t you want to hear it?”
“About as much as I want to see Dad naked in the shower—
or you.”
Tom had been taking notes furiously as he read, wondering
if he had found only the most low-grade sites. He hadn’t expected
prize-winning prose, but this was ghastly. Were people excited
by this sort of thing? Apparently. He wasn’t applying personal
tests, of course, just trying to equip himself for “immersion into
the genre,” a useful phrase Connie had provided.
So far, though, he had located nothing much, nothing at all,
and found his notes contained, when you came down to it, only
things to avoid—phrases, situations, descriptions. He had compiled quite a list, enough of one to give him a feeling of real accomplishment, false of course:
—“a gaping maw”
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—“hungry tongue”
—anything taking place in a circus tent
—“springing to life”
—references to anything over a foot long
—“oh, yes!”
—“please don’t”
—“pulsing”
—comparisons to iron, the ocean, or sparrows
“Dad, are you doing some writing?”
He almost spit out his stir-fry, then prolonged the sputtering
so he could think what to say. Didn’t help.
“Why do you ask, Josh?”
“No reason.”
Connie kicked him under the table, so he had to say something.
“I was considering it, you know, considering. Pass the
time—make us some money.”
“Money?”
“Well, yeah. Otherwise, what’s the point?”
He thought he saw Josh and Tammy exchange glances but
decided to let that pass. Still, he felt he could hardly drop the subject now. He should have.
“So, kids, what kind of writing do you suppose would make
us the most money?”
Now, what made them laugh at that? Who could tell about
kids these days?
“Here’s more, Josh.”
“Does he—?”
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“No. But he does try to get them away from the cooler. Suddenly, they’re at an office party, talking about the snacks, and the
guy says ...”
“Don’t tell me.”
“Right. But what it is he says that you don’t want to hear
leads them to a secluded spot.”
“A deserted island?”
“That would have been good. No, a broom closet.”
“Sounds cramped.”
“Doesn’t it—but they soon figure that out and go in search
of a new place.”
“Jesus. These two better be hot, as they sure are stupid. What
new place?”
“The bedroom—where all the coats are.”
“Do they cast caution to the winds and just rip at one another, Tammy?”
“Wish they had. They start undressing—not clear whether
themselves or their partner. It goes on forever—all about underwear and stuff.”
“Please don’t tell me.”
“OK, Josh. Believe me, it’s worse than flesh and ridges and
declivities.”
“I believe you. Is that where it ends?”
“For now. They are both still almost fully clothed, near as I
can calculate, after a good three hours of unhooking.”
“We better do something. What if he’d publish this, use his
name? We’d never be able to leave quarantine.”
Next day at dinner:
“Dad, Josh and I have seen just a sliver of what you’re doing
and want you to know we applaud your resourcefulness.”
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“Oh, Jesus, Tammy.”
“That’s OK. We’re all in this together—or, anyhow, even if
we’re not, we have a suggestion.”
“Huh?”
“We think you should keep writing, absolutely, but write
about carpentry, the ins and outs.”
“But I don’t know the first thing about that.”
“Exactly!”
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Fun and Games
No matter what business you're in, you can't run in
place or someone will pass you by. It doesn't matter
how many games you've won.
—Jim Valvano
Most games are lost, not won.
—Casey Stengel
It all started simply enough. Mitch knew that the one and
only major problem with games, playing them, board games, was
that they could become predictable, boring. Another major problem—he now saw there were two—was that they took too long
to explain, to learn. How could a game be both complex and
straightforward, intriguing yet—you know—kind of easy.
No Parcheesi (childish) or Search for the Nile (75-hours
minimum)—something sort of in-between. Nothing with physical contact, either. Hell, this was his boss and family—first time
over. Maybe he shouldn’t have mentioned games. He had done
so simply to have something to say when the boss said his kids
knew Mel’s kids and wouldn’t it be good ...
He asked his kids if they knew the boss’s kids, the Cooper
kids. “Umm,” they said.
Thing was his wife didn’t know about the games, worse,
didn’t know the boss and his family—wife, two kids (he just assumed there were two—it had seemed rude to inquire, even had
he thought to do so, which he didn’t) were coming over for
games—and dinner. They weren’t until Friday, though, which
was good.
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Today was Wednesday.
He snuck up behind his wife (Peggy) while she was bent
over getting something from the refrigerator. Not that he had
horseplay on his mind, just an announcement.
“Hun, did I mention that Ryan—you know, Ryan Cooper,
my boss—and his wife are coming to dinner? Kids, too. We’ll
have the best time—you know, play games. Nothing fancy.
Just—you know—throw things together. Unelaborate. Is that a
word? Anyhow, the thing is the games—I can’t decide which
ones would be best—you know, for all of us to play—together.
There’d be eight of us, I reckon—maybe more—fewer ... Bingo
seems kind of banal, but ... You’d know best.”
“When?” She hadn’t screamed, thrown anything. Good old
Peg!
“Friday.” He kept himself from whispering it.
“This Friday? Holy hell, Mitch. This Friday? You saying
this Friday?”
“Well, you know—yeah. This upcoming Friday—not tomorrow or anything, not tonight.”
“Well, you just tell Mr. Boss-Man you two will have to find
another date. You know very well, Mitch, that this Friday is our
... Wait a minute. No, that’s Saturday. Jesus on a stick, though,
Mitch. I assume there’s but the one wife. How many kids do they
have?”
“Well, two. That’s what it seems to be. Let’s say two.”
“You don’t know.”
“Well, it figures there are two. They know Trent and David—our kids.”
“Well, because we have two kids doesn’t mean they have
two kids. They could have thirteen. Right?”
“You’re right there, Peg. That’s certainly true.”
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“You know, Mitch, you being so freewheeling, so unpredictable—it’s ...”
“No need to say it, Peg: one of the things you most love
about me, one of those. . . “
“Absolutely.”
“Thanks.”
“The only thing about you, Mitch—as I keep saying—is ...”
“I should get a better haircut.”
“Well, yes, but the second step on the road to—well, somewhere—is to start being even more unreliable, more a of sheet
flapping in the breeze.”
“Oh, Pam, I know how good you are, how fine—and flexible.”
“Yeah.”
Mitch didn’t hide from himself what he was doing. Well,
yes, sort of, but he truly did think of what a wonderful wife he
had, that Peg! It wasn’t at all that he took her for granted, the way
some men did with their partners. His boss, probably did that,
though he didn’t know—didn’t know this boss all that well, really. He seemed to be everything men are tempted to become and
should not, this boss, Ryan. But he did like Ryan’s wife, Claire,
the one time she’d come into the office.
Only, on second thought, he didn’t think her name was
Claire, after all. Good thing Peg had a fine memory for names.
He’d often joked, “You do names and I’ll do faces. We’ll be the
life of the party—at least not get kicked out.” Truth was, he was
no good at faces, either: all it took was a woman with a different
hair-do, a man who’d grown a beard, a kid—well, any kid. Who
could tell about kids? Luckily, that didn’t matter, as Ryan and
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whatshername would be using the kids’ names and he could wait
for that, be an echo.
What he did know was that he didn’t feel completely secure
in his position at work, felt a bit wobbly, actually. He’d been with
Apollo Sales just short of a year, not setting the world on fire,
true, but pulling his weight—he hoped. He’d better be doing at
least that much, as he was clear-sighted enough to reckon that he
didn’t have many options—none, really—were he to lose this job.
Ryan wasn’t one of those bosses who spoke encouraging
words. At least not to Mitch. He spoke almost no words at all,
just things like, “How’s the Sorenson account doing?” When
Mitch said, varying his answers just a touch, “It’s bouncing back”
or “I’m trying a new angle” or “I’m very happy about that one”—
Ryan would say, “Right.”
“Right.” What did that mean?
Mitch had the feeling he could lay out plans to buttress accounts by distributing LSD and Ryan would say the same thing.
Anyhow, what was it Mitch was doing that was right—if anything at all?
Was he really cut out for sales? For anything?
He’d been down that road before, ending up—well, nowhere
he wanted to land again, for sure. Anyhow, now was the time to
get together shopping lists for Friday, make plans for the perfect
games to play, ones that would reach across age groups and unite
them all in terrific—maybe get them through the evening.
Before you could say, “Why not pretend to have the flu?”
Friday was upon them, along with Ryan and his wife—whose
name did turn out to be Claire (whew!—as Peg hadn’t remembered, said she’d never had the pleasure—which was likely true).
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They brought both flowers and wine along with them, which was
very generous indeed—unless, of course, they were being softened up for the crusher: “You know Mitch, your work has been
fine—no complaints there—but the company has to be looking at
some belt-tightening. Now I wish I didn’t have to go by seniority
alone, but my hands are tied on that, and ...”
Mitch took the coats, piled them on the bed he and Peg
shared, thought for a minute about taking a nap, then remembered
where he was and emerged into the crowd.
Turns out it wasn’t really a crowd, only the four adults.
“Where are the—kids?”
“Oh,” said Claire, chuckling, as if Mitch had told a joke,
“you know kids.”
He didn’t know kids, not one damned thing about them.
Maybe they’d all gone to a local bar, retired to the bedroom for
sexual escapades, were sky-diving. The thing for him to do now
was smile and, it appeared, readjust his gaming plans. Adult
games, two couples. His kids wouldn’t mind. Just engrossing
adult games. He couldn’t think of any games like that.
He must have slept through dinner. Probably not, but he
wasn’t really aware of what he was saying or what others were
asking. But it didn’t really seem to matter. People ate this and
then they ate that. Then there was coffee and something else.
Maybe the kids ate, too, but they weren’t there when it was
all finished, just the two couples playing bridge. How had that
happened? Bridge? He hadn’t known he could play. Maybe he
couldn’t. But a couple of hours passed and other people were kind
of humming, giving him a clue, certainly, that nothing disastrous
was happening—not at present.
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Turned out that bridge was just the ticket. He seemed to be
doing not too bad, though he was glad no one asked him about
the rules or why he had played the card he played. Alarmingly,
he had found himself partnering with his boss, who would now
see for sure how inept, how ...
But Ryan didn’t seem to do so, kept up what seemed to be a
steady patter, wasn’t exactly smiling, except at his own jokes:
A guy is sitting at home when he hears a knock at the door.
He opens up and sees a snail on the porch. He picks up the
snail and throws it as far as he can. Three years later there’s
a knock on the door. He opens it and sees the same snail.
The snail says: "What the hell was that all about?”
He found himself telling a joke, too, though he hadn’t known he
knew it:
Three guys stranded on a desert island find a magic lantern
containing a genie, who grants them each one wish. The first
guy wishes he were off the island and back home. The second
guy wishes the same. The third guy says, “I’m lonely. I wish
my friends were back here.”
Claire it was who said it: “That’s so fine, Mitch—but seems
a little sad, too.”
He sure didn’t know what to say to that, should have let it
pass. “I guess it is—I wish I had some better ones.”
That kind of shut things down, though when Mitch happened
to glance at the clock, he was surprised at how late it was. Just
about then, the guests noticed, too.
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“We’ve had such a wonderful time,” someone said—not
him.
All he could think of was to go into the bedroom and get the
coats. He found those belonging to Ryan and Claire and draped
them over his arm, spun round to deliver them, only to run
straight into Ryan, almost knocking him down.
Ryan was there in the bedroom. Did he want to have sex?
“Whoa, buddy!” Said Ryan, pretending to laugh.
“Are you OK? Did I step on your foot?” Mitch considered
bending over to look, but he had these bulky coats to manage and
...
Ryan rescued the moment, sort of: “I expect I should save
this for work, but there’s something I wanted to ...”
“That’s OK,” Mitch said, not wanting to hear again what
he’d heard inside his head so very often.
“Huh?” Ryan seemed puzzled.
“I know about profits, belt-tightening, cutting off dead
branches. That’s OK.”
Ryan reached out, not to slug him, turned out, but to pat his
shoulder. “Hell, Mitch. Always thinking about the firm—one
thing I like about you. Anyhow, just wanted to slip you the news
that the raise went through.”
“Congratulations, Ryan.”
“Huh? Oh, not me, you. Nice raise, too—8%. Retroactive to
first of the month. Just had it confirmed today. Should have
waited to tell you at work.”
“Oh.”
“You seem disappointed, Ryan.”
“Oh, not at all. I’m very grateful, very happy. Peg’ll be so
...”
“You don’t seem happy.”
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“Yeah, that’s what Peg says, says all I know how to be is
disappointed.”
“Well, we’ll see about changing that—give you new roles to
play.”
“New roles, huh? Well, I could sure use some.”
“Leave it to me—and Claire—and Peg.”
He wished he knew what Ryan meant, what they all meant.
Maybe if he kept his eyes and ears open, he could learn.
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Personality Plus
If it weren't for caffein I'd have no personality whatsoever!
—Anon.
Always remember that you are unique—just like everyone else!
—Margaret Mead
We were just sitting there, you know, like you do, talking
about nothing in particular when he says, Dave does, “You know
what my grandparents told me, Meg?”
He does that a lot, asking a question which isn’t a question
at all, just so I’ll say, “Gee, Dave, I guess I don’t know, odd as
that is—do tell me. Take your time, do. I’ve got nothing going on
the next four hours” You’d think that’d be irritating, Dave’s
habit, but you don’t know Dave, I guess. With him, irritating is
not quite the right word.
“Let me guess, Dave. They told you you weren’t a blood
relation at all, been found in a creek bed.”
“Right, Meg. They told me I had a terrific personality—several times.”
“Really. Which one said that? Were they speaking in
unison?”
“I don’t know which actually said it. They were both there.
Anyhow, what do you think they meant by that?”
“They were trying to bolster your confidence, Dave, get you
out of your shell, back into the fight.”
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“Yeah, right. Anyhow, my grandpa then said that when he
was in high school, my grandpa, he had been voted Personality
King one year. What the hell’s that?”
I decided to treat it as a real question. I mean, after all, what
could it mean—King of the Personality realm?
“Personality King? Maybe, Dave, he had the most personality or something? Whatever having a lot of it might mean. When
was this, back in the 1890s?”
“I don’t know when—well, I guess it had to be the 60s or
50s. Jesus, who knows what they were thinking then. Personality
King. Let’s look online.”
“Look for what?”
“Personality—what the hell it really is.”
You’re thinking looking up “personality” online is the last
refuge of a scoundrel—or an idiot. Guess so, but it also happens
to be interesting—was for Dave, was for me. Our hunch was it
was one of those words that meant something fifty-sixty years
ago and now didn’t. It wasn’t that nobody used the word now,
though not much, but that it had lost a lot, especially—our guess
was—in some quantitative sense, as in “lots of personality” or “I
may have a lousy personality, but I never run out.”
I said as much to Dave, who said, “Yeah.”
So we did, looked it up. Didn’t find what we wanted exactly—no definitions, just a lot of quizzes.
Confronted with a quiz that asks you none of those embarrassing questions about geography or world history, I mean, who
wouldn’t leap right in? Especially if you got to talk about yourself. Right?
Not so much, Dave. He was pretty hesitant.
“I don’t know, Meg. Maybe I’d be better off not knowing.
The one you have here is from some psychological association.”
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“Not to worry, Dave. Remember Grandma and Grandpa.
Trust them. No doubt you got a very big personality and a good
one, too.”
“Well—.”
“C’mon. For me.”
He looked at me funny but didn’t say anything, which I took
for enthusiastic agreement.
“OK, Dave. Number one: ‘I get chores done right away.’ Is
that Accurate, Inaccurate, or Neutral?”
“Neutral?”
“I think they mean sometimes yes and sometimes no—or
maybe ‘I’m not sure.’ ”
“OK.”
“So what is it?”
“I do. But not for a good reason.”
“That’s OK, Dave. No reasons necessary.”
“I do them right away thinking they’re standing in the way
of something better than, you know, more pointless chores.”
“Moving right along, Dave. ‘I am the life of the party.’
Whatdya say?”
“Ha.”
“Wait. That wasn’t the right one. Here: ‘I accept people the
way they are.’ ”
“Oh.”
“C’mon, Dave. You score high on that: tolerance, kindness—-you know.”
“OK.”
It didn’t get any better. Even placid questions seemed to
drive him deeper into seeing what none of us should see about
ourselves. He was lonely and very depressed, couldn’t locate any
way out. Why had we started this?
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After about twenty minutes of trying (and failing) to find
upbeat questions, I totaled up Dave’s score and saw their summary right there: “You should seek help. You are conscientious
and agreeable, but you are also introverted to a marked degree
and land very high on the may-be-neurotic scale.”
“Well, Meg. What’s it say?”
“You are the new Personality King, Dave. Yes, you are.”
“Sure.”
“Hell with it, Dave. You’re my personality king, if that
means anything.”
“It does.”
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Sadie Hawkins Day
Nobody cares if you can’t dance. Just get up and do it.
—Dave Berry
“So, Chrissy, you’re on the social committee, right? Am I
right or am I right?”
“You’re an asshole, right? Or are you an asshole?” Of course
I didn’t say that, him being a teacher, thus an asshole automatically but in his case worse-than-your-average. What I said was,
“Yes, Mr. Dinwiddy, I am indeed. Yes I am. On the social committee and proud of it. You’re spot on, as always. I don’t know
how you do it. Amazing!”
Of course he caught no sarcasm, proceeded huffing right
along his narrow gauge track.
“You probably don’t know about Sadie Hawkins dances,
Sadie Hawkins Day, Lil’ Abner, Al Capp—all that.”
“Uh huh.”
“You know about all that, Chelsea?”
“Chrissy, Mr. D.”
“Oh, of course. I am so sorry, Chrissy. Inexcusable. I’ll
make it up to you.”
“Please don’t.”
At least he’d forgotten about the Sadie Hawkins shit. Only
turns out he hadn’t.
Two days later, on the P. A. system: “Christine Martin,
Christine Martin—report to the principal’s office—what did you
say?—Oh! Sorry. Correction, ignore what I said: Christine Martin, Christine Martin—report to Mr. Dinwiddy’s office—
what?—right away, Christine.”
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Try to imagine something more embarrassing.
Of course I had to go, hear what Dimwit had to say.
“Yo, Chrissy. Got it right this time, didn’t I! Fool me once
... You know that one, Chelsea?”
I’m not making this up.
“Umm,” says I.
“Most people your age don’t. It was a while back, George
Bush—the W’ one, the President—said, and I know this by
heart—‘There’s an old saying in Tennessee—I know it’s in
Texas, probably in Tennessee, that says, Fool me once, shame on
you; fool me—you can’t be fooled again.’ ”
“Did he?”
“So, as for you, the Social Committee, and our Sadie Hawkins Dance plans. Spill it; I’m listening.”
“Our plans?”
“Umm.”
“I didn’t realize, sir, that ...”
“No need to be so formal, Chrissy. And I understand if it’s
not at the heart of your repertoire.”
“Oh.”
“You are just the person to take charge, get it on the calendar—in November, of course—and spread the word. Decorations
will be easy: hillbilly theme, you know, lots of straw, barn stuff,
maybe a scarecrow—that sort of thing. Probably without the
cows, unless you decide otherwise. It’s really up to you and the
sub-committee you’ll collect together. Really the whole thing’s
up to you, my clever Chrissy.”
I wanted out of there so bad I just nodded and beat it to class,
American History, taught by a drooling boob but a lot better than
Dimwit. I figured I was trapped with this idea, trapped without
knowing why and what or exactly when the trap would squeeze
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even tighter, choking me and maybe the whole class. Nothing
was decipherable, apart from the reference to November, and
even that was fuzzy—. I did know that I was somehow expected
to launch whatever it was, of course, though that helped not at all.
I’d just have to do it—and I sure wasn’t going to consult with
him.
I asked a couple of friends and drew blanks, so I Googled.
Jesus Christ! From an old comic strip called “Li’l Abner,” if you
can believe it, introduced, Sadie was, in 1937, before they had
cars or telephones, I think. Anyhow, the dance shit started about
1939 and went strong, it says, until the early 70s, first in colleges
and then in high schools. Dinwiddy must date from the 70s or
something, thinks the idea is just what we need, we modern youth
of today, to smooth social interaction, lessen bullying, put an end
to sagging, limit drug use, and promote wide-range pregnancies.
Who knows what he thinks?
I forgot to say that Sadie Hawkins Day, the dance part, is
notable, unique, in having girls ask boys. That’s the big step forward, Dinwiddy supposes. Maybe it was in 1937, but who gives
a shit about that now?
Anyhow, “girls” asking “boys”? God damn! First off,
there’s the “asking” part, as if anybody did that now, as if we sent
courier pigeons to one another. Texting, anybody? “Want to hang
out?” “See ya later?” “What’s up?” And what about the GLBTQ
faction? Dimwit probably doesn’t know they exist.
I decided to stall, not so much “decided” as “dithered,” feeling paralyzed. Two days later I got this note in my mailbox—
imagine “notes” and “mailboxes”— telling me about an article in
Psychology Today (how impressive!) saying that in 2011, ninetythree percent of college women preferred to be asked out and that
eighty-three percent of men preferred to do the asking. Like that
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told me anything, since, as I say, “asking” is so outdated. Might
as well poll college kids as to who gets to drive the buggy. I did
see what Dimwit was after: a daring pro-feminist move, by Jesus,
a way to unshackle women and set them loose to exercise their
preferences, express the needs of their loins.
The very next day, another note, this one on a study published in some pathetic rag aimed at penile dysfunction sufferers,
“Men’s Health.” This “study” found that forty-one percent of college kids thought that if a woman asked a guy and then the guy
kissed her, he was giving her a "pity date." On the other hand, a
big majority said that if the man initiated the date and then the
woman kissed him, it was true equality. Dimwit had written on
the bottom of the note, in his prissy printing (couldn’t he do cursive?), “We absolutely must do something about this—and we
will!”
Do something about what? Get the kissing going? Girls first!
In class, in cars, in diners and bars, in the woods and in bedrooms.
Then nobody’ll pity them? This is way underneath pathetic. But
the scary part was the resolve to be doing something about whatever the hell it was—yes we will!
I was equal parts humiliated and confused, so I did the worst
thing imaginable, asked my mom.
“You’ll do no such thing! That’d be fatal, honey. Trust me.”
“Fatal? Hell, Mom, it won’t kill me.”
“Metaphorically, dear. You’ll be breathing but wishing you
weren’t.”
“It’s a dance!”
“How innocent you are, Chrissy. Imagine asking a boy. You
asking? It’d leak out. The boy you ask will leak it. He won’t be
able to help it. It’ll simply ... Let me call around and see about
friends with sons. Someone’s bound to be free and happy to ask
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you. Let Mother call in some favors.”
“Mom, stop humiliating both of us. I’m on this committee,
the social committee, you remember. Well, Mr. Dinwiddy, who
is a fool but in charge, made me responsible for this dance.”
“Even worse, dear. You’ll be going to meetings, putting up
the decorations, asking a boy yourself. Oh my, Chrissy. Let me
explain. It’s not that you won’t snag one, but it’ll be seen as a
‘pity date,’ which is what we used to call them. Nobody’ll ever
forget you were reduced to that level, not the rest of your life. I’m
just trying to protect you.”
“It’ll haunt me to the grave—and beyond? Anyhow, it’s the
rules of the whole damned thing, Mom.”
“Huh?”
“It’s called Sadie Hawkins Day Dance, from the 1930s,
some comic strip called ‘Lil’ Abner.’ Dinwiddy’s forcing us,
forcing me, to revive it. It’s awful. You know about Sadie Hawkins?”
“Oh yeah. My mother did, told me all about it, way more
than I wanted to hear: all about how she had asked this Howard
guy, who was the one she had had her eye on—that’s the way she
put it—all through her youth. Turned out he was previously
hooked, so she had to settle for Morton, your grandpa, who was,
she said, only a distant second. My father she was talking about
like that. Can you imagine? Guess you can, as you know your
grandma, and what a pisshead she is. And my dad was right there,
hearing it all, pretending to smile, not doing too well. But yeah, I
see. Your teacher’s forcing you to bring it back. Holy shit. What
about gay kids? What about … ?”
“What about me? I’m stuck with this.”
“Here’s the thing, Chrissy. Don’t go for a hot guy. Just
don’t. Not that you would, but he’d maybe feel forced to go and
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everybody’d know you trapped him and he’d gone because he
had no choice. It’d be as bad as the ‘pity date’ I thought you were
angling for. Much the same thing, really.”
“God, Mom.”
“Thing is to shoot just below your level, assuming there is
one. Just kidding. Then everybody’ll think you’re a nice kid,
which isn’t a good tag to wear around but certainly better than
‘pathetic loser.’ ”
“I’m sorry I asked you.”
“I know! Your cousin Billy!”
“Billy’s in the eighth grade.”
“Oh yeah. Well, let me scout around, like I say.”
You see what I mean. Big mistake to ask Mom, who left me
where I started, lower.
Not quite, though, as she did accidentally make me think of
how dumb it’d be to ask somebody I really wanted to be with, tip
my hand and all. So, since we were in this new “asking” territory,
I figured I’d be a sweetie and go for someone everybody liked in
a way, not much of a way, regarded positively, but not very, felt
sorry for, but not to the degree you were supposed to dish out to
the two kids in wheelchairs, the one with a walker, the Aspergers
boy, and the two out-and-out genuine learning-disabled.
Travis it was—perfect. Well, a million miles from perfect
but strategically brilliant.
Travis didn’t seem to be connected to anything—not Twitter, not Facebook, not the toilet walls, so I either had to find him
at school or go to his house, ring his doorbell. And then, by Jesus,
there he was in the hallway, right there, third period.
“Hi, Travis.”
“Oh, hi.”
And he kept walking—fast. Shit.
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But he couldn’t escape me forever, so I started inventing stories—“Hey! You know Travis? Yeah, Travis Cole. He in class
with you? When? What room? I need to see him about a petition.”
That was lame. A petition? But it’s what occurred to me.
Anyhow, it worked. Fifth period. Backed him up against a
locker, I did, and went into full friendly mode, which was an effort but necessary.
“Now, don’t try to escape this time, Travis.”
“OK.”
What a sparkler this guy was, enough to make me hesitate,
consider what a whole evening with him might be, consider my
back-up plan. But I had no back-up plan, so I took the plunge.
“Travis, you know about the Sadie Hawkins dance?”
“I saw the signs.”
“Well, you know it’s when Sadie asks Abner to the dance—
and he has no choice but to go.”
“I see.”
“So I’m asking you.”
“Asking what?”
“Jesus, Travis, asking you to the dance. Two weeks from
next Saturday.”
“That’s Saturday the fourteenth of November.”
“Yes.”
Silence.
“So will you go with me?”
“I guess.”
Maybe I could break my leg, contract a fatal disease between
now and then. How would I make it through five hours, even fifteen minutes with this guy?
But there he was when I went to pick him up, jeans and a
flannel shirt, which was OK given the theme and given what I
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had on, which I don’t want to think about. My mom, our driver
of course, did all the talking on the way to the gym, and for once
I didn’t mind. Most of the talking was aimed at Travis, who surprised me by being open and funny. I wish.
Here’s a sample:
“So, Travis,” Mom chirped, “are you fond of dancing?”
“Well, Mrs. Mitchell, I’ve never really done it.”
That was welcome news.
“Well, I’ll bet you’re going to catch on fast. You seem so
lithe and athletic. You active in sports, that kind of thing?”
“No, not at all. I’m sorry.”
This made it hard even on a babbler like Mom, who paused
before shooting again: “You know, athletics are a waste of time,
anyhow, set kids up to imagine the whole world is just a matter
of scoring a touchdown or—putting the thing in the goal.”
Believe it or not, I welcomed this humiliating babble, which
proceeded right to the door of the gym.
“Have fun, Lil Abner and Daisy, and watch out for pitchforks and wild hogs.”
What ran through my head right then, walking in adjacent
to, but about four feet removed from, Travis, was that Mom had
her good points, a thought I could hold onto for no more than
sixteen seconds before, oh damn, Travis spoke:
“Why did you invite me, Chrissy?”
I took a second to answer, not wanting to start off the night
being pissed. But I sure was pissed. “Look, Travis, that’s for you
to figure out. It’s not a question girls on conventional dates are
allowed to ask, right? So figure it out on your own.”
I didn’t know how he’d react but didn’t have long to wait.
He seemed to get taller, I don’t know, bloom or something, get
better looking, lighter. Was quiet for a little bit and then said,
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“That’s true, Chrissy, what you said. I think I was trying to gain
control, make you say you felt sorry for me so I could feel sorry
for me.”
“Well, don’t—either one.”
“I guess I’ll have to find a new role.”
“How about a boy trying to have a good time and not anxious to analyze the shit out of everything.”
“I’m not familiar with that part.”
“Well, then improvise.”
“OK. How about for you?”
“Whatdya mean?”
“What part do you play?”
“Mysterious babe. Inscrutable wonder.”
“Uh huh.”
“You think I’m not up for that?”
“Let’s dance.”
“I thought you didn’t dance.”
“No, but you do. You lead.”
“I will do just that, by damn, in all things. So, Travis, let me
be rude in return: why did you accept?”
“Well, I had to think a lot about it, deeply in demand as I
am, you know. Of course you do. I had to consider whether you
could make it onto my list of acceptables. You understand.”
“And?”
“Well, it wasn’t an easy decision, naturally.”
“Answer the question, loser asshole.”
“I accepted because I think you’re the prettiest and sexiest
girl in school.”
I looked close to see if he was kidding.
“Yeah, sure.”
“You’re right. That wasn’t the reason.”
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“I’m not the prettiest and sexiest girl in school?”
“I don’t know. Probably not.”
“And all along I thought I was and that was why you
couldn’t resist me, you lying prick. So what was the real reason,
huh?”
“You want to know the real reason?”
“Yeah. Lay it on me—in the same way your foot’s laying on
mine, Fred Astaire. What was the real reason you reluctantly
went out with me, accepted my invite?”
“I accepted because I’ve been in love with you since the
sixth grade.”
“Oh.”
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Farley Family Funfest
The family is one of nature’s masterpieces.
—George Santayana
The poisonous idea of ‘the family’ flourishes because
it gives us a license to sneer at others, to separate, and
to hate.
—Anonymous
He was just driving around, Saturday afternoon, nothing
whatever calling him, loose and floating, the way he liked it. No
attachments, nobody telling him what to do, appointments tying
him down.
No wife, no kids.
No one with hooks in him of any sort. No one.
He thought of a line from Dickens’s Little Dorrit, spoken by
an ancient prisoner: “Elsewhere, people are restless, worried, hurried about, anxious respecting one thing, anxious respecting another. Nothing of the kind here, sir. We have done all that—we
know the worst of it; we have got to the bottom, we can't fall, and
what have we found? Peace. That's the word for it. Peace.”
Yessir. That caught it exactly. Nobody could tell him what
to do. He didn’t need to talk to anyone if he didn’t feel like it, see
anybody, touch the world in any way.
At one time, things had been different, but he’d escaped,
happily. He was very happy, very.
Before he knew it, he was driving in the countryside, somewhere unfamiliar. That made it even better. Nothing like a world
without a past, without roots or memories, nothing to awaken.
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Beautiful countryside, in a way. Not startlingly beautiful,
not really startling in any way: trees, some side roads, here and
there a sign advertising something.
He did read the signs to himself for a bit, but they weren’t
entertaining, not like the old Burma Shave signs his father had
mentioned, had mentioned about four thousand times: “The poorest guy/ In the human race/ Can have a/ Million Dollar Face/
Burma Shave” or “Within this Vale/ Of Toil/ And Sin/ Your Head
Grows Bald/ But Not Your chin/ Burma Shave.”
Dad had been like that, a teller of tales, about a dozen tales,
all connected on a tape that recycled any time he had an audience.
He himself had been the most reliable audience, or at least the
one old Daddy could count on. I mean, what choice did he have,
only a kid and not able just to walk away. Wish he could have,
just walked away, walked out the door and into the wild, like that
Chris McCandless character.
Then there was a different sign, puzzling at first, which
made it irresistible: FARLEY FAMILY FUNFEST—TURN
HERE, IF YOU DARE!
Took him a minute to get it, see the joke. He had slowed
down, make that stopped, to read the sign, consider it. When he
finally deciphered it fully, he turned the wheel, following the arrow.
What in hell was he doing?
It was a good two miles along on this lousy rutted road, but
he couldn’t turn back now. Finally he saw another sign.
ALMOST THERE—NOT TOO LATE TO TURN AROUND
AND ESCAPE!
These were real cut-ups, these Farleys. How contemptible.
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He kept going, of course, turned a corner and found himself
before a picnic pavilion, obeying a sign that said, PARK HERE—
DUMMY!
He sat a minute, trying to take it all in. Must have been a
hundred people spread out before him, in the pavilion and outside
it. No, not a hundred, maybe sixty-seventy? It seemed very important to get the number right, or close to right. How could there
be this many Farleys? Why would they want to gather?
Opening the car door—what was to stop him?—he grabbed
his walking stick and set out hobbling toward the side of the pavilion, the one that seemed unpopulated. It was, but not for long.
“Hi!”
It was a kid, maybe ten or twelve. He wasn’t good at ages,
especially with kids.
He didn’t answer, didn’t want to encourage the kid.
“Want to catch ball with me?”
I mean, what was he going to do, club the kid with his stick?
He might have set off running, had running been in his bag of
tricks.
“Where should I stand?”
The kid looked at him as if he might say something mocking
but decided against it, only smiled and said, “Wherever you
want.”
Jesus Christ. Anyhow, he did as directed and even managed
to catch the ball—and again—and again. The kid started throwing high pop ups and then grounders. Then two other kids came
up and the game expanded—and expanded. He was playing first
base, very well, too.
When he came up to hit, he didn’t think to be scared, just did
it. It couldn’t be, but there it was: the ball skittering past the infielders, then the outfielders, and then into the lake, and nobody
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minded, and he scuttled round the bases, and he touched home,
and the kid who’d started it all jumped up and gave him a high
five and a hug.
And a big voice said, “Ben, let him go!”
As his name wasn’t “Ben,” he knew right off something was
up, something bad, probably very bad.
“Hi! I expect you’re a cousin,” the accusing voice said, accusing him of just coming in there and hugging kids at random,
or not at random, hugging his kid, most likely, which was something reserved only for genuine Farleys, more exactly, this particular Daddy Farley.
“I’m somebody’s cousin,” he said, pausing a few seconds, a
few fatal seconds.
The guy, the very big guy, looked at him, menacingly. It
must have been menacing.
“Is your name Farley?” the guy continued. “Or are you one
of them Wallace’s got themselves attached, lucky for us, as the
Farleys ain’t shit.”
What was he supposed to say? As he looked around for inspiration, he saw that others had joined, others who were big. “In
a pinch,” his father had said, “don’t ever tell the truth, as that’s
what they expect you to do.”
He was trying not to cry. That wouldn’t be strategic.
He looked over his shoulder. A crowd behind him. He was
encircled.
He thought of Daddy and decided to ignore him, let loose,
break free: “I’m not related at all. I’m trespassing. I was driving
along and saw your signs and just turned in. Parked and got out.
I think I was trying to hide or something. I’m not sure. But Ben
there—Hi, Ben—!” The kid waved back. “Anyhow, Ben asked
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me if I’d like to play catch, and ... I don’t know how it all grew
so. I don’t know why I drove in here.”
Nobody said anything.
“I don’t know what I’m doing.”
Again, nobody said anything.
“I guess I got lost, real lost.”
Finally, big accusing and dangerous guy spoke, though it
seemed as if they were all speaking. “Welcome to the Farley
Family Funfest. You’re not lost.”
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After the Ball
Many a heart is aching—if you could read them all.
—“After the Ball”
Just start dancing and the band will find you.
—Tama Kieves
Those who dance are considered insane by those who
can't hear the music.
—George Carlin
Oh, damn and southern fried toenails, here they were—in a
circle, right there. Good thing I’d put a robe on. And how’d they
get in? Brought their husbands along with ‘em, too—probably all
unemployed.
“Hi, Mom,” said all six, as if I’d pulled a string—talking
dolls—yah-yah-yah-yah-yah. “Happiest birthday ever!” Actually, it really was nice of them to arrange this, and I’d even go
through the motions, say how bowled over I was, if now they’d
leave.
Mary, the only sensibly named of the three (Doreen and
Bianca were the other two), seemed to have been elected spokeswoman:
“We went together, Mom, to get you what Doreen calls an
action gift—-action in several senses: it involves action, gets you
in on the action, and provides plenty of reciprocal action, now
and into the future.”
Of course I pretended to understand; anything would be better than explanations. Maybe not quite anything, as it turned out.
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I won’t keep you guessing. Ballroom dancing—twenty lessons, all paid for. Now, how would you have reacted? Actually,
I don’t give a damn. Me, I reached deep into my bag of responses
and came out with, “What?”
Naturally, they wanted more, so, just to complete this round,
I followed through with exclamations of joy and wonder. But
twenty lessons? How about five? None?
What I was dreading came at me like an overflowing septic
system (and yes, I do know about them): “You have to meet new
people, Mom.” And my favorite: “It’s time you were in contact,
Mom, full-bodied contact.”
Imagine: not only thinking about Mother, bodies, and sex
but joking about them, visualizing the whole menage.
“Full-bodied, my ass!” I said, before thinking, thus adding
to the jejune merriment.
At least that pornographic flourish seemed to cap things and
send them packing—for now. Maybe I could move to Utah or
some such and leave no forwarding address.
I spent the next twenty days thinking of ways to avoid this
deranged inanity, this ... Oh well, consulting a Thesaurus for what
it was helped not at all. Maybe made me feel better, but that was
a trap. I mustn’t feel better.
You’re thinking I could always have stayed home, claiming
to have lost the certificate. Shows you’ve never dealt with my
daughters.
I got there on time, for some reason. A high school, it was,
and a gymnasium. At least there were no streamers, just a big
sign: “BALLROOM DANCING—FOR SINGLES. ONLY
SINGLES ALLOWED.” Was that last someone’s idea of a joke,
someone running this?
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I presented my coupon to an elderly gentleman, probably
twenty years my junior. He wasn’t drooling, which counted for
something. There were some others there, divided neatly by gender, as near as I could tell. I fell in with the women, all lined up,
like we were back in high school, after the game, the free sock
hop.
The woman next to me gave me a little nudge.
I kept myself from nudging back, turned to look.
“You here with a gift certificate?” she asked with a grin.
“Yeah.”
“Your kids?”
“Yeah.”
“Wonder if there’s anybody here on their own hook?”
“That’d be pathetic beyond thinking. Maybe the men?”
“Probably. They don’t count.”
“Right.”
“I’m Judith.”
“Hi. Marie.”
We might have gone on with this, but the moon-faced instructor suddenly appeared. He’d probably been under the
bleachers, drinking. Anyhow—
“Welcome. Who is here for the first time? Ha Ha!”
He didn’t laugh, just said, “Ha Ha.” Never experienced that
before.
“OK, then. Let’s get right to it. Time is rocketing. Grab a
partner, any partner. Doesn’t matter which gender. Ha ha!”
Nobody moved.
“Just anyone who is handy. Women, you move first. You
know how shy men are. And don’t worry. It’ll be easy to change
partners—every session, if you like.”
Turns out that was a giant lie.
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Anyhow, I tried to pair up without looking, pretty much
managed it.
“Thank you,” whoever it was said.
I figured we couldn’t go through the hour mute, so I did say,
“You won’t thank me after you’ve been to the toe doctor.”
I knew what was coming—a joke to trump mine. This was a
man, after all, and he wasn’t going to let a female jocularity remain untopped.
But he did, just chuckled softly—or maybe choked.
The instructor wasted no time: “We have to pack in so
much here, stuff two hours into one. I don’t know what they
were thinking. Do any of you?”
He paused as if expecting a response. Certifiable.
Anyhow, once he got started, his statements were pretty
clear, if preposterous. This session, turns out, shoved together
learning the “Closed Dance Hold,” a maneuver, he repeated over
and over, must be “Perfect Correct.” I thought I’d misheard, but
no. “Perfect Correct.”
Seems simple, but no. There were five components, and
since you’re fascinated, I’ll list them, though you sure don’t want
to try all this at home:
1. Lady slightly to the right, so knees don’t bang and feet
remain untrodden;
2. Hand palm to palm; no pointing fingers—not ever;
3. Man’s hand on back—mid-back;
4. The wrist (his, I think) should make contact with underarm;
5. Lady’s (he called us ladies always, which I found—somehow—kindly) hand should be on the seam of the man’s shirt.
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“Remember those five principles and follow them and
you’re off to a fine start,” he said. “It’s only a start,” he added,
and then he paused for a very long time: “But never forget—good
dancing begins with a good hold.”
We practiced good holding for 8-10 hours, seemed like, William (he somehow slipped his name in amidst the practicing) and
me. We were bad at first but finally met with the approval of our
fastidious boss—William did not have a sweaty palm, nor did he
break silence much. Two fine traits in a fella!
The other half of the first lesson had us back in gender-pure
arrangements, men to the left and ladies opposite, standing flat
against the wall, very flat, maximizing pain and impatience, but
obeying the second rule of the great ones, which must have been
to imitate a popsicle stick. “Stand with your back flat to the wall
and carry it to the floor”: we were told that several times.
And we were given stirring encouragement: “Ladies, you’re
doing great. Men, not so great. Too much manual labor, right,
boys? Aching backs? Tote that barge and lift that bale, huh?
What’s it mean to tote a barge? Anyone know? I’ve always wondered. Oh, well.”
This posture exercise, he said, would allow us, and I’m not
inventing this, “To present a regal and majestic appearance.” I
don’t know about William or Judith, but that’s what I was after,
not only to have it but to allow (force) others to remark on it, my
regality.
You’re wondering about the music. Wasn’t any. Good way
to learn dancing, you’re thinking, but that just shows how little
you know.
Second class was equally tuneless, but not without its benefits in the fundamental line. The first half—I swear a full halfhour—was devoted to learning where heads go. Not only must
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you look over the partner’s shoulder, but “your nose should follow the toes.” He had us all repeat that maxim many times. I
know I will never forget it.
The second half was even more static—and silent. Here we
learned how to maintain frame and connection. I never was confident about what exactly maintaining frame amounted to, partly
because I didn’t know what a “frame” was, but at least I learned
to avoid what he called “the most common and disastrous mistake,” letting the arms fall. “The lady,” he insisted, and not
mildly, “must not have a noodle arm.” Noodle arms, you see,
threaten to make the whole frame collapse, and it goes without
saying we mustn’t have that. I’m proud to say I avoided noodling
the entire session. I hope to go to my grave without lapsing into
such a disgraceful habit.
By the third week, I had grown used to the absence of sound,
as if we had all gone to a concert and the band had failed to show
up. Also, I was getting used to William and we just naturally
paired up. I know what you’re whispering to one another. Well,
shut the hell up: we hadn’t exchanged ten words.
Demanding as the first two meetings had been, this one—
“hump day,” the instructor called it with no apparent recognition
of what he was saying (or that there were seventeen gatherings
remaining)—this class, I say, packed together “Learning the correct single hand-hold connection” and “Maintaining the Big
Top.” If you’re thinking all that is ambitious to the point of impossible, you’d be right.
We learned, first, that in competition dancing a loss of hand
connection, even for the merest flash of a second, could and
would spell disaster. Oh my! And we also learned that in swing
and Latin dancing the hand connections were different. I didn’t
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listen carefully to that, as we all were there to master waltzing
and fox trotting—and nothing beyond, for now—forever.
Maintaining the big top, though, cut right to the heart of
things. You see, we’d all learned, to various degrees of incompetency, head-together slow-dancing. But, damn and hell, that was
exactly the opposite of what is required for ballroom dancing.
Keep heads together and what do you suppose will happen? Concussions and even beheadings, that’s what. No, maintain a large
gap between heads, since we’re going to be doing some pretty
fancy turning patterns.
To make all this clear and memorable, our instructor told us
to think of ourselves together as ice-cream-cone shaped. That’d
do it—or, he said, think of Big Top.
William said he preferred Ice-Cream, as Big Top made him
think of circus tents, which would require us to be pyramid
shaped, which might be beyond our range, even such a Fred-Ginger pair as us.
I agreed.
Fourth session introduced—you got it—some really fine
music, from my parent’s era and so sweet. Somehow, the things
to remember this time seemed not just easier but even pleasant,
less like trying to anticipate future pleasure than reaching back
into the past, relocating something you’d imagined was lost.
We did learn the dance walk—gliding and not heavy plodding—and also how to count steps without making it seem metronome-like and rigid. Also—and he put this very gently—the
lady’s foot mustn’t proceed the man’s. I liked it that he didn’t say
anything about women not “leading.”
I was going to mention that to William, but he said it first.
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“You know, Marie, all through high school I was hoping
someone else would lead—usually the girl or other boy—as it
was too much for me.”
“Me, too. I did lead now and then—just a mistake. Did you
dance some with boys, William?”
“Yeah, it was easier. Didn’t you dance with girls?”
“I did. After we emerged from our required forty-five
minutes in the bathroom.”
I liked it that he didn’t ask what we did in there.
The only instruction I remember of our next lesson was a
very valuable tip, known to few: “When women glide resolutely,
it is virtually impossible to step on her toes.”
“We could make it a game,” William said. “You glide resolutely and I’ll see if I can locate my tromps.”
I don’t know what I said, as the music changed then and the
song that came on, “Always,” seemed to issue somehow from inside me, from some place I had walled off.
Days may not be fair—Always
That’s when I’ll be there—Always
Not for just an hour.
Not for just a day.
Not for just a year.
But always.
I started to cry so hard.
William didn’t ask me what was wrong—just held me, very
close.
“It’s such a lie,” I said.
“Yes, it is,” he said.
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I wondered if he had understood, so I pressed: “I mean that
word, ‘always.’ ”
“I know—I’d not ask for always anymore. I’d take—what
does the song say?—an hour.”
We both started to cry again, but I think we were happy.
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Sweet Adeline
In all my dreams
Your fair face beams.
You’re the flower of my heart
—Sweet Adeline
“Marsha, you know what?”
Kelly always used that line to announce that she was about
to commence announcing. To be fair, I always answered just as
predictably: “Matter of fact, I do know what, dear.”
“Uh-huh. Well, I was thinking you should put your fine singing voice to good use, get it out there.”
“It is fine, isn’t it, Kelly. What did you have in mind—hiring
an agent, cutting a record deal?”
“Not that fine, Marsha. You’re more of a home-grown talent, you know, a regional wonder, within rather a narrow region.
As you draw the area wider, you know, your talent has a tendency
to fade into the familiar. So, if we were to take in the whole state,
the county, the town, the school, things will look—different.”
“A little less special—to the untrained ear.”
“Exactly, Marsha, but if we confine ourselves to our class,
narrow that to our friends, close ones, female, then you start to
shimmer.”
“So, I can make big bucks singing at parties, say, small parties, unisex—with an eye on cabarets.”
“No, you can’t. What I had in mind wasn’t solo work.
You’ll be relieved to know that.”
“I am. If not solo, what? Back-up doo-wop girl?”
“Not much call for that. No, I meant Sweet Adelines. You
know about them?”
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“As a matter of fact, I do. My old cousin, one of the old
cousins I have—actually a great aunt, sings with them—or used
to. Name was Barbara. She may have lost her voice by now—her
breath altogether. She must be 100 or so, if she’s still among us,
like I say.”
“Is that a fact?”
“I know you’re fascinated. Anyhow, Kelly—women barbershop quartets and choruses. Why would you imagine I’d be interested?”
“Because you blend well.”
“Into the woodwork, Kelly? You start all this to tell me I
can’t sing a lick and am Ms. Insignificant? I was almost to the
point of thinking you were saying something nice, not coming
out with a compliment exactly, but something other than these
sneers.”
“Your voice is perfect for glee club and that triple trio thing
at school, but you could do more interesting things than that—
stretch a little.”
“You think? I actually did go to one of their performances,
when my aunt was singing—the alto part.”
“Don’t think I’m interrupting, but they’re not called altos.”
“What are they called, Kelly dearie.”
“Baritones.”
“That’s males.”
“Not in this case, Marsha. It’s like tenor, lead, baritone,
bass.”
“Wow. A feminist takeover. Ripping these private parts off
the men and wearing them proudly. Sorry. That’s not funny. Actually, I did kinda like the show my aunt was in, Kelly. They did
all sorts of songs, not just ‘Let Me Call You Sweetheart,’ though
that’s one of the old ones I like.”
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“Well, then—”
“Sorry, hun. I just realized I like a lot of the old ones. Not
that that’s vital.”
“It’s not at all, Marsha, so—”
“Sorry, but speaking of old ones, Kelly, it seemed to me the
singers in the show I attended were all super-mature, average age
in the 80s at least.”
“So?”
“Oh. I shouldn’t be ageist?”
“I don’t care about that, Marsha. But they’ll be extra nice
to you this way, probably give you fashion tips and advice on
boys—which you could use. They’ll be so happy to have you,
they’ll swarm.”
“That’s a good thing?”
“Ah, it will be for the hive, and you, Missy Marsha, are a
team-player through and through.”
“What the hell! I guess ‘ll try it.”
“Great. And Marsha, you know I didn’t mean all that nasty
stuff, the jokes.”
“OK.”
“I love you, dear friend.”
“Thanks, dear—I mean, me—too. You. Love you, Kelly.”
I [this is me, Marsha] don’t claim to have much selfknowledge but I did know that this sort of unusual move, going
amongst the aged, like joining a quilting party, was not even remotely in my line. Still, there I was at the Unitarian Church at
7:00 sharp, Wednesday evening. Guess who’d supplied me with
all those details?
Yeah, but it was me who treated them as a summons. Wonder why?
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I arrived about two minutes late, hoping to avoid explanations, introductions. Nope.
“Well, hello there, honey. How glad we are to see you!” said
everyone, maybe twenty-five or thirty of them.
From there, it was all easy as pie. They sang the national
anthem—in four parts, very stirring—and then got to it. Someone
gave me some sheet music and an encouraging squeeze.
I noticed in the anthem part that I fit right in with the altos—
make that baritones. It was so pretty, my part, even if I’m the one
saying it.
And so many of the songs were, I don’t know, delicious:
some were religious, some patriotic, some a little boggy, but they
all seemed pretty, sometimes rousing. My favorite in the first
hour was “Life’s a Very Funny Proposition After All.” The
woman next to me, Adrien, saw me puddling up, gave me another
squeeze and told me it was from a tv series, “Boardwalk Empire.”
I gotta watch that.
Life's a very funny proposition after all,
Imagination, jealousy, hypocrisy and all.
Three meals a day, a whole lot to say;
When you haven’t got the coin you’re always in the
way.
Everybody's fighting as we wend our way along,
Every fellow claims the other fellow's in the wrong;
Hurried and worried until we're buried and there's no
curtain call.
Life's a very funny proposition after all.
I couldn’t get that line out of my head: “there’s no curtain call.”
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My baritone partner saw I was upset, kind of hugged me: “I
know, honey, it’s a tough go. I think it makes it more exciting if
there’s no destination. Your name is Marsha, right?”
She could read my name-tag. Hers said “Martha,” sort of
like we were sisters in a corny sorority or service club.
I was so startled by her words, though, I wasn’t thinking
about her name.
“You think so? No purpose at all?”
“Right. It’s not hidden from us, just not there.”
“Wow, Martha.”
“Yeah—so take heart.”
Take heart at what? I wasn’t going to solve that one fast, so
I concentrated on the next songs, realizing I could read sheet music pretty well. All those clarinet lessons went for something after
all.
After an hour, they had a coffee break. I think they were
worried I was too young for coffee or something, as I noticed a
bustle over in a corner and someone producing—where from?—
a diet coke.
Turns out I liked coffee just fine, but accepted the diet coke
(ugh) and grabbed a couple of cookies—store-bought I was surprised to see. Soon as I thought that, I realized how sexist that
was, as if women over thirty were required to waste time baking
cookies.
They regrouped pretty quickly—maybe ten minutes at most.
So much for gabbing and gossiping—another sexist thought that
stole into my mind. I wasn’t at all prepared for the songs in the
second half, mostly old favorites—very old—with lyrics changed
so as to sound like sarcastic protest songs. Who would have
known?
Here’s my favorite:
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Somebody stole my guy
Somebody came and took him away
He didn’t even—say he was leavin
His kisses I tolerated so
She’s gittin now I know
And gee, I know that she
Is wishin he’d
Return to me—
But she can just sit there and cry
She’s got that crummy guy!
I turned to Martha: “These are incredible!”
“I’m so glad you like them, dear. We know that sort of thing
won’t topple the patriarchy, but it’s our small way of being subversive. So many lovely songs and such godawful, poisonous lyrics: ‘Oh, pity me, that woman treated me so bad, for no reason at
all, none, and where will I find another brainless pretty face with
ample tits—sorry.”
I was laughing so hard I couldn’t even tell her I didn’t need
an apology.
It got so I really looked forward to practice, week after week.
I had joined just after their big chapter show in December, which
was good, as it gave me some space to try and catch up a little.
I mentioned that to Kelly.
“I’m so glad, Marsha. I thought you would. You’re not like
most kids our age.”
“Don’t I know it!”
“I meant that in a good way, dear.”
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“I know. Anyhow, thanks for getting me into this, you sweet
Adeline you!”
Before the new year was too far along, the chapter started
talking about singing Galentines, and before I knew it, I was
signed up. Whether I volunteered or was forcibly recruited I really didn’t know. Anyhow—there it was.
Before all this, I didn’t even know about Galentines Day,
February 13. More than just a satire on male-based valentining,
Galentines Day gave women a chance to embrace one another by
way of song—or arms and bodies, I guess.
I was assigned to this quartet, singing simple (and nonsexist)
songs, at least those which could go in any direction: “Always,”
“Let Me Call You Sweetheart,” “Heart of My Heart.”
Martha was in my group. I almost said, “of course,” but I
don’t know for sure who arranged that, maybe Martha, as she was
now, sure as hell, my friend. Age be damned.
Anyhow, we practiced for maybe twenty minutes total after
chapter meetings and then set out to spread Galentines warmth.
We were doing that even with the corniest lyrics—maybe especially with those—like these from “Heart of My Heart”:
I can forget you never!
From you I ne’er will sever—
Say you’ll be mine forever!
I love you!
Somehow that made me tear up: imagine a woman, not exactly a poet, struggling with the tenderest feelings and finally
managing, “From you I ne’er will sever.” Made me believe her:
she never would abandon her dear.
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One of our trips—well, several but the one I wanted to mention—was to a rest home. The people there were so happy to see
us. You could tell, even when they had no direct way of expressing it.
Let me hear you whisper that you love me, too.
Keep the love-light glowing in your eyes so blue.
It was so fine and I was so absorbed, I guess you could say,
by the people and the atmosphere—warm and fine—that at first
I didn’t hear, right after the song was over:
“Dearie? Marsha?”
Somehow I knew right away: “Aunt Barbara?”
Days may not be fair—always
That’s when I’ll be there—always.
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Then That Happened
We have to distrust each other. It is our only defense
against betrayal.
—Tennessee Williams
It was not so very late, maybe 3:45 or so in the afternoon,
when Babs McDonald shot her daughter—fatally, you know.
Trish McDonald (the daughter, now dead) had done little or nothing to earn that kind of thing. Most of us would say that. Actually, I can see nothing in Trish’s behavior from 3:00 on, say, that
would merit a reprimand, a “don’t you do that again.” Even if
Tricia—don’t call me Trish—was kind of uppity, though not as
bad as some, I think shooting her was unfair. However, that’s my
opinion only. Knowing you, I wouldn’t be surprised if you felt
differently. It’s not that you’d excuse Babs out of interested
motives. I’m not saying that, so don’t start defending yourself.
You wouldn’t be numbered among the suspects, even if Babs had
concocted an alibi pointing in your direction. Probably you
wouldn’t. Babs isn’t what you’d call shrewd, and I say that speaking as her closest friend. Has our friendship been damaged by this
murder? I could say that it’s too early to tell, but I’d be lying. I’m
sticking to Barb like glue, not going to be judgmental about my
valued friend or the lust that brought her to this pass.
Is lust a sin? How can you ask that? Of course it is, if you
care about such things. You don’t care, I happen to know, so put
that stone back in your pocket, the one you were about to throw—
casting the first. We all know about you and Jerri. Not that I’m
judging you. I mean, who am I to judge, if you want to throw your
life—at least your body—into a dumpster?
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I’m not going to spend the time I have here talking about
you. Whether you like it or not, you can’t sit your plump ass on
center stage in this drama. This is definitely about Babs and the
late Trish and Manny, the other part of this trio.
You know Manny right? The kid with the name you’d think
would be reserved for Puerto Ricans or something interesting.But
Manny isn’t either one; he’s plain old white European. My guess
would be from Denmark or one of those communist countries,
though that’s not vital information at this point. Does make you
wonder, though, whether that intriguing name was part of the
problem. My own view is that none of this would have developed
as far as it did—too far, we can probably agree—had his name
been Sven or Ingrid. I know Ingrid is a girl’s name. I’m just saying—making a point.
I won’t ask you what you think of Manny as you wouldn’t
tell me anyhow. You’d just say, “He seems okay” or “Who gives
a shit” or something evasive. The truth is you think he’s hotter
than hell and you spend time fantasizing about—you know.
That’s the truth, so don’t bother denying. No one’s going to believe you, and you’ll just look foolish. A word to the wise.
So, I happen to know a lot about Manny as pertains to this
murder case, or perhaps I should say, “interesting domestic
drama,” not wanting to take the turkey out of the oven just before
it reaches 165 degrees internally. Manny is what some people
would call beautiful. Not me, necessarily, but most everybody
else. He looks like some postcard you’d send back from the sort
of place, you know, where everybody’s healthy and blonde and
self-satisfied. I find all that a bit repulsive, though I don’t expect
you to understand, fixated as you are on other parts of Manny that
you assume are there. I’m not saying you know for sure, have set
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up a telescope trained on his shower window or anything. But I
know what I know.
Don’t get pissed. That was a joke. I only wanted to explain
Manny’s attraction to most people who don’t look beneath the
surface. In fact, let’s be honest here: Manny was, in the eyes of
his admirers, always entering a room backwards, that is—assfirst. His bottom, most people would agree, would easily finish
first at the county fair. Blue-ribbon buttocks! I won’t say that
Babs talked to me about this part of the boy. I won’t say she
didn’t. Some things are personal.
Well, that’s enough of a prelude. So, we have this triangle:
mother, daughter, suitor. But whoa there. Manny may have been
a suitor, but—and this is vital—Trish had called a halt to his visits—or tried to. That’s the core of the case: Trish turning against
Manny long before Babs was ready for such an unexpected turn.
Now, don’t think I’m saying Babs was a pervert or anything. It’s
not for me to apply labels to complex human beings, even if Babs
isn’t what you’d call complex.
You clear on all this? No? Holy hell. Let me back up.
So—We got this commonplace boy-girl arrangement,
Manny and Trish. Nothing special at all, so far as you’d notice.
Babs, Trish’s mom (as you know)—well, let’s put it bluntly so
you’ll understand—has the hots for Manny, or for one particular
part of Manny, which I mentioned before and won’t repeat here
as I’m not producing disgusting porn and am sure you noticed
first time through anyhow. Trish cuts it off with Manny, and Babs
shoots Trish. You may be saying that this is nothing more than
another day on Mulberry Street, just tedious and routine domestic
life. Just kidding. Even you will recognize that it’s all a bit out of
the ordinary.
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I wasn’t there for the shooting and am not saying I was, but
I was over the week before that happened. Manny was over, too,
just hanging out with Trish, I guess. Anyhow, I was visiting with
Babs, the way you do, you know, just talking about this and that.
What did you say? No, we weren’t talking about dieting, me
and Babs, and don’t think I don’t know just what you’re getting
at. It’s a cheap slur is what that is. Well, OK, I’ll take it as a joke,
if you say so.
Like I was mentioning, we’re there talking and in comes
Manny, just Manny and no Trish. Turns out Trish was going to
the toilet right then, but I didn’t know that at the time and it has
no bearing on things, so forget it. You’ll just get confused.
Well, as soon as Manny comes into the room, Babs stops the
story she was telling me—about the colon replacement Jennifer
Capo’s husband has scheduled—and turns all her attention to
Manny, just like I wasn’t there.
“Hi, Gorgeous!” That’s what she said, getting up at once like
somebody’d goosed her and draping herself all over the defenseless kid. He seemed embarrassed as hell, and who wouldn’t be,
not just because she was lolling on him but because she was patting his ass. I could see that, see, because he happened to be
turned away from me. I couldn’t help but see what was happening.
And what was happening was Babs doing—you know—
with his hind quarters. Just let me add, since I know you want to
hear: she wasn’t patting so much as mauling. I was about to suggest to her that a cushion would do as well, or a couple of pillows,
but I realized she wouldn’t hear me—probably couldn’t, to be fair
all round.
Back to Manny:
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Poor kid. I mean, what could he do? You’re thinking at least
he wasn’t the one doomed to be shot and I’ll give you that. Still,
he must now feel pretty guilty. How’d you like to live with the
image of your dead girlfriend, no longer with us just because you
were so ridiculously protective of what doesn’t matter anyhow?
You may think it does matter. Maybe we differ there. Takes
all kinds.
So, the kid is doing his best to pretend that the assault on his
tail isn’t happening or that it’s some joke he’s in on or something.
I know I felt very sorry for him at that moment—not so much
later.
Right as it seemed like Babs might proceed to further indecencies—she sure wasn’t paying attention to me or Joe Capo’s
colon operation—here comes Tricia out of the toilet.
What she said was classic, I thought.
“Mom, you lecherous old cow, leave his ass alone!”
Well, you can just imagine—or probably you can’t—what
happened then. Manny kept being embarrassed and all goofy,
Babs looked fierce as hell, Trish was doing her “Well, I never!”
act, with her hands on her hips even. I was smiling.
Nothing more happened that day, at least that I saw, but I
know what I witnessed then and can put two and two together as
well as anybody, better than some.
You got it, right? Yeah, that’s it. Trish dumped Manny because she had sense enough not to get in some soap-opera triangle
with her own personal mother. I mean, would you want something like that? Others say she dumped him because Manny was
actually really doing the complete rooster-and-hen bit with Babs.
Those others are dead wrong on that.
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Trish broke it off with Manny because it was her only decent
option. That’s it. Take my word for it. And shut up and let me
finish.
Babs couldn’t see any way to get to Manny and his target
ass now, and so, naturally enough, she shot Tricia, who, in a way,
brought it all on herself.
I don’t care who you tell this story to. It’s no secret and reflects well on me, if I do say so myself. And, when you’re through
with telling it, just add that, yes indeed, I have employed Manny
to do my gutters and other handy-work around the house. I think
it’s the least I can do.
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A Way Out
Every exit is an entry somewhere else.
—Tom Stoppard
[Only fair to warn you. This is not what you would call a
linearly-connected story. Oh sure, it’s coherent—in its way.]
Here’s the thing: I am an up-to-date Premier Club Member.
I can prove it. Thrice, I have been told, by uniformed officials
who act knowing enough, that this Club, Premier or not, gives us
access to exit-row seating. I urge you to try yourself. Perhaps
you’ll discover something different, find that the Premier Club
Membership plops you right there in the exit-row, charging nothing, where you’d be a fool not to want to be.
I never get free exit seats, have no idea how to do so. I read
that in the old days the odds of winning the Publisher’s Clearing
House Sweepstakes were 1 in 35 million. I figure that beats my
chances of sitting in an exit row that allows my legs in there, too.
For I am just now told the very opposite of what I’d heard
before, exactly the opposite, by the guy manning the podium. Imagine my frustration. This official here at D-16 tells me Premier
Club Members are assigned exit-row seats, no extra fee, should
they find themselves able to perform the requisite duties in the
case of an emergency. He says I should have straightened that out
back there at baggage check-in today or earlier, through the Internet site, available to Premier Club members. I explain patiently
that the Internet and the check-in person both are very clear about
this: exit-row seats are assigned at the gate, for this flight or any
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other (I assume), irrespective of any Club membership. Explicit,
they are. At the gate? Lead me to it!
Filled with a confidence slightly dimmed by confusion, I
glided to D-16, stood quietly in the slow-moving line, and finally
reached the podium. I was careful to appear confident and
friendly, poses that come natural to me.
“Hi, there!”
“How can I help you?” Just short of being rude, giving off
self-conscious signals of how busy he was, how important.
“I won’t take much of your time. I just want to arrange an
exit-row seat. I was informed at check-in that you are in total
charge of assigning ...”
“The flight is sold out completely, sir.”
“That must be a happiness for you, but what does that have
to do with me getting a seat in an exit row? I’m just inquiring in
the most respectful way.”
“It means, sir, that all seats have been assigned and there is
no way I can move anybody. Next.” He had a small amount of
spittle collecting at the lowest left corner of his ill-formed mouth.
“Excuse me, please. I do not mean to be obstreperous—er—
rude, but, please, tell me how did anybody get assigned an exit
row seat? Some lucky folk are sitting there, right, somehow got
assigned? How? That’s all I need to know.”
“Sir, I’ve explained that there is no way I can begin shuffling
people around, even were there reason for me to do it. Every passenger is seated, as it is. If I start moving people around, I’d have
chaos on my hands. Everybody’d be moving.” I fought the impulse to wipe away the growing pool.
“No they wouldn’t. Not at all. Here, let me see your screen.”
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I did not, as he was soon to allege, push him aggressively
away from his computer in order to insert myself behind his little
podium, polluting his official space.
“Sir, it’s a serious criminal offense to assault an airline associate. You must retreat immediately or I’ll have to call my supervisor.”
I moved away, of course. He was red-faced and panting,
now drooling, and I didn’t want to push him beyond his unbending little limits.
“I apologize. I just wanted to illustrate my point. Here, let
me use your pencil.” I wanted to draw a diagram for this tripledyed moron. It was such a basic issue and I was being both reasonable and gentle, but you would have thought Count Dracula
was attacking him. I had backed my feet away from his goddamned podium, as a gesture of cooperation, and thus felt justified leaning in, tilting awkwardly forward to borrow his pencil. I
certainly did not “grope” him. Who gropes a person in the area
of his plastic pocket shield?
I meant only to illustrate that a one-to-one exchange of 37D
and 11A, just for example, does not involve moving everyone on
the plane. It’s not musical chairs.
“I mean, Roy, also to discover on what grounds the occupant
of 11A, an exit seat we’ll say, was assigned that seat. What gave
him (or her) rights not possessed by 37D, also desirous of an exitrow seat? Can you kindly explain?”
Simple question.
Roy looked at me as if I had just requested his assistance in
assaulting his mother.
“Sir, 11A is not an exit seat on this flight.”
I did not, as he later claimed, attempt to strike him at that
point. I admit that I shrugged in a manner expressive of contempt
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and uttered some mutterings not meant to be complimentary.
Still, I remained calm. I wasn’t after Roy’s job; I was after information: “I don’t want to be the cause of trouble, Roy; I want to
be the beneficiary of enlightenment. Please believe me.”
I don’t think he did. In any case, another functionary showed
up behind the podium. Roy’s supervisor—I took her to be—gave
every initial indication of being intelligent. Alas!
“I wish we could accommodate you, sir. Roy said you
wanted an exit-row seat.”
“Or bulkhead. It’s my legs. As you can see, they’re ...”
“Yes, or bulkhead. Unfortunately, all these seats are assigned for this flight.”
“How? That’s what I’m struggling to determine.”
“Well, sir. Our Premier Members and Star Alliance Club ...”
“Please, may I explain, oh please? I will be brief.”
“Well, sir, if you please; I was about to explain ...”
“Roy here has already delivered what I can see is the standard line. In any case, I have heard it. I am not deaf.”
“It would not matter if you were. We still couldn’t accommodate you on this particular flight, not now, since all seats have
been assigned.”
“Assigned how? Please tell me. I am a member of all these
clubs. Useless. I asked at check-in. Unsatisfactory. I also logged
in twenty-four hours ahead for E-Z check in and seat assignment.
You see my point. Explanations shift as I go, like magic mirrors.
Policies seem to be written in sand, with tides rushing in hourly.
How are exit row seats assigned, real and true?”
“Sir, I have told you—all seats have been assigned.”
That’s when anyone would have lost it. Not me. I have been
trained to handle situations like this, dealing, as I do, with irasci-
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ble and unreasonable parents of students. That’s my job: guidance counselor and psychoanalytic therapist. The second title refers to what I do, the first to what the school board thinks I do,
what my inaccurate title allows. The school board wants me sewing up troublesome psychic fray. Ha! I do much more: I delve,
analyze, cure. My point is that I have better luck with criminally
deranged kids than with airline functionaries.
I have two colleagues in my office, an office that would,
speaking frankly, be a disgrace, had I not devoted several weekends and some out-of-pocket funding to professionalizing it. Our
office decor and the ethos of our practice are echoed in placards
I designed and had manufactured for our use. (I tried to make
them in my garage, but I was fooling myself imagining I could
do a decent job with an old wood-burning set my grandpa had
given to me.)
Our placards reflect the overall aura without dictating to a
patient a necessary response. That’s vital: we advise; we do not
control.
#1 DON’T WORRY! THE PROBLEMS YOU BRING
WITH YOU WILL NOT BE THE ONES YOU LEAVE
WITH.
#2 WE DO NOT RID YOU OF CONFLICTS HERE; WE
GIVE YOU PERMISSION TO LIVE WITH THEM MORE
VIVIDLY.
#3 THE TYGERS OF WRATH ARE WISER THAN THE
HORSES OF INSTRUCTION.
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#4 IF THEY TELL YOU, “IT’S NOT ABOUT SEX,”
THEY’RE LYING.
In our line, problems are inevitable. The source of those
problems for our kids? You’re thinking they are various, coming
from all over. Nope. A single leaking faucet, namely—Parents!
And our problems with parents begin with these posters, as you
guessed.
Take #2, the promise to vivify conflicts, not erase them.
What objections do you suppose erupted? Here’s a list, gathered
from our suggestion box:
1. You’re supposed to be helping.
2. I can understand “conflict adjustment,” but what the
hell’s this?
3. I don’t want my kid loaded with exciting conflicts. I
want him to do what he’s told.
4. This New Age stuff makes me long for the days of
paddles.
5. Who died and made you King?
6. How can I tell if my kid’s on drugs?
7. Do you do intra-family counseling? I mean on your
own time, for a fee, of course. We’re frankly desperate,
and Jason seems to trust you.
My team and I are firm believers in “Inclusion,” which means
“no wrong answers,” accepting whatever comes to us as in some
way revealing. Sounds mushy-headed; but it pays to give people
a little confidence. We are all, all of us, so very scared and have
so few defenses—kids for sure. So we don’t worry about being a
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little short on rigor. I never was one for tough love. In my experience, most people have lots of contact with toughness and very
little with love.
Maybe it’s time to discuss #7 (look back at it, please), the
one referring to Jason and his family.
I knew Jason well, as it happens, before receiving the note
from his parents, but more on that later. Jason was cute, a sad role
for a kid to adopt, full of short-term payouts but, in the end, our
culture’s darkest prison.
Let’s consider: cute is rooted in acute, suggesting “sharp,”
“cutting,” somewhat suspiciously precocious. The “cute” one is
always inside the game, knows what he’s doing. The cute child
is admired insofar as he can convince us that he is unaware of his
cuteness; but we also know deep-down he could never manage
cute were he not fully conscious of and always busy honing his
role. Aware and unaware: you have to be both, convincingly.
Look at Shirley Temple. That little cutie sure knew what she was
doing just as a kitten does: their provocative come-ons depend on
an audience willing to be unaware and simple-minded. Cuteness
is a two-way task, the audience doing the heavy lifting.
Jason was close to recognizing all this. His parents had lost
the ability to incite his interest, and thus their own Oedipal lust
had nowhere to go, was waving in the breeze. They were hurt,
hurt and scared. These were good people and they loved their boy
achingly. Of course they kept themselves from recognizing the
full dimensions of that love; parental love would be impossible
otherwise.
Jason’s parents, reasonably intelligent so far as that went,
had awakened one morning to find that intelligence no longer
making contact with the territory inhabited by their son. So it is
for all parents, though few are able to handle it. Most try hard to
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become indifferent to their kids, protecting themselves from the
nightmare of their own irrelevance, their sudden and brutal redundancy.
The world Jason had shared with his parents just yesterday
was the only one they cared for. Their investment was complete
and unqualified, leaving them nothing to draw upon now. We
teach ourselves to believe a lot of hokum about over-investing in
kids. But that’s not possible. As a character in the magnificent
film “Magnolia” says, “It is not a mistake to confuse children
with angels.”
Jason had been seeing me for several weeks, seeking help in
finding ways of evading the one subject that had driven him to
me in the first place.
“Hi, Mr. C? How they hanging?”
“Jason, tell me now: do you think Principal Dickinson would
appreciate your interest in my balls?”
“He’d sure rather it was me being interested and not you in
my—err—balls.” He blurted out the last word and simultaneously turned brick red. Jason’s cuteness depended heavily on the
appeal of foul-mouthed modesty. So sweet and a whore-house
vocabulary! Jason did it well.
“Actually, Jason, he’d not be in the slightest unappreciative
of the configuration of interests, right?”
“Huh?”
“He’d more or less expect my imagination to travel inside
your underwear.”
“Huh?”
“You tell me.”
“Ah yeah! I see. He’d figure that you’d—you know.”
“Yes, I do. Why, do you suppose?”
“God, Mr. C!”
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“Think about it, friend.”
“OK. Principal Dickhead wouldn’t really be surprised when
he caught us together doing—because. . . he thinks I’m gay?”
“No.”
“Because he thinks you’re gay?”
“He does, I suppose, but that’s not it.”
“I give up.”
“No, you don’t. You got it.”
“Because he’s fascinated by my balls and stuff.”
“Like many others, right?”
“I guess.”
“Because—?”
“I make ‘em be fascinated. God!”
“And?”
“I don’t know.”
“Yeah, you do.”
“It’s just something I do.”
“And that’s bad?”
“No, it’s just something I do.”
“And it’s good all around. Even Principal Dickhead gets
pleasure imagining you going at it.”
“God!”
“You spread joy, not just the joys of lust but of righteousness
too.”
“Huh?"
“Dickface gets to exercise his lust—you know what I mean
by that—and also feel superior to those lusting after you.”
“Oh. He'd beat his meat with one hand and sign the court
order arresting you with the other.”
“Me?”
“Yeah, you, you lech!”
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“Returning now to your parents, you getting tired of titillating Mom and Dad? No longer interesting to you?”
“I did not titillate my parents. God!”
“Gee, you didn’t? Well, I guess I was wrong then.”
“When I was maybe nine or ten.”
“Time to give it up with Mom and Dad, huh?”
“Not like I’m hanging on.”
“That’s exactly what you’re doing. Still playing with them,
only the game disgusts and bores you.”
“God, man!”
“You’re not happy. Here’s an idea then.”
“You gonna tell me? You never do that.”
“Now I am. Your parents have stopped being important to
you. Accept it and be nice to ‘em. Not like you hate them; you
just don’t give a shit, and that’s hard to face, for them and for
you. So you try to hate them, out of kindness, figuring it’s better
than indifference. It isn’t. Just let ‘em go. Be nice, as you would
be with strangers or with me. Hell with ‘em.”
“You’re crazy.”
“I’m right. Concentrate on what you want, what’s going to
work for you. Right now you’re living inside scripts other people
have written for teens. Your parents work inside other scripts, but
that’s not your problem. Think of having the most fun you can.
Find new games to play. Your games, not somebody else’s.”
“Yeah! Mount everything that moves!”
“I would have thought your inventiveness was more expansive.”
“It ain’t.”
“Yes it is.”
“So, Mr. Prude, you gonna counsel me and my parents?”
“I’ll tell them what I told you. That OK?”
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“No.”
“Sure it is.”
So I did.
They took it pretty well, toned down and padded with references to “studies” showing how parental influences decline in all
healthy teen-parent relations, yielding to the dominance of peers.
“Let go!” I told them. “Jason wouldn’t be causing these problems
did he not love and respect you. He’d just enjoy tormenting you.
Trying to be more central than you can be forces him into double
binds: ‘I love them and they aren't that important, and what's that
say about me? I wish they'd go away and leave me alone; and that
makes me feel like shit.’ ”
They saw what I was after—probably didn’t want to, but it
was a formula that made everything click.
I’d say it was pretty much an absolute triumph of effective
counseling, producing a more relaxed if still erratic domestic
scene, a reasonably happy boy, and a letter to the principal,
signed by the whole family, praising me.
He called me into his office, did Principal Dickinson: “Just
stop by when you can.” That’s a new level of intimacy, or maybe
indifference, gladdening or insulting, take your pick.
“You know, Don, how active this family has been in the
school and its manifold affairs.” He was addicted to curlicue
phrases. “I wanted you, you especially, to be fully aware that I
am not insensitive to the good feeling you managed to create for
yourself and, I will not hesitate to add, for the school community
in all its reaches, the top reaches not excluded.” This last he threw
in with “a winning smile.”
“It’s kind of you to say so, Principal Dickinson.”
From there it was a short hop to the airline counter on the
way to Orlando, for the class trip (every student, excluding only
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those whose GPA had dropped into the C level, those with suspected gang affiliations, and those unpleasing to the principal).
Dickinson was a man of decision, and he lost no time cajoling
(and threatening) me into chaperoning the seniors’ excursion into
just about the last place they would have chosen on their own:
Walt Disney World. The kids regarded this manipulative playground as an insult, thrusting on them a cruel notion of what kiddies enjoy and how far their capabilities extend. Adults found
teens inauthentic and silly, a perfect match for a five-day immersion in this cult farm. So it was Walt and his machines versus a
bunch of canny kids, a mismatch all the way.
I wasn’t the only chaperone; but the others, four sets of parents, were more than happy to leave the active work to me, withdrawing to their Disney suites and letting the kids find their own
pleasures in this monument to dated preciousness.
So it was just me and fifty-two kids, all of us hoping to get
through the time without letting ourselves recognize how bored
we were, how utterly without resources, how indifferent to all attractions but those presented by the bodies around us. More and
more, I was boxed into the world determined by these kids’ libidinous urges, leaving me with little to think about apart from deniability.
And it left the kids with unscreened and focused lust. My
own position was not—I shouldn’t have to insist on this!—complicated by any improper quiverings of my own. Eighteen-yearolds had stopped appealing to me after I turned twenty-two.
That’s not a claim to virtue, just the truth. Besides, spending
hours listening to their repetitive maunderings would dull the
erotic fantasies even of a pedophile.
I tried hard to distract them from the smoothly paved route
they were traveling, one leading to pregnancy, disease, and hot
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water for me. Other teens might have had more range, added electronic push-button things, music, conversation. Not these. They
were single-minded in their contempt for everything except being
drunk, naked, and rutting.
OK by me, theoretically. I regarded their views as both reasonable and healthy. But who cares about enlightened views if
they threaten my livelihood, even my safety? My goal was to get
out of there without having the kids’ carnal joys attributed to my
irresponsibility.
There was a larger problem. Let’s say the kids could handle
all this prolonged orgyizing without shooting one another or collapsing into soap operas of jealousy and rage. Unlikely, but the
real dilemma was different: finding ways to prolong such an essentially limited program over four full days. Even giving over
mornings to hangovers, and afternoons to sloth, left great fields
of time for thrashing flesh to occupy. And those fields could
quickly start looking like pastures of monotony.
“Look, kids. Let’s invent games, mostly of the non-touching
variety, just so all this sex doesn’t get predictable and ruin you
for life. Want to lose the mystery, become like your parents? If
you’re just going to pair off and screw, then you’ll find yourself
with empty time. Invent games or you’ll end up gossiping or
shooting one another.”
They looked pretend-shocked, but I had their attention.
“So create games to make your bodies and doings curious
and odd. Do anything to avoid repetition and the predictable.”
“Games? You mean like spin the bottle?”
First rule of counseling: make dumb responses into smart
ones. “Excellent idea! How can we build on it? Spin the bottle
makes the partner a mystery. How about also mystifying the activity, location, body parts, costumes, that sort of thing?”
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They picked up on that, devising many games utilizing
booze, speed, revealing or ripped-off clothing, upside-down beds
and cots, unusual body parts, hats (yes!), cameras, and public
places.
“You’re playing too, Mr. C! It was your idea!”
“Not on your life! You kids are risking, what?—embarrassment? I’d be risking my job and my ability to remain at large.”
They were good kids, satisfied themselves with appointing
me security guard, pimp (more or less), and (in one game) reluctant cameraman.
Was I flattered? Was I a goddamned fool? Should I have
roped in the other parents? Should I have exited?
After three days of this, I was called out of the shower by a
rude alarm, accompanied by insistent shouts:
“Mr. C! Mr. C! Fire! This way!”
A large group of kids was somehow there in my room, adding to my badly-tied-around towel a fleecy robe I hadn’t noticed
before, covering me before guiding me to safety. It happened so
fast I barely realized all that they were doing with my body: ensconcing it, yes, but also insinuating their hands here and there
and pushing me gently but insistently somewhere while so doing.
I can’t remember ever being less alert, less aware of what I was
being induced to do.
Then I wasn’t sure that there was a robe at all: only hands
and something staring at me. I was keeping my eyes glued ahead
and above to avoid seeing too much of the kids—or of me. What
soon came into focus was a large EXIT sign.
The sign was in red, large letters beckoning me off the balcony where we were pinned, the bunch of us. I never wanted anything so badly as to reach EXIT, a promise located at the end of
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a series of balconies, leading into a building that I at once connected with privacy and safety.
“Kids, if I can just put myself where the exit is, then ...”
What I got back was laughter, not sardonic or even unkind.
Whatever their plans, they didn’t include exiting, at least not for
me.
All of a sudden I felt desperate, a flicker away from having
my life flash before me. Deeply irrational I know I was, but those
kids somehow now seemed bent on destroying me, keeping me
exposed and immobile—utterly lost.
Then it hit me:
“Jason, is that you? Are you here?”
It was a risk, asking him to separate himself from the herd,
an insecure kid mustering the independence to help a staff person
who had obviously overestimated his popularity—and intelligence. Just then, I saw or sensed a gaggle of adults, down below
us, looking about, ready to jump up and down, jump up and grab
me, jump to conclusions.
In minus time, I was under the EXIT sign, looking straight
into Jason’s face.
“Sorry, Mr. C. I don’t know how that went wrong.”
“Uh-huh!”
‘Really, we really just—you know—wanted to show you—
wanted to make you part of our game, include you. We wanted to
thank you. You taught us a lot.”
“Teacher of the Year.”
“Yeah, you are.”
“Thanks for letting me exit.”
“Don’t count on that, Mr. C. We love you and need you. You
won’t ever get away.”
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To Cease Upon the Midnight
Now more than ever it seems rich to die,
To cease upon the midnight with no pain.
—Keats, “Ode to a Nightingale”
Probably most catastrophes end this way without an
ending, the dead not even knowing how they died ...
those who loved them forever questioning "this unnecessary death," and the rest of us tiring of this inconsolable catastrophe and turning to the next one.
—Norman Maclean, Young Men and Fire
“Professor?”
The hand was waving clearly enough, but at first I couldn’t
locate the body attached to it, so I nodded in the general direction.
“I guess I’m not too clear what you mean when you talk
about ‘cultural constructions of death.’ I sort of get it, but not too
well. Isn’t death just there, like a stubbed toe, only worse?”
What went through my head shouldn’t have been there at
all: “A little child that lightly draws its breath, what should it
know of death.” Had I said that out loud? Oh damn! It would
sound condescending, wouldn’t it? Had these odd lines from
Wordsworth travelled unbidden into my head and straight out my
mouth?
I scanned the faces before me, looking for anger, repulsion,
hurt: “Little child?” I looked very closely but could read nothing.
When in doubt, charge ahead. I knew that, as slogans go, that one
was defective, but it gave me something to do. I tried fluffing up
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my notes, clearing my throat. Looked again: blank stares. Could
have been worse, I guess: could be asleep, playing with phones.
(“I have said many times:” too aggressive. “That’s a fine
question:” condescending. “Well, let’s see:” pretty good.)
“Well, let’s see. We all know that the idea of ‘construction’
allows us to look beyond what common sense tells us is just
somehow ‘there,’ right? Obvious examples include childhood,
the family, nations, gender, sexuality, age categories. We all together on that?
“When we verge into more physical things—I mean, things
like phenomena in nature—you know, ugliness, neatness, intelligence, heat—it starts getting less obvious. The tough ones are
more central to our thinking, more blunt: death being what we’re
wrestling with now.
“Back up a bit: we aren’t claiming such things are imaginary
or that they have no independent existence—typhoons, for instance, or stubbed toes. What we mean is that they come into being for us only through the lenses provided by our history and
culture. They exist not independently, in the raw, but as our time
and place allows, even forces, us to experience them.”
Nothing—no hands in the air, no quizzical looks.
“Is that clear?”
Less than nothing.
”Well, then—”
“Professor?”
Glory! “Yes?”
“Professor, if death is only what our culture allows it to be,
well then ... Oh, I think I see. It doesn’t matter if death is something all by itself, like heart-stopping, no more breath coming,
since for us it can only mean what—I mean, what is, you know,
available to us to make it mean.”
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“Yes, and—.”
“So we’re trapped.”
Somebody laughed.
“Trapped?” I said, interested now. “Maybe not. There is a
chance that when we see things are constructed, we gain a little
freedom to choose what we mean, provide ourselves with a little
wiggle room.”
Again, that rude laugh.
The same kid: “I think I see now, professor. Take my
mother, for instance.”
Another voice: “I’ve seen your mama. No thanks.”
Should I reprimand somebody? I decided to go back to
death.
“Yes”—wonder what the kid’s name was but best not to
guess. “We’re not denying that the tree falling in the deserted forest away from any ears makes a bang; we’re saying that it just
doesn’t matter at all to us, to those whose world of meaning is
completely conditioned, controlled, as you say, by the range of
meanings provided, not by the tree but by the accumulation of ...”
A louder laugh—probably not from the same source.
“How about telling me this?” I tried. “Is death the same thing
for all people at all times?”
“Well, none of ‘em’s gonna be playing handball, no matter
what.”
I figured some thread was better than none, so I waded in:
“You sure about that?”
“Huh,” the same kid said, then: “Oh, I see. In heaven or
whatnot. That’s true. I mean it’s true that some people think that
way. I guess for them death’s not an ending, huh?”
Perfect. It was a set-up line straight from heaven—ha, ha.
“So, what is it if not an ending?”
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A student he recognized and liked shot up her hand: “A journey, a shift to a new place, an escape.”
I’d hoped she’d go into who believed what, but maybe she
knew and was bored by the difference between Hindus, Buddhists, Native Believers, and cults. I know I was, so figured it was
time for a summary.
“It’s not, you see, just that different cultures and religions
and so forth see death differently. There is no one thing to see.
Death simply means something very different, the word ‘death,’
not the thing, since there is no definite thing that escapes cultural
and historical formation. There is no thing itself. Got it?”
They looked bored. I knew I was, but there were almost
twenty minutes left in class. I could just dismiss them—no one
would care, least of all the students, but I was a conscientious
sort, especially when it was pointless, so—
“Let’s move on. Let’s, as they say, share. Who will tell us
what death means, directly and personally. I mean—personally.”
Nothing for a few seconds and then a hand:
“Yes?”
“My grandmother, who I loved so much, was in this home
and doing pretty well, we thought. But then one day we got this
call telling us she was a goner. Not just that but—and this is no
lie—had taken her own life, done away with herself. Suicide. The
person from the home just said that, right out to my mother. It’s
true that grandma was my father’s mother, and my mother was ...
But still ... Anyhow, when I ...”
“When I said ‘personally,’ I didn’t mean your grandma’s
death.”
“Oh.”
“I meant yours.”
“Oh.”
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“Tell us about yours.”
“I don’t know what that means, Professor. I really don’t.
How can I . . . ?”
“Well, what presence does death have for you, your own
death?”
“Oh—well, I know that someday I’ll have to die.”
“So, death, rightly viewed, doesn’t have any meaning for
you at all?”
“Sure it does—like everybody else.”
“Think about it.”
“I damn well am. Sorry. Well, one thing my grandma taught
me, though I didn’t see it till now is that death doesn’t have to be
something out there, like a bat flying in a window or something.
My grandma took control of it. It wasn’t something happening to
her; it was something she could do.”
Silence.
I had seen where this was going and seemed paralyzed.
What was I doing, suggesting to these young kids that the way to
play with cultural constructions was to do away with themselves?
I had to say something:
“Theoretically, I agree, Mark. Mark is it?”
“Yeah.”
“One way to twist the construction is to move death from
out there to in here, not so much an unwelcome landlord as a
roommate.”
“A roommate?”
“I mean not something impersonal. As you say you can inject your own agency—er—seize control.”
Silence.
“Theoretically, you know. You don’t want to do that,
though, no you don’t.”
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I don’t know if there were more than one or two voices responding, seemed like almost the whole class:
“Why not?”
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Gambling Fever
Horse sense is the thing a horse has which keeps it
from betting on people.
—W. C. Fields
“Maisie, it says here we bookies will lose tens of millions of
pounds—wait a minute—per month! Per month!”
“Didn’t know you made that much, Herb. You been hiding
big bills?”
“Ha ha! That’s the whole profession, but still, what the hell!
It’s a national disgrace!”
“I’ll say. You get paid in pounds?”
“Oh, yeah, I see. No. I guess this is England they’re talking
about. So it’s gotta be just that much worse here.”
“Billions an hour.”
“You could be more sympathetic, Maisie. I know this is
boom times for you, but I am suffering.”
“Boom times? Right, we nurses have never been so flush.
Many of us die, but that’s what it’s like in the financial fast lane—
a minor drawback.”
“Oh, yeah. Sorry. I do have an advantage working from
home. You’re right. If only I could work.”
“Tell me again why you can’t. Nothing you do is quite legal
anyhow, right?”
“Well, some of it edges close to the line, yeah.”
“What part is actually legal?”
“Well, if you put it that way—”
“So, just keep motoring on—oh, wait, I see. You collect bets
on horse races, football games, beauty contests.”
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“More or less. Not beauty contests—that’s sick. But yeah,
public events that are now not happening, not at all. Even cockfighting.”
“No cockfighting? Oh, Herb, don’t tell me! Our national pastime, too!”
“Well, I stopped working those long ago anyhow, after all
those scandals.”
“Conscience started prickling, Herb?”
“Well, Maisie, it wasn’t so much—yes, it was: the scales fell
from my eyes.”
“What exactly does that mean? What kind of scales?”
“You don’t want to know, Maisie hun—it’s a man thing.”
“And welcome to it. How about the stock market. I think I
heard once you can bet on that, the last six numbers or something?”
“Not the last six, sweetums: the middle three—so if 37,599,
140 shares traded that day's number would be 599.”
“Shares? Aha, the stock exchange. Well, Herb, the market’s
still going—and it sounds like people are familiar with the rules
on middle numbers. There you are!”
“Yeah—there I’ll be, swimming with the fishes. It’s a mafia
racket, Maisie; I try to cut in on that, I might as well hand a loaded
revolver to your mama and close my eyes.”
“Mother’s not homicidal, Herb.”
“Give her the chance—only don’t. Anyhow, you see the
problem.”
“As I see it, Herb, you need a recurring public pattern that
people can cast their whole savings on—predicting. Right?”
“I guess. Yeah, that’d do. Only it’s gotta be random—not
something like sunrise and sunset.”
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“I was just going to suggest moonrise, which nobody attends
to.”
“Nothing they can look up, predict. Also, nothing I do myself, like roll the dice. That’d be subject to suspicion, you see, and
also guarantee my own death.”
“Pretty hazardous occupation you got there, Herb. Positively
heroic.”
“Yeah—only it ain’t an occupation at all right now.”
“Oh, don’t say that! Where would Al Capone have been if
he quit so easily? Let me put my thinking cap on.”
“Do!”
“Aha! You think you could collect enough customers for a
Zoom session—let them buy in and then play craps or something?”
“Oh. Not craps, as that’s a casino thing, but maybe shuffle
some numbers up and—yeah, why not?”
“The winner gets 90% of the pot, right Herb?”
“OK—that seems high, but ... OK. Zoom, huh? Great idea.
You know how to do that?”
“I do indeed and what’s more, I’ll show you—for a mere
half of your take.”
“Huh?”
“Kidding. Nah, I’ll even volunteer to stage some contests
myself.”
“Like what?”
“Guess the color of my bra, say, or ...”
“Masie! That’s disgusting.”
“You some kind of prude, Herb?”
“Well, I have some standards, you know, some lines that
mustn’t be, you know, crossed.”
“I’ll be damned—a strait-laced crook!”
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“Yeah, I guess so.”
“Well, Herb, there are worse things.”
“Are there?”
“Trust me.”
Not two weeks later, the zoom had expanded from its Brooklyn base to include over two hundred avid gamblers, engaged in
a new game daily. What game? Hey, you want to know more, the
buy-in is one grand, a cool thousand. Interested?
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